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Abstract 
This thesis descnbes the computer simulatiOn of sputtermg and radiatiOn damage in 
wmc materials with NaCl used as the model substrate to study the mteractwns 
The multi pole method, which scales as O(N) for N particles, has been Implemented 
w1thm a Molecular Dynamics (MD) code to evaluate the long-range Coulomb1c forces 
and fixed charges are assumed for all wns The use of this algorithm has enabled 
the simulatiOn of realistic systems contammg up to 100,000 particles To model the 
short ranged mteractwns a Buckmgham potential together with a Van der Waals 
term IS used The full potential IS connected to a screened Coulomb potential for 
close approach. Computer visualisatiOn and ammatwn techmques have been used 
extensively to display simulatiOn results and to obtam mformatwn such as cluster 
eJeCtion In the study of radiatiOn damage, they have also been used to mterpret the 
damage (the type of defects) caused to the lattice 
For the smgly charged Impacts (kinetic sputtermg) m NaCl, It IS found that there 
IS a large amount of channelling and relatively low sputtermg yields of 0 33 and 
0 36 for Na+ and Cl- Impacts respectively In the case of multiply charged Impacts 
(potential sputtermg) with Arq+, q = 1, 4 and 8, a s1gmficant enhancement m the 
sputtenng yield at low Impact energies IS observed The higher energy smgle Impact 
sputtering yields are much lower when compared with experimental results Multiple 
Impact s1mulations were then performed which give sputtermg yields that are more 
consistent With the observed experimental calculatiOns The models lead to a new 
explanatiOn for the Coulomb explosiOn, which can occur when the surfaces of iomc 
systems are exposed to Impact by highly charged particles 
In the study of bulk radiation damage m NaCl, the mean number of residual 
defects for 1 ke V simulatwns was calculated to be 25, while that for the 2 ke V was 
45 The number of defects increases with mcreasmg primary knock-on atom (PKA) 
energy When compared with similar simulatwns m Iron, the defect numbers are much 
higher suggestmg a poor radiation tolerance for NaCl confirmmg also experimental 
results 
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Chapter 1 
Sputtering 
In th1s first chapter, a bnef mtroductwn about the process of sputtenng mcludmg 1ts 
h1story smce 1t was first observed/discovered by W R Grove IS g1ven The sputtenng 
mechanism IS descnbed m deta1l and the different models are discussed along w1th 
prevwus works done by numerous researchers mcludmg experimentalists, theorists 
and computer scientists Emphas1s IS put on the sputtermg of alkah hahdes because 
NaCl IS used as a model matenal for all the sJmulatwns m th1s thes1s. Some back-
ground mformatwn JS g1ven on the occurrence of sputtenng m space and finally the 
vanous apphcatwns of sputtermg in sc1ences, engineermg and mdustry are outlined 
1.1 Introduction 
Sputtenng IS a phys1cal process whereby atoms m a sohd target matenal are eJected 
mto the gas phase due to the bombardment of the matenal by energetic wns. This 
process of surface eroswn has been mvestlgated throughout the world. In Enghsh, 
1 t 1s called Sputtenng, m German Zerstaubung, in French Pulverzsatzon, m Ital-
Ian Polverzzzazwne, in Spamsh Pulvenzacwn, m Russmn Raspzlenze, in Japanese 
S(u)pattenng(u), and m Chmese Jzan shz 
1.2 History of Sputtering 
Sputtermg occurs widely m nature, where 1t causes the eroswn of the surface of a1rless 
astronomical bod1es (interstellar dust particles, the Moon, etc ) subject to ambient 
13 
energetic radiation [5] The sputtermg process was discovered by Vv. R Grove and 
m 1852 he presented a paper m which there IS the first recorded observation of the 
sputtermg process This paper was reported m the Philosophical Transactwns [6] 
and m November 2002, the sesqmcentenary of th1s d1scovery was celebrated at a 
symposiUm m London by the Institute of Phys1cs [7] The proceedmg of th1s meetmg 
was published m a spec1al 1ssue agam m Philosophical Transactwns [8] and 1t was 
ed1ted by M1chael W Thompson, J S Colhgon and Roger Sm1th 
After more than 150 years, the main features and basic phySical processes of th1s 
phenomenon have been w1dely mvestJgated, and most features are reasonably well 
understood. In the vanous fields of apphcat10ns, a remarkable level of sophisticatiOn 
has been achieved, for example, m surface analysis, depth profihng, sputter clean-
mg, m1cromachmmg, and sputter depos1tlon Even though 1t was first observed by 
Grove m 1852, 1t has become an act1ve area of research only m the last 40 years, 
when expenmental techmques were improved and the theory of colhswn cascades 
was developed 
1.3 The Sputtering Process 
Sputtermg IS largely dnven by momentum exchange between the wns and atoms m the 
matenal, due to colhswns The process can be thought of as atom1c b1lhards, w1th the 
10n (cue ball) stnkmg a large cluster of close-packed atoms (b1lhard balls) Although 
the first colhswn pushes atoms deeper mto the cluster, subsequent colhswns between 
the atoms can result m some of the atoms near the surface bemg eJected away from 
the cluster The number of atoms eJected from the surface per mc1dent wn is called 
the sputter yield or sputtenng y1eld and IS an important measure of the effic1ency 
of the sputtermg process. Among other thmgs the sputtermg y1eld depends on the 
energy of the mc1dent wns, the masses of the wns and target atoms, and the bmdmg 
energy of atoms m the sohd 
Bombardment energ1es under wh1ch eroswn or sputtering IS observed can vary 
from a few tens of electronvolts ( e V) to Ge V energ1es Target matenals have been of 
many d1fferent kinds, includmg metals, semiconductors, msulators, orgamc materials 
and even liquids [9]. Usually, ions are used for bombardment as they can readily 
be accelerated to a defined energy and mass selected As long as the eqmhbnum 
charge state of the penetratmg particle IS small, kmet1c effects dommate and no clear 
14 
ev1dence has been found that bombardment by wns or neutral particles will lead to 
different results w1th respect to em1tted atoms or clusters Th1s IS defin~tely true for 
metals For semiconductors and msulators, differences of the y1eld have been reported 
by some authors [9] The sJtuatwn changes for pnmary ions havmg velocities above 
the Bohr velooty (~2 x 106 m/s), where the eqUJlibnum charge mcreases steadily 
w1th veloc1ty At these relatively h1gh energ1es (> 25 keV per nucleon), sputtenng 
ongmates- at least for msulators- mamly from electronic exc1tatwn, wh1ch IS strongly 
related to the charge of the penetratmg part1cle. 
Bombardment of a surface by wns g1ves nse to a variety of elastic and melast1c 
colliswn events leadmg to the ejectiOn of a large vanety of particles and radiatiOn 
Neutral, excited, as well as ion1sed atoms, molecules and clusters are eJected, the 
bombardmg particles are m part reflected, and electrons as well as rad1atwn can be 
em1tted from the surface or from exoted sputtered part1cles m front of the surface 
The compositiOn of the sputtered particle flux can change drastically, dependmg on 
whether oxygen or other electronegative atoms are adsorbed or mcorporated in the 
surface, from almost exclusively neutral atoms and clusters to a large contnbutwn 
of wns and exc1ted atoms This effect has been the subject of many studies, partly 
because of 1ts importance m secondary wn mass spectrometry (SIMS), but many 
que&twns are st1ll unanswered 
Normally the same models are used for descnbmg both rad1atwn damage and 
sputtermg (Sputtermg IS a particular case of rad1atwn damage) Th1s IS actually 
what has been done in th1s thes1s An MD model IS used m chapters 4 and 5 to 
study sputtenng m IOniC matenals (m particular m NaCl) and usmg the same model, 
rad1atwn damage was stud1ed in chapter 6 
To summanse, 1f wns w1th energ1es exceedmg a few tens of eV 1mpmge on the 
surface of a solid, several processes are m1t1ated [1] 
1 A small fractwn of the mc1dent wns IS backscattered in colliswns w1th surface 
and near-surface atoms The backscattered particles are mostly neutral atoms 
w1th a broad energy d1stnbutwn The backscattermg y1eld depends on the 
energy and mass of the mc1dent wns, as well as on the mass of the target 
atoms 
2 The maJor fraction of the mcident wns IS slowed down m colliswns w1th atoms 
and electrons of the solid The energy transferred to target atoms may JnltJate 
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a colhswn cascade Energy and momentum can thus be transported back to 
the surface and may cause sputtenng, 1 e release of surface atoms 
3 At the end of the1r range the mJected proJectiles may be trapped and accumulate 
in the sohd, or, dependmg on the1r chem1cal Identity and the properties and 
temperature of the host matenal, they may diffuse back to the bombarded 
surface or mto the bulk Implanted gaseous 1ons may form bubbles and cause 
bhstenng of the surface layer 
4 Ion impact on the surface of a sohd may also g1ve nse to the emJsswn of elec-
trons and photons The electrons may be eJected by potential emJsswn, kmetJC 
emisswn, or Auger emiSSIOn from exc1ted sputtered particles Photons may 
ongmate from backscattered or sputtered particles, or directly from exc1tatwns 
m the near-surface region of the solid. 
1.3.1 Sputtering yield, angular and energy distributions 
A key quantity of mterest IS the sputtermg y1eld, Y, defined as the number of em1tted 
particles per mcommg ion, and a vast amount of measurements has been performed 
and comp1led m tables [1, 10, 11] The sputtering y1eld depends on the mass, the 
energy, and the impact angle of the mc1dent part1cles, on the mass and the bmdmg 
energy of the atoms m the sohd and at the surface [1], and on the crystalhmty of 
the sample and the onentation of low-index d1rectwns w1th respect to the directiOn 
of the mc1dent particle beam [1]. Generally, the sputtenng y1eld can be descnbed 
by two terms one descnbes the density of the energy deposited by the mc1dent 
particles mto nuclear motwn of the target atoms near the surface, and the other, a 
matenal factor, contams the atom1c dens1ty and the surface bmdmg energy of the 
sohd [1, 10, 12]. The sputtermg y1eld features a threshold energy, E,h (below wh1ch 
there IS no eJectwn), wh1ch IS determmed by the necessary energy transfer between 
the mc1dent particles and the atoms of the solid, as well as by the surface bmdmg 
energy U0 For bombardment energ1es larger than E,h, the sputtering y1eld mcreases 
monotonically w1th the energy of the mc1dent particles It reaches a max1mum at a 
few ke V for hght mc1dent particles, and at energ1es of 5 - 500 ke V for heavy mc1dent 
particles [1] At h1gher mc1dent energ1es the sputtenng y1eld decreases, because the 
ions penetrate more deeply mto the sohd and deposit less energy near the surface 
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The sputtenng y1eld mcreases w1th mcreasmg angle of mc1dence up to a max1mum 
at an angle between 55° and 85° w1th respect to the surface normal The decrease at 
larger angles of mcidence IS related to larger particle and energy reflectiOn [13] 
Angular and energy d1stnbutwns of sputtered particles are, of Importance for a 
better and more deta1led understandmg of the sputtering process and for compan-
son w1th theoretical descnptwns and computer sJmulatwns of the emiSsiOn process 
Extensive rev1ews of the angular and energy d1stnbutwn of sputtered particles are 
g1ven by Hofer [14], Wmograd [15] and Betz and W1en [9]. For normal mcidence, 
the angular d1stnbut10n of sputtered particles generally vanes as the cosme of the 
angle of emiSSIOn w1th re~pect to the surface normal The cosme d1stnbutwn IS a 
consequence of an Isotropic d1stnbutwn of movmg recmls JUSt below the surface At 
glancmg mc1dence or at low proJectile energ1es, where few recmls are important, the 
colhswn cascade IS not 1sotrop1c As a result, em1ssion near normal mc1dence IS de-
pressed and the d1rectwn of mc1dence of the projectile becomes Important [5] For 
multi-component targets, the angular d1stnbutwn may depend on the specific atom 
bemg sputtered, affectmg the charactensatwn of sputtermg by mass spectrometry 
along a spec1fic emiSSIOn angle [16]. 
In crystals there IS a preferential ejectiOn of atoms along close-packed d1rectwns 
that results in spotty depos1ts [14] These spot patterns are due to channellmg and 
focusmg m colhswn sequences [14, 17, 18] It IS s1gmficant that d1rectwnal effects due 
to the crystallme structure are not washed out by the apparent chaotic motwn m the 
colhswn cascade Spot patterns should lose prommence under cond1t10ns that g1ve 
nonlmear sputtering yields 
Stud1es of angular d1stnbutwns have often been done m cond1t10ns that produce 
surface roughness, wh1ch means that emiSSIOn angles were not well defined [5] Ob-
servatwns of angular and energy distributions from atomically smooth surfaces at 
grazmg emissiOn angles should prov1de a sensitive test of models of surface barners 
actmg on sputtered atoms [15, 19, 20, 21, 22] 
In additiOn to the observatiOn of spot patterns m depos1ts, the measurements of 
energy d1stnbutwn of sputtered atoms Y(E) have histoncal importance, smce they 
confirmed that sputtenng IS due to non-eqmhbrated colhswn cascades and not to 
thermal effects For low Y the d1stnbutwn IS g1ven by the expressiOn (11). 
dY E 
dE IX (E + U)3 (11) 
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where E IS the kmet1c energy and U IS the bmdmg energy. This expressiOn IS denved 
with the assumptiOn of a planar surface barner for sputtered particles [17, 18], and 
generally reproduces expenments Thompson's expression (11) gives a peak m ~~ at 
E = If, which Is of the order of what IS observed expenmentally by Oechsner [23] 
1.3.2 Effect of impact angle and channelling in single crystals 
When the proJectile is mc1dent at an obhque angle (} to the surface normal, the 
sputtenng yield first mcreases with (}, as more of the proJectile energy IS deposited 
in the thm layer responsible for sputtenng [5] However, mcreasmg (} also means 
that more proJeCtiles are reflected from the surface, thereby depos1tmg substantially 
less energy. The competitiOn of these two factors explams why the dependence of 
sputtenng yield with angle of InCidence Y(e) peaks at some mc1dence angle (}m For 
incidents very close to 90° on a flat surface, Y should become zero, as the projectile IS 
reflected due to a successiOn of very soft colhswns (surface channellmg) with energy 
and momentum transfer msufficJent to eject a surface atom It was found that both (}m 
and Y((Jm) mcreases with the energy of the proJectile [24] The study ofY(e) reqmres 
flat surfaces and low doses, smce surface roughness averages the angular dependence 
due to a d1stnbutwn of microscopic mc1dence angles Most published measurements 
of Y(e) are maccurate at large mc1dence angles [5] It IS important to pomt out that 
m this thesis, the proJectiles used m all the simulatwns were Impacted on the surface 
of the su bstrate at normal InCidence 
In smgle crystals, Y((J) IS strongly modulated close to maJOr crystallograph1c di-
rectiOns due to channelling, where atomic potentmls steer the proJectiles away from 
small-Impact-parameter colhswns, thus decreasmg the energy depositiOn and there-
fore the sputtenng yield [25] So, channelling can also cause low sputtermg at normal 
InCidence for polycrystalhne targets If they are textured with grams that have a pref-
erential surface onentatwn 
1.4 Sputtering Mechanisms 
On colhdmg with atoms and electrons of the target, mc1dent particles are slowed 
down and energy m excess of the lattice bmdmg energy (of the order of a few eV) 
may be transferred to an atom of the sohd This occurs mostly m direct colhswns 
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w1th target atoms Energy may, however, also be transferred by local electromc excl-
tatwn and wmsatwn, wh1ch may lead to a mod1ficatwn of the mteractwn potential 
and a repulsion. Atoms removed from the1r origmal s1tes are subsequently slowed 
down m the sohd by the same mechanisms as the mc1dent particles Knock-on atoms 
may also remove other atoms from the1r latt1ce s1tes Thus, a colhswn cascade de-
velops Surface or near-surface atoms w1ll be em1tted 1f they rece1ve a momentum m 
the d1rect10n of the vacuum half-space w1th enough energy to overcome the surface 
bmdmg Generally m metals, more than 60% of the eJected atoms origmate from the 
first layer [1], wh1le the remamder ongmate from the layers underneath [10]. 
The removal of surface and near-smface atoms by knock-on sputtermg (1 e by 
d1rect momentum transfer m a colhswn cascade) can be called physzcal sputterzng 
It 1s a non-thermal process, w1th a maJor fractwn of the latt1ce atoms staymg cold 
dunng the 1mtml spread of the cascade that leads to sputtenng The energy 1s 
finally diSSipated m d1splacements of atoms and m latt1ce vibratwns Most of the 
atoms removed from their s1tes fall back to the1r ongmallocatwns, 1 e , these defects 
anmh1late spontaneously Atoms commg to rest at a sufficiently large d1stance from 
the1r ongmallocatwn may form stable Frenkel defects Vacancies abound near the 
centre of the mcident particle traJectory, whereas mterst1t1als cluster m the volume 
around 1t [26, 27] 
Colhswn cascade evolutwn 1s mfluenced by the crystal lattice structure through 
channelling, blockmg, and focussmg [10] Dependmg on the energy and mass of the 
mc1dent wns, three different colhswn cascade regimes can be d1stmgmshed [10] 
1 Single knock-on regime The smgle knock-on reg1me IS charactensed by only 
a few recml atoms, as m the case at low energ1es and/ or for hght wns (H, He at 
energ1es of at most a few keV). A recml atom w1ll now receive enough energy 
to produce further knock-ons and a recml ( colhswn) cascade will now develop 
2 Linear cascade regime In the hnear cascade reg1me the colhswns between the 
mcommg part1cle and the target atoms produce energetic recmls, wh1ch m turn 
can produce h1gher generatiOn recmls The density of movmg atoms w1thm the 
cascade volume IS assumed to be small enough for colhswns between movmg 
atoms to be rare Under these circumstances the colhswnal phase can be well 
descnbed w1thm the framework of transport theory or usmg binary colhswn 
computer Simulation The energy range 1s keV up to a hundred keV, except for 
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very heavy wns, where the spatml dens1ty of movmg atoms becomes too h1gh 
3. Collision spike regime In the sp1ke reg1me the dens1ty of moving atoms IS 
so h1gh that essentmlly all atoms m the spzke volume are moving and thus 
colhswns are predommantly between movmg atoms Th1s leads to non-hnear 
effects For dilute cascades the superposJtwn of cascades w1ll be lmear, but 
th1s IS no longer true in the sp1ke reg1me Expenmentally th1s can be tested 
by molecule bombardment as the molecule will d1ssocmte Immediately at the 
first colhswn and superpos1tion of two cascades at the same place and t1me 
occurs For heavy particles and energ1es above 100 keV non-hnear effects could 
be demonstrated by measurmg the sputtermg y1eld [28, 29] 
The three reg1mes are illustrated in figure 1 1 and 1t IS reproduced from a paper by 
Peter S1gmund [30] 
1.5 Modelling and Microscopic Investigation of the 
Sputtering Process 
The sputtenng process and colhswn cascade development have been described analyt-
Ically [1, 12, 31] and by computer s1mulatwn (by many researchers mcludmg Harnson, 
S1gmund, Garnson, Webb, Sm1th and many more) [10, 26, 32], for both amorphous 
and crystalline sohds. W1th the analytical approach, average quant1t1es are calcu-
lated usmg Boltzmann transport theory, whereas computer Simulation allows tracmg 
of md!v1dual particle traJectones m the sohd 
1.5.1 Linear collision cascade theory 
Sputtenng of metals and semiconductors m the keV energy range can be well de-
scnbed by S1gmund's lmear colhswn cascade theory [1, 12] W1thm th1s concept the 
sputtermg process can be broken down mto three subprocesses, namely (a) slowmg 
down and energy d1ssipatwn of the wn, (b) development of the colhswn cascade it-
self, and (c) passage of atoms of the colliswn cascade through the surface, wluch then 
become sputtered particles 
Theoretical recml (cascade) energy d1stnbutwns ms1de the target are pred1cted 
to show an g-n(n ~ 2) behavwur, where EIS the energy The expenmental energy 
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F1gure 11 Three reg1mes of sputtenng can be d1stmgmshed (a) The single knock-
on regime. Recml atoms from wn target colhswns rece1ve enough energy to be 
em1tted, but not enough atoms are set m motwn to generate a recml ( colhsion) 
cascade (b) The linear cascade regime. Recml atoms from wn target colhswns 
rece1ve enough energy to generate a recml cascade The dens1ty of the moving atoms 
1s sufficiently low, so that colhswns between movmg atoms can be neglected. (c) The 
spike regime. The dens1ty of atoms m the recml cascade IS so h1gh that most of the 
atoms w1thm a certam volume (sp1ke volume) are m motwn F1gure cop1ed from the 
paper of Peter S1gmund m reference [1] 
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d1stnbutwn of sputtered atoms evolves out of the mternal distnbutwn but IS cntically 
mfluenced by the surface bmdmg forces dunng passage In the lmear theory, 1t IS the 
last process wh1ch IS least understood but IS mamly respons1ble for the energy dlstn-
butwns actually observed, for the em1sswn of clusters, and also for charge exchange 
processes leadmg to wn or exc1ted atom em1sswn Also the angular distnbutwns 
from single crystals are determined mamly dunng the passage through the surface 
The theory of hnear colhswn cascades has been developed for amorphous (random) 
targets m solvmg the Boltzmann transport equatwns usmg appropnate cross-sections 
for elastic (nuclear) colhswns If melastJc energy losses are mcluded, they are usually 
dealt w1th as a contmuous energy loss between colhswns, not causmg any momentum 
changes A lot of expenmental data on total y1elds, energy and angular d1stnbutwns 
for polycrystallme targets IS reproduced by th1s theory qmte well, even though the 
theory IS stnctly vahd only for an amorphous target. The good agreement w1th ex-
penment md1cates that effects due to the regulanty of the crystal latt1ce cancel out 
for a polycrystalhne target for most quantities of mterest 
A bas1c assumption 1s the hneanty of the cascade, wh1ch means that the cascade 
is so d1lute that an already movmg target atom has zero probab1hty of Simultaneously 
colhdmg w1th two or more target atoms. Devmtwns from th1s concept become v1s1ble 
for energetic (lOO keV) heavy ion bombardment, when the cascade becomes so dense 
that the assumptwn of lmeanty breaks down Also the theory breaks down at low 
energ1es and especially for hght ion bombardment, where the development of the 
colhswn cascade IS mcomplete and specific short colhswn sequences can be 1dentJfied, 
wh1ch lead to sputtermg It apphes best to ke V wns of not too low a mass, 1 e under 
wn bombardment cond1twns, where a random colhsion cascade can develop 
W1thm th1s concept, sputtermg IS a statistical process on an atom1c scale Sta-
tiStical properties of the em1sswn process, hke the probab1hty d1stnbutwn of the 
number of em1tted atoms for a smgle-wn Impact, have been stud1ed usmg computer 
s1mulatwns The typ1cal t1me scale of em1ss10n is of the order 1 ps or less After 1 
ps most sputtered atoms have left the target and the average energy of the atoms in 
the colhswn cascade IS below the surface bmdmg energy preventmg further em1sswn 
of atoms 
A detmled rev1ew of the lmear cascade theory can be found m reference [9] 
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1.5.2 Single knock-on sputtering 
Dev1atwns from the cascade concept are to be expected for bombardment w1th hght 
particles as for instance H, D and He and at near threshold energ1es In th1s case a 
colhswn cascade Will not fully develop, and sputtering IS due to special short colhswn 
sequences, wh1ch will show up m the angular and energy d1stnbutwn Much data 
have been compiled on hght 1on sputtenng, desp1te the very low sputtermg y1elds 
(Y < 0 1) Such effects are important m controlled thermonuclear fusiOn because 
of the h1gh fluences of hght IOns h1tting the contammg walls of fusiOn devices [33] 
Theoretical approaches ex1st [34, 35] but these are not as successful as for hnear 
cascade sputtering 
1.5.3 Spike regime 
Non-hnear effects caused by h1gh density cascades have been found expenmentally m 
sputtenng y1eld measurements at bombarding energ1es around 100 keV and h1gher 
for heavy ions [28, 29, 36] These non-hnear effects have been explamed repeatedly 
by the thermal sp1ke concept [37, 38, 39] If the pnmary IOn diSSipates 1ts energy to 
the latt1ce at a h1gh rate and dens1ty almost all particles w1thm a small volume of 
the cascade Will be m motiOn [9] Th1s IS called a spike If the atoms w1thm the sp1ke 
reach local eqmhbnum, the1r energy d1stnbutwn can be descnbed by a Jvfaxweli-
Boltzmann d1stribut10n However, the assumptiOn of th1s local thermal eqmhbnum IS 
very controversial [40] A somewhat d1fferent d1stnbutwn was proposed by Sigmund 
and eo-workers [41, 42] 
1.5.4 Computer simulation of sputtering 
Besides the theoretiCal approach to sputtenng, mamly by the hnear cascade theory 
and modificatiOns to 1t, much mformatwn on the sputtermg process, on the energy 
d1stnbutwns and on the angular distnbutwns (especially for smgle cry&tals) can be 
gamed by computer sJmulatwns In add1tion, such s1mulatwns can y1eld further mfor-
matwn on the emiSSIOn process, wh1ch so far has not been accessible to expenment, 
as for example the emiSSIOn statJstJcs Answers to some of the questions, hke the 
development of the surface topography at very low fluences, m1ght become ava~lable 
soon w1th the help of STM (scanmng tunnelhng m1croscopy), but others probably Will 
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never be accessible by expenment To Simulate processes wh1ch are not access1ble to 
expenment IS defimtely one of the important contnbutwns computer s1mulatwns can 
brmg to the field of particle-solid mteractwn However, the validity of such results 
has to be checked by companson first w1th those results wh1ch can be obtamed by 
expenments. 
The ex1stmg codes can be divided mto mam groups 
1 Codes based on the bmary colliswn apprmomatwn (BCA), which can be dlVlded 
into lattice codes usmg a smgle-crystal target, and mto Monte Carlo (MC) codes 
usmg an amorphous target structure An often used example for the first group 
IS the MARLOWE code [43] and for the latter group the TRIM code [44] though 
other researchers have developed the1r own codes 
2. Molecular Dynam1cs (MD) codes based on solvmg Newton's equatwns of mo-
tion as a function of time, wh1ch have been pioneered by Keywell [45, 46] and 
Harnson [47, 48, 49, 50] for sputter s1mulatwns. L1ke m the case of BCA, many 
other researchers have also developed the1r own MD codes (Sm1th, Webb, Nord-
lund, Voter, ) In these codes practically always a regular lattice structure is 
assumed and each of them has 1ts particular strengths and efficJenc1es, because 
each was des1gned to solve spec1fic problems 
Wh1le the BCA codes, on the one hand, have the advantage of bemg fast and 
therefore good statistics can be easily ach1eved, their disadvantage IS the breakdown 
of the bmary colhswn approx1mat10n especially at low energ1es, where many-body 
effects become dommant [51] Thus the domams of such codes are h1gher energies (> 
1 keV) Typ1cally such codes employ only a repulsive potential, and thus th(' surface 
bmdmg energy 1s an mput parameter m such codes and problems assocmted w1th 
cluster emiSSIOn m sputtermg are difficult to address 
MD codes, on the other hand, are very computer mtens1ve and reasonably good 
statistics can only be ach1eved at low energ1es ( < 1 keV). Wh1le earlier codes have 
mamly employed a combmatwn of a repuls1ve potential (for example Born-Mayer) 
and an attractive Morse potential, m the last few years new many-body potent1als 
for the attractive part of the atom-atom mteraction in a sohd have become ava1lable, 
like tlght-bmdmg potential [52], embedded atom method (EAM) potentials [53] and 
Tersoff potentlals [54] and have been used m MD s1mulatwns of 10n-sohd mteractwns 
[55, 56, 57, 58, 59] These new potentials are no longer palrwJse additive and 1t has 
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been found that such potent1als can give better agreement w1th measured bulk and 
surface properties than the simple pairWise Morse potential [53], hke surface relaxatiOn 
and bmding energies and bond lengths of small atom clusters Th1s latter pomt 1s 
especially Important m calculatwns concernmg the emiSSIOn of neutral clusters under 
wn bombardment 
L1ke theones, s1mulatwns also have a maJor constramt they are hm1ted by the 
avmlab1hty of raw computer power, the ab1hty to store numbers and perform many 
computatiOns m a short t1me However, nowadays w1th the avmlab1hty of new and fast 
computers (mcludmg parallel ones) w1th massive storage capacity, these constramts 
no longer pose such a problem. D E Harnson wrote the followmg m a review [60]. 
"The computer can model a system w1th a mimmum set of physical assumptiOns ThiS 
mherent simphcity helps to elucidate complex problems hke sputtenng: 81mulatwns 
develop Ideas wh1ch can then be exploited by both experimentahsts and theonsts" 
Another review on the topic of computer Simulatwns of 1on-sohd mteractwn can be 
found m reference [61] by Eckstem 
In th1s thesis, MD techmques are used to study sputtenng and radmtwn dam-
age in wmc matenals N a Cl was chosen as a model matenal because of Its simple 
crystallographlc structure The MD techmques are discussed m detmls m chapter 2 
while the model used to study the sputtermg and radmtwn damage 1s discussed m 
the remaimng chapters of the thesis 
1.5.5 Experimental methods 
A detailed discussiOn of the vanous expenmental methods used to study sputtermg 
can be found m the reviews wntten by numerous authors mcludmg Andersen and 
Bay [62] and Baragwla [5] 
1.6 Sputtering of Metals and Semi-conductors 
The study of the sputtering process m metals and semi-conductors has been earned 
out extensively by many researchers whether they are theonsts (Peter S1gmund [12, 
32, 38, 41, 42, 63], M1chael W Thompson [17, 64, 65, 66, 67], Mano M Jakas [68]), 
expenmentahsts (Raul A Baragwla [5, 69], Richard Palmer and eo-workers [70, 71, 
72]) or computer scientists (Don E Harnson [47, 48, 49, 50, 60, 73], Barbara J 
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Garnson [19, 20, 21], Roger Sm1th [2, 51, 58, 74, 75], Roger Webb [76, 77, 78], Km 
Nordlund [79], G Betz and Husmksy [55, 80] and many more) Th1s IS not discussed 
here as the mam purpose of th1s thes1s IS to mvestJgate wnic matenals wh1ch mclude 
alkah hahdes 
1. 7 Sputtering by Electronic Excitations 
Electromc sputtering IS of great importance because 1t provides a rare wmdow into 
non-rad1at1ve relaxatwn of electromc exc1tatwns m msulators The y1elds and energy 
d1stnbut10ns of the eJecta m electromc sputtermg are extremely dependent on target 
electromc properties wh1ch IS not the case m knock-on sputtermg Furtherm01e, elec-
tromc sputtenng only occurs on good msulators (where electromc exc1tatwns are not 
degraded qmckly by exc1tatwn of electrons m the conductiOn band) while m knock-on 
sputtermg, 1t can occur on all matenals In extreme condJtwns of electromc-energy 
depos1t10n by fast heavy wns, the decay of the electromc relaxatiOn can be sufficiently 
slow m metals (especially alloys) to produce radiatiOn damage and sputtermg [5]. 
Expenmentally, electromc sputtermg IS separated from knock-on sputtenng by 1ts 
different energy dependence electromc sputtermg IS related to the electromc stoppmg 
cross-sectwn Se rather than Sn, the nuclear stoppmg cra&s-sectwn The dependence 
of Se on energy IS d1fferent for different sohds and can vary from hnear to cub1c m 
the same matenal Electromc sputtenng y1elds depend on many sample properties 
besides surface bmdmg energy, such as hfehmes of electromcally excited states, hole 
mob1hhes, the presence of mmute amounts of 1mpunties and on the prec1se shape of 
the mtervemng mtermolecular potential curves In additiOn, the y1eld dependence on 
energy is d1fferent for proJeCtile veloCities below and above the max1mum of Se as a 
function of energy [5]. For these reasons, the understandmg of electromc sputtermg 
IS st1ll rather uncertam 
1.8 Sputtering of Alkali Halides 
Alkah hahdes are of great mterest because particle emiSSIOn JS observed both under 
low energy ( « 1 ke V) electron or photon bombardment If conservatiOn of momen-
tum IS taken mto cons1deratwn, only melashc processes can account for the observed 
sputtermg under electron or photon bombardment, and mdeed no particle emiSSIOn 
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has been so far observed for metals under such bombardment, provided thermal pro-
cesses due to target heatmg are excluded [9] Owmg to their s1mple crystallograph1c 
and wnic structure, alkah hahdes have been used as model systems for studymg non-
colhswnal electronic processes In th1s thes1s, NaCl1s used as a model matenal Under 
wn bombardment at the same incident wn energy, 1t was found that both electromc 
and colhswnal processes contnbute efficiently to part1cle emiSsion 
For insulators, hke ox1des, w1th one volatile component, particle emJsswn under 
electron bombardment as a transient effect has been observed w1th bond breaking, fol-
lowed by oxygen emJsswn [37, 81] However, th1s IS generally not a contmuous process 
leadmg to any noticeable surface erosion because the metal or metal-ennched surface 
layer Will finally prevent any further desorptwn, prov1ded that at target temperature 
the vapour pressure of the metal 1s low enough 
Alkah hahdes are also characten&ed by the fact that the correspondmg alkah met-
als have very h1gh vapour pressures If wn/ electron bombardment causes emission of 
the halogen atoms, th1s 1s sufficient for contmuous eroswn, as the formmg metal layer 
Will JUSt thermally evaporate at amb1ent temperature and thus eroswn can proceed 
Otherw1se the excess of the metal layer will prevent any further halogen emisswn 
under electron bombardment and the emission process will be only of a trans1ent 
nature [37, 82] Thus m alkah hahde sputtenng, the target temperature becomes an 
important parameter not only under electron but also under wn bombardment 
There are at least three d1stmct kmds of processes that can be d1stmgmshed that 
lead to particle em1sswn in alkah hahdes 
1 Colhswn cascade processes generated by elastic encounters of a proJectile w1th 
ions of the latt1ce, affectmg both constituents of the latt1ce, 
2 Electromc processes actJvatmg directwnal and/ or random motwn of the mter-
stJtJal halogen atoms (note that only the halogen latt1ce 1s act1vated); 
3 Thermal emisswn of metal atoms from metal Islands (layers) formed due to the 
selective emission of the halogen atoms by electromc processes 
Expenmentally, apart from the eJectwn of neutral atoms, vanous molecular, ex-
Cited and wmc spec1es have also been observed under electron as well as wn bom-
bardment EmiSSIOn of neutral, electromc ground state atoms dommates EmJsswn 
of exc1ted atoms IS m both cases a mmor contnbutwn. 
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Such electromc processes m alkah hahdes ( exc1tonic mechamsms) are often as-
cnbed to the H-centre m1gratwn mechamsm wh1ch lead to the emJsswn of halo-
gen atoms and consequently to the formatiOn of a metal overlayer on the surface 
[83, 84, 85, 86]. Th1s IS further discussed in the next sub-sectwn and m chapter 5 
(sectwn 52), the different models for potential sputtermg (a new form of sputter-
mg wh1ch results from the potential energy rather than the kmet1c energy of the 
1mpactmg partJcle(s)) are outhned m detml 
1.8.1 Mechanism for sputtering by electronic processes (ex-
citonic models) 
Electrons and energetic wns or photons penetratmg a target can create electromcally 
exc1ted states (exc1tons and holes) Because m alkah hahdes fast electromc relaxatiOn 
IS absent, these states can mteract w1th the lattice to form localised defects wh1ch can 
de-exc1te either v1a photon or phonon emJsswn or v1a a dynamic transformatiOn mto 
interstitial-vacancy pmrs [83] Owmg to a loosely bound outer electron of the halogen 
wn m the crystal mamly the halogen sublattlce is activated Core hole excJtatwns 
as a less efficient process for projectile energ1es m the few keV range seem to be less 
important, but have been cla1med to be responsible for exc1ted alkah atom emJsswn 
under electron/photon bombardment [87] 
How the energy depos1ted mto the electromc system of the crystal IS converted 
mto motiOn of the target atoms is still not clear However, the pnmary processes 
are valence-electron exc1tatwns, creatmg an electron m the conductwn band and a 
hole m the valence band Both free exc1tons and holes (pnmary exc1tations) become 
locahsed w1thm p1coseconds and the resultmg defect IS called a self-trapped exc1ton 
(STE), wh1ch IS an electron bound by Coulomb forces to the s1te of a covalently 
bonded diatomic halogen molecular wn [88, 89, 90] Many models have been proposed 
mcludmg by Pooley [91, 92], Hersh [93], Townsend [85, 94], Szymonsk1 [82], WJ!hams 
[90] and other researchers A detmled d1scusswn of these models are outlined m the 
rev1ew by Betz and W1en [9] In actual fact, the models have been contmuously 
improved and modified successively so as to be cons1stent w1th expenmental results 
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1.8.2 Energy and angular distributions under ion or electron 
bombardment for ground state atoms and molecules 
Even though emiSSIOn of 10ns and exc1ted and ground state metal atoms has been 
observed under 10n or electron bombardment, there IS evidence that the maJonty of 
the electronically desorbed particles are neutrals [95] A companson of the results 
for wn and electron/photon bombardment, m the hope of dlfferent1atmg between 
elastic (colliswn cascade mduced) and melast1c (desorptwn mduced by electromc 
trans1t10n) processes under ion bombardment, has msp1red many measurements Of 
specJal1mportance are the measured energy d1stnbutwns used to d1stmgmsh whether 
an em1sswn process IS thermal, non-thermal or a m1xture of both [9] For alkah hahdes 
the same techmques have been employed as for metals to study energy d1stributwns 
of em1tted particles Expenmental data for both electron and wn bombardments are 
discussed m reference [9]. 
1.9 Sputtering in Space 
Vanous researchers includmg Johnson [96), Tombrello [97] and Hapke [98] have re-
Viewed the role of sputtering m astronomy. Energetic wns are ubiqmtous in space 
and produce sputtenng on any surface not protected by a substantial atmosphere [5] 
For mstance, solar wmd wns (protons, alpha particles and some heav1er wns at ea 1 
ke V/ amu) sputter the surface of Mercury, our l\Ioon, astermds, comets, interplanetary 
dust and the satellites of the outer planets The flux of the solar wmd IS low, ea 2 x 
108 wns cm-2 sat Earth, and decreases w1th the square of the d1stance to the Sun [5]. 
However, m astronomical time-scales, doses can be Similar to the h1gh doses achieved 
m the lab, 1 e. ea 6 x 1018 10ns cm-2 m 1000 years. Laboratory data suggest that 
preferential sputtenng of volatile components occurs m s1hcate mmerals typical of the 
Moon [99] and astermds [100] In these objects sputtenng competes w1th erosiOn by 
m1crometeonte impact, the relat1ve removal rates are mostly unknown 
H1gher fluxes of wns in the 1 - 1000 ke V range ex1st m the planetary magneto-
spheres of Jupiter and Saturn and are responsible for surface erosiOn and mod1ficatwn 
of the 1cy satellites [101, 102] The substantial grav1ty of those satellites bmds a large 
fractiOn of heavy sputtered species. Water molecules sputtered from the surface mto 
the atmosphere can be dJssoc1ated by solar hght or by magnetospheric particles H 
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and H2 , bemg hght and therefore fast, can escape the grav1tatwnal pull Molecular 
oxygen forms an atmosphere that does not condense at the satellite temperatures, 
wh1ch adds to the transwnt water vapour atmosphere [102] 
Cosm1c rays m the mterplanetary and mterstellar med1a sputter efficiently but on 
very long t1me-scales, smce fluxes are low. Sputtermg of dust grams IS an important 
process for the balance of grain destructwn and creatwn in mterstellar space [103], 
where the dust grams are typically a few hundred nanometres or smaller m s1ze 
For these small grams sputtermg y1elds are enhanced, smce the colhswn cascade 
mtersects not only the entrance surface but, dependmg on the wn energy, the side 
and eXJt surfaces as well [104] 
A symmetncal s1tuatwn occurs when a high-velocity gram goes through a gas at 
rest Such IS the case for m1crometre- or sub-mJcrometre-sJzed dust particles entenng 
the Earth's atmosphere at geometnc velocities of 0 2 - 1 x 107 cm s-1, wh1ch are 
destroyed by sputtermg and evaporatiOn m colhswns w1th atmosphenc molecules 
[105] 
1.10 Applications of Sputtering 
Today sputtermg IS no longer Just an unwanted effect wh1ch destroys cathodes and 
contaminates a plasma. It has become an indispensable tool and 1t is used extensively 
m the semiconductor mdustry to deposit thm films of various matenals onto s1hcon 
wafers In fact, sputtermg can be used for the depos1t10n of h1gh-quahty thm films on 
almost any substrate, for example 1t can be used to apply thm coatmgs to glass for 
optical apphcatwns. Because of 1ts versat1hty, the use of sputtermg to deposit thm 
films on substrate is probably 1ts most 1mportant apphcatwn 
One important advantage of sputtermg as a deposition techmque IS that the de-
posited films have the same concentratiOn as the target matenal This m1ght be 
surpnsmg, smce as mentwned above the sputtenng y1eld depends on the atom1c 
we1ght of the atoms to be sputtered Therefore, one m1ght expect one component 
of an alloy or m1xture to sputter faster than the other components, leadmg to a 
higher concentration of that component m the deposited film It IS true that the 
components are sputtered at different rates, however, smce only surface atoms can be 
sputtered, the faster sputtenng of one element leaves the surface ennched w1th the 
other element, wh1ch effectively counteracts the difference m sputter rates resultmg 
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in depostted films wtth the same composttwn as the target Thts contrasts sharply 
wtth evaporatiOn techniques, m whtch one component often evaporates preferentially, 
resultmg m a depostted film with a dtfferent composttwn than the source matenal 
It ts also used m surface and depth mtcroanalysts, surface cleanmg and mtcro-
machmmg, and generatmg wn beams of sohd matenals Sputtermg has also been 
successfully apphed m the analysts of large orgamc matenals [1] Another apphcatwn 
of sputtermg is to etch away the target matenal One such example occurs m SIMS, 
where the target sample ts sputtered at a constant rate. As the target ts sputtered, 
the concentratiOn and tdenttty of sputtered atoms are measured usmg Mass Spec-
troscopy In that way, the composttion of the target matenal can be determmed and 
even extremely low concentratwns of tmpunttes detected Furthermore, because the 
sputtenng contmually etches deeper mto the sample, concentratwn profiles as a func-
twn of depth can be measured [106] However, m gas dtscharges, sputtermg results m 
a mostly undestrable erosiOn of the vessel walls and a contammatwn of the plasma 
Sputtering thus constitutes one of the most cnttcal problems m high-temperature 
plasma expenments, espectally in attempts to bmld a fuston reactor [107, 108, 109] 
A detatled descnphon of the vanous apphcattons of sputtermg espectally m m-
dustry ts gtven below 
1.10.1 Surface preparation 
A common apphcatwn of sputtermg ts cleaning surfaces for baste sctence studtes For 
example, the native oxtde layer of a sthcon sample can be removed by sputtermg 
wtth low-energy noble-gas tons (to avotd chemtcal effects of tmplantatwn) and then 
the radtahon damage ts removed by htgh-temperature annealmg However, several 
complicatwns accompany sputter cleanmg 
• Ion bombardment also produces recotls m the contammant layer, whtch move 
towards the bulk (recot!tmplantatwn) thereby slowmg the cleanmg process 
• Ion tmplantatton, damage and the productton of topographical features occur, 
which may not be acceptable These can be removed by thermal anneahng but 
only for those materials that can take high temperatures wtthout decompo&mg, 
vapounsmg or melting [5] 
• Sputter cleanmg ts generally not posstble for polymers, compounds, etc , which 
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are chemtcally altered by preferenttal sputtenng These effects can be mtmmtsed 
by usmg the lowest proJecttle energy posstble ( e g 200 e V) at the expense of 
cleanmg time [5]. 
• Impunty tons present m the sputtenng beam, whtch onginate m the ton source, 
are mcorporated These can be removed by mass analysts, a precautwn not 
usually taken, smce most ton guns m commerctal surface-sctence eqmpment 
lack mass analysis 
Rough surfaces can be pohshed by sputtermg by usmg glancmg metdence accom-
pamed by aztmuthal sample rotatton [110], whtle the angular dtstnbutton of reflected 
tons gtves an mdtcatton of surface smoothness The use of low-energy cluster beams ts 
a new method for surface pohshmg, whtch ts also useful for shallow ton implantatton 
[111, 112] As mentwned above, cluster beams produce effects that are non-lmear in 
the energy deposttton For low-energy cluster tmpact a greatly enhanced sputtering 
yteld ts observed and a dtstorted angular dtstnbution of sputtered particles, smce the 
cluster mtercepts part of the eJecta [5] 
In other cases tt ts preferable to have rough surfaces that can be produced by 
sputtermg For example, to tmprove adheston m thm-film deposttlon, texturmg of 
surfaces by ion tmpact ts used and may be apphed m btomedtcme [113] 
1.10.2 Depth profiling 
After thm film deposttton, depth profihng ts one the most tmportant apphcattons 
of sputtermg. Sequential removal of surface layers exposes the bulk of the mate-
nal, allowmg the generatton of depth profiles (composttion versus depth) by contmu-
ous elemental analysts usmg any of the standard surface-analy&ts techmques such as 
low-energy ton-scattering spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy or Auger 
electron spectroscopy More detatls on thts subJeCt can be found in the revtew by 
Wtttmaack [114] 
The depth resolutton of the sputter removal techmque ts hmited by ton-beam 
mtxmg and surface roughness In ton-beam mtxmg, layers at dtfferent depths are 
mixed prior to thetr removal by the colhston cascade generated by penetratmg ions 
Thts process ts complex because tt depends on momentum transfer not only by the tons 
but by the (enhanced) dtffuswn that occurs dunng coolmg of the colhsion cascade 
The hmttatton of depth resolutton by the mduced roughness increases wtth sputtered 
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depth, th1s depth can be reduced to a large extent by rotating the sample dunng 
sputtering, as mentiOned above Both 10n-beam mJXmg and surface roughness are 
alleviated by usmg very low mCJdent energies ( e g 200 e V) at the expense of removal 
rate [5]. 
1.10.3 Surface analysis 
There are several surface-analysis techmques based on the mass spectrometry of sput-
tered species One of the most popular is SIMS as it IS a very sens1t1ve surface-analysis 
techmque (that 1t can detect all elements mcludmg hydrogen) which rehes on mea-
sunng the mass spectra of the sputtered positive or negative ions There are many 
reviews on th1s subject wh1ch can be found m literature [115, 116, 117] Secondary 
Neutral Mass Spectrometry, or SNMS [118], IS related to SIMS In SNMS, the sput-
tered neutrals are !Omsed by electrons or a laser beam and then mass analysed It has 
been sa1d that this techmque has the potentml to replace SIMS since 1t largely Circum-
vents the problem of the matnx effect m 10n y1elds [5] The use of mass spectrometry 
of sputtered particles for chemical imaging of surfaces, wh1ch IS a fast-developmg 
techmcal area has been reviewed by Pacholsk1 and Wmograd [22] 
Another use of sputtered particles for surface analysis IS g1ven by the energy 
analysis of recml atoms directly emitted by the prOJectiles Th1s recml spectroscopy 
IS a very powerful techmque for the study of adsorbates on surfaces [119] 
Fmally, wavelength analysis of the hght emitted from rad10actJve decay of excited 
sputtered specws provides another v1ew of the surface Optical spectroscopy IS a very 
powerful techmque for 1dentlfymg atoms and molecules, but 1t IS not as strmghtfor-
ward as mass analysis m SIMS or SNMS There IS another techmque called glow-
discharge optimal-emiSSIOn spectroscopy [120] whereby mstead of usmg 10n beams, 
the sample is placed m a gas discharge and the hght em1tted by the sputtered atoms 
1s analysed 
1.10.4 Sputtering with nanoscale focused ion beams 
In the last decade or so there has been a dramatic development m the produc-
tiOn of microstructures by controlled 10n beams due to the spreadmg avaJlab1hty 
of nanometre-s1zed 10n beams from field emissiOn liquid-metal !On sources In the Fa-
cussed Ion Beams (FIB) accelerator, typically 20- 60 keV Ga+ 10n beams are focussed 
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on a spot that can be a few nanometres m diameter Computer control of the FIBs 
can be used to machme complex structures, th1s application needs new modelling 
tools when the lateral d1menswns of the wn-m1lled structures become of the order of, 
or smaller than, the lateral extent of the colliswn cascade This implies sputtenng 
not only from the surface on wh1ch the FIB JS mc1dent but also from s1de surfaces 
Patterns formed by FIBs have Widespread applicatwns Shallow pits on GaAs sur-
faces sputtered by a computer-controlled FIB were used by Bergman et a! [121] to 
localise protems on a surface It must be noted that wntmg surfaces w1th nanometre-
SJzed wn beams IS very slow and therefore the method IS not smtable for apphcatwns 
requmng mass productiOn of features on the scale of centimetres or larger Fmely fo-
cussed beams can nevertheless be very useful m makmg prototypes or bmldmg blocks 
of structures that can be replicated by other means Such tmy structures can have 
unusual properties for applications m mJcroelectromcs, photomcs, micromechamcs 
and bwmedecme [5] 
1.10.5 Sputter deposition 
The method of sputter deposJtJOn JS one of the most w1dely used thm-film-deposJtJOn 
techmques m the laboratory and m mdustry [122, 123, 124] It Js the collectwn of the 
eJecta on a substrate that forms the bas1s for th1s method. Due to the hyperthermal 
energy of the sputtered particles, sputtered films have higher adheswn to the substrate 
than films produced by thermal evaporatwn but sputter depo&Jtion IS very d1fficult to 
use to produce &tmchwmetnc films of multiple components, such as superconductor 
oxides [5]. In th1s regard, magnetron sputtenng IS the most commonly used technique 
[125] 
1.11 Outlook 
Even though the first recorded observatwn of sputtermg was made more than 150 
years ago, Jt was only m the last 40 years energised by the work of Gottfned Wehner 
and M1chael W Thompson that the maJonty of the advances has been made The 
amount of bas1c expenmental research has reduced lately but 1t has produced many 
mterestmg new observatwns These are outlmed m the rev1ew by Baragwla [5]. 
The current understandmg of sputtermg has led to 1ts apphcatwn m other sc1-
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ences and to engmeenng and mdustry as discussed above For mstance, a great deal 
of progress IS bemg made in understandmg the role of sputtenng m space, which 
spans from the destructiOn of mterstellar dust by fast wns m supernova shocks to the 
productwn of atmospheres around 1cy satellites m our Solar System Sputtenng has 
greatly a1ded surface analysis by prov1dmg an easily understandable way to sequen-
tJally etch matenals w1th extremely h1gh resolutwn However, the full apphcatwn of 
SIMS must wa1t for our understandmg of the, as yet unpredictable, matrix effects 
[5] SIMS mappmg w1th sub-m1crometre resolutwn IS provmg mvaluable for research 
and diagnostics m m1croelectromcs, and 1s hkely to revolutwnise the hfe sc1ences 1f 
sufficient progress IS made m understandmg the sputtenng of bwlogical matenals 
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Chapter 2 
Molecular Dynamics Techniques 
In the first part of this chapter, a bnef mtroductwn about computer sJmulatwn IS 
g1ven mcludmg the vanous techniques avmlable and used by the research commumty. 
The sigmficance of computer s1mulatwn IS outlined and compared w1th both theory 
and expenments. However, more emphasis IS put on the Molecular Dynamics (MD) 
method whiCh IS the techmque used to carry out the vanous SJmulatwns m th1s 
thes1s In the second part, the MD method IS descnbed m full detml w1th examples 
of apphcatwns m vanous fields mcludmg 1ts hm1tatwns and how MD results are 
analysed Fmally the sJmulatwn model used m th1s thes1s I& outlmed along w1th the 
potenhals used for the different mteractwns 
2.1 Introduction 
Computer SimulatiOn (or computer expenments as they are sometimes known) plays 
a very important role m sc1ence today. In the past, phys1cal sc1ences were charac-
tensed by an mterplay between expenment and theory. In experiment, a system IS 
subjected to measurements, and results, expressed m numenc form, are obtamed In 
theory, a model of the system IS constructed, usually m the form of a set of mathe-
matical equatwns The model IS then validated by its ab1lity to descnbe the system 
behavwur m a few selected cases, s1mple enough to allow a solutwn to be computed 
from the equatwns In many cases, th1s implies a considerable amount of Simplifica-
tiOn m order to elimmate all the complexities mvanably associated w1th real world 
problems, and make the problem solvable 
In the past, theoretical models could be eas1ly tested only m a few s1mple "spec1al 
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circumstances" So, for mstance, m condensed matter phys1cs a model for mter-
molecular forces m a specJfic matenal could be venfied m a d~atom1c molecule, or m a 
perfect, mfimte crystal Even then, approx1matwns were often reqmred to carry out 
the calculatiOn Unfortunately, many phys1cal problems of extreme mterest (both aca-
demic and practical) fall outside the realm of these "special circumstances" Among 
them, one could mention the phys1cs and chem1stry of defects, surfaces, clusters of 
atoms, orgamc molecules, involvmg a large amount of degrees of freedom, an accurate 
treatment of temperature effects, mcludmg phase transJtwns, d1sordered systems m 
general, where symmetry IS of no help to simplify the treatment, and so on 
The advent of h1gh speed computers - which started to be used m the 1950s -
changed the picture by mserting a new element nght m between expenment and 
theory the computer expenments In a computer expenment, a model IS still 
provided by theonsts, but the calculatiOns are earned out by the machme by followmg 
a "recipe" (the algorzthm, implemented m a smtable programmzng language) In 
th1s way, complexity can be mtroduced and more realistic systems can be mvestigated, 
openmg a road towards a better understandmg of real expenments 
W1th the development of computer expenments, the traditional relatwnship be-
tween theory and expenment has been changed substantially. On one Side, computer 
s1mulatwns m creased the demand for accuracy of the models On the other Side, sJm-
ulatwn can often come very close to expenmental conditions, to the extent that com-
puter results can sometimes be compared directly w1th expenmental results When 
th1s happens, s1mulatwn becomes an extremely powerful tool not only to understand 
and mterpret the expenments at the microscopic level, but also to study regwns wh1ch 
are not accessible expenmentally, or wh1ch would imply extreme condJtwns, such as 
very h1gh pressure and very h1gh temperature 
Last but not least, computer s1mulatwns allow thought expenments (thmgs wh1ch 
are JUSt impossible to do m reality, but whose outcome greatly mcreases our under-
standmg of phenomena) to be realised 
2.1.1 Comparison of computer simulation with experiment 
and theory 
Simulation IS seen somet1mes as theory, sometimes as expenment On one side, models 
are used which suggests to class1fy s1mulatwn as belongmg to theoretical methods On 
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the other side, the procedure of venfying a model by computer Simulatwn resembles 
an expenment qmte closely (a SimulatiOn or run iS performed, and then the results 
are analysed m the same way as expenmental physicists do) 
So it is very difficult to classify simulatiOn as both sides represent legitimate 
pomt of views, and this iS what makes computatiOnal science a branch on its own 
There iS however another important consideratiOn Theory iS traditiOnally based on 
the reductzomst~c approach (i e. complexity iS dealt with by reducmg a system to 
simpler subsystems, contmumg until the subsystems are Simple enough to be repre-
sented With solvable models) When simulatiOn iS looked as simply a practical tool 
to venfy and test models m Situatwns which are too complex to handle analytically 
(for example, when computmg the phase diagram of a substance modelled by a cer-
tam force law), then the assumptiOn that the model represents the theory level where 
the mterest iS focused, iS implicitly made 
But it iS important to realise that Simulatwn may play a more important and 
mterestmg role It can be considered not as an aid to reductwmsm but to some 
extent as an alternat~ve to it 
2.2 The MD Method 
The Molecular Dynamics (MD) method iS a computer Simulatwn techmque where the 
time evolution of a set of mteractmg atoms iS followed by mtegratmg their equatwns 
of motwn Other techmques mclude Monte Carlo (MC) methods The latter method 
was developed by von Neumann, Ulam and Metropolis [126] at the end of the Second 
World War to study the d!ffuswn of neutrons m fisswnable matenal The name 'Monte 
Carlo', chosen because of the extensive use of random numbers m the calculatwn, was 
comed by Metropolis m 1949 [126] It iS a purely stochastic method and it iS typically 
performed m a fixed number of molecules N placed m a fixed volume V and mamtained 
at a constant temperature However m MD, the laws of classical mechamcs and most 
notably Newton's second law or the equatwn of motwn (2 1) are followed 
F, = m,a, (2.1) 
for each atom ~ m a system constituted by N atoms Here, m, iS the atom mass, a, 
= d?-r,fdt2 1ts acceleration, and F, the force actmg upon it, due to the interactions 
with other atoms 
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In contrast with the MC method, MD IS a determimstic techmque given an 
imt1al set of positions and velocities, the subsequent time evolution is m prme~ple 
(m practice, the fimteness of the mtegratwn time step and anthmet1c roundmg errors 
will eventually cause the computed traJectory to deviate from the true traJectory) 
completely determined In more p!Ctonal terms, atoms will 'move' m the computer, 
bumpmg mto each other, wandenng around (1f the system IS a flmd), oscJllatmg m 
waves m concert w1th their neighbours, perhaps evaporatmg away from the system 1f 
there IS a free surface, and so on, m a way similar to what atoms m a real substance 
would do The MD technique has been descnbed m detail by many authors mcludmg 
Alien and Tildesley [127] 
2.3 History of MD 
The MD method was first mtroduced by Alder and Wamwnght [128, 129] m the late 
1950's to study the mteractwn of hard spheres Many Important ms1ghts concermng 
the behaviOur of simple hqmds emerged from the1r studies The article Dynamzcs of 
radzatzon damage by J B G1bson, A N Goland, N M1lgram and G H Vmeyard 
from Brookhaven Natwnal Laboratory, appeared m 1960 [130], IS probably the first 
example of an MD calculation w1th a contmuous potential based on a fimte difference 
time integratiOn method The paper dealt w1th the creatiOn of defects mduced by 
rad1atwn damage Rahman earned out the first sJmulatwn in 1964, usmg a realistic 
(Lennard-Jones) potential for hqmd argon [131] In 1967, L Verlet calculated the 
phase diagram of argon usmg the Lennard-Jones potential, and computed correlatiOn 
functiOn to test theones of the hqmd state [132, 133]. The bookkeepmg device whiCh 
became known as V er let nezghbour lzst was mtroduced in these papers Smce then, 
lots of researchers have used MD and today m the literature, one routmely finds MD 
simulatwns of a vanety of processes m a w1de range of fields The maJor apphcatwns 
are hsted m the next sectiOn 
2.4 Applications of MD 
Usmg MD methods, researchers have made Important contnbutwn in various fields 
Below IS a non-exhaustive hst where MD methods have been successfully used 
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1 Liquids: The first paper reportmg an MD simulation was by Alder and Wain-
wnght m 1957 [128] It was an mvest1gatwn of the phase diagram of a hard 
sphere system, and m particular the solid and liqmd regions Nowadays, avml-
abJlity of new realistic mteractwn models allow researchers to study new sys-
tems, elemental and mult1component Through non-eqmlibnum techmques, 
transport phenomena such as viscosity and heat flow have been mvest1gated 
[134]. 
2 Atomic Collisions: The study of collisiOns w1th solids and surfaces mcludes 
the research on the effects that are produced when wns or neutral species move 
ms1de solids or grazmgly 1mpmge on solid surfaces Nowadays, the motiva-
twns for the study of the mteractions of charged proJectiles w1th solids and 
surfaces (for example reference [4]) are multifaceted, they are based on both 
technological and basic scientific Issues. From the pomt of view of basic sci-
ence, such mteractwns form an Important link between atomic physics and 
condensed-matter physics The study of colliswnal dynamics 1s stimulated by 
the opportumty to measure effects associated WJth properties of many-body sys-
tems, such as d1stnbutwns of charge state m the eqmlibrmm, spectra m energy 
and angle of emitted electrons, and energy-loss distnbutwns, wh1ch carry mfor-
matwn about chemical and electromc compositiOn of the solid In technological 
fields, the study of the mteractwn of particles With matter has Implications m 
astrophysics [5], wn beam ImplantatiOn of Impunties m solids, and radiatwn 
therapy, to mentwn JUSt a few. On the other s1de, surface properties and sur-
face dynamics are extremely Important m a wide area of applicatiOns rangmg 
from heterogeneous catalysis to the matenals processmg reqmred for the man-
ufacturmg of sub-m1cron devices m the microclectromc mdustry In additiOn, 
atomic collisiOns physics plays an essential role m both the understanding and 
diagnostics of surface properties; the vast maJonty of all diagnostic tools are 
based on the scattenng of atoms, wns, electrons, or photons at surfaces 
3 Defects: Another subJect whose mvestigatiOn started a long time ago [135], 
defects m crystal - crucial for their mechamcal properties and therefore of 
technological mterest - remam a favoured topic The focus shifted perhaps 
from points defects (vacancies, interstit1als) to linear (dislocations) and pla-
nar (grain boundanes, stackmg faults) defects [136]. Agam, Improved realism 
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thanks to better potentrals constrtutes a dnvmg force Current research m the 
Loughborough Matenals Research group includes study of defects m nuclear 
pressure vessels [137, 138, 139] and in nano-indentatron and nano-scratchmg 
[140, 141, 142, 143, 144] 
4 Fracture: Under mechanical action, sohds break mto two or more preces The 
fracture process can occur m drfferent ways and wrth drfferent speeds dependmg 
on several parameters The technologrcalrmportance is obvrous and srmulatron 
rs provrdmg msrght For mstance, some researchers have used MD to study 
the fracture of two-drmensronal notched sohds under tensron usmg mrlhon atom 
systems [145] 
5. Surfaces: Surface physrcs had a boom startmg in the 1980s, thanks to the avarl-
abrhty of new wonderful expenmental tools wrth mrcroscoprc resolution (STM 
- scanning tunnellmg mrcroscopy, hrgh resolutiOn electron mrcroscopy, several 
scattermg-based techmques). Srmulatron rs strll playmg a brg role m under-
standmg phenomena such as surface reconstructiOns, surface meltmg, facettmg, 
surface drffusron, roughemng, etc, often requmng large samples and srmulatron 
times. 
6 Friction: Even more recent are mvestrgatrons of adhesron and fnctron between 
two sohds [146], propelled by the development of the atomrc force mrcroscope 
(AFM) The body of 'macroscopic' knowledge is bemg revrsed and expanded 
on mrcroscoprc grounds MD studres of fnctron on the atomrc scale have been 
earned out by numerous researchers mcludmg Shrmrzu and eo-workers [147] and 
Mulhah and eo-workers [142, 143]. 
7 Clusters: Clusters- conglomerates of a number of atoms rangmg from a few to 
several thousands - constitute a bndge between molecular systems and sohds, 
and exhrbrt challengmg features Metal clusters are extremely rmportant from 
the technologrcal pomt of vrew, due to therr role as catalysts m rmportant 
chemrcal reactrons (for mstance, m catalytrc exhaust prpes of cars) 
A great deal of work on cluster rmplantatron has been done by the Loughborough 
Matenals Research group m collaboratiOn wrth the group of Richard Palmer 
at Brrmingham Umversrty Some of therr works are found m the followmg 
references [70, 71, 72, 148, 149] 
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8 Biomolecules: MD s1mulatwns have been used by McCammon and eo-workers 
[150, 151] for understandmg the phys1cal bas1s of the structure and functiOn of 
bwlogJcal macromolecules Drug deszgn 1s commonly used m the pharmaceuti-
cal mdustry to test properties of a molecule at the computer without the need 
to synthesise 1t (wh1ch IS far more expensive) 
9 Electronic properties and dynamics: The development of the Car-Parnnello 
method [152], where the forces on atoms are obtamed by solvmg the electromc 
structure problem mstead of by an mteratomic potential, allows the study of 
electromc properties of matenals fully mcludmg the1r dynam1cs (and, therefore, 
phase transitiOns and other temperature-dependent phenomena) Th1s impor-
tant work gave nse to a very successful research !me durmg the last decade 
10 Nanotechnology: The word "nanotechnology" has become very popular and 
IS used to descnbe many type of research where the charactenst!C d1menswns 
are less than about 1000 nanometres For example, continued improvements m 
lithography have resulted m !me w1dths that are less than one m1cron th1s work 
IS often called "nanotechnology". Sub-micron lithography IS clearly very valu-
able but 1t IS equally clear that conventwnal lithography w1ll not let researchers 
bmld semiconductor devices m wh1ch md1vJdual dopant atoms are located at 
speCific lattice s1tes Many of the exponentially 1mprovmg trends m computer 
hardware capab1hty have remamed steady for the last 50 years There IS fmrly 
widespread belief that these trends are hkely to contmue for at least another 
several years, but then conventional lithography starts to reach 1ts hm1ts If 
researchers are to contmue these trends they w1ll have to develop a new manu-
facturmg technology wh1ch w1lllet them mexpens1vely bmld computer systems 
w1th mole quantities of log1c elements that are molecular m both s1ze and preCJ-
swn and are mterconnected in complex and h1ghly JdwsyncratJc patterns N an-
otechnology could let them do this The Matenals Research Group at Lough-
borough Umvers1ty IS domg SJmulatwns m vanous fields of nano-technology 
mcludmg nano-mdentatwn and nano-scratching [140, 141, 142, 143, 144] 
11 Sputtering: Sputtering IS the removal of surface atoms due to energetic par-
ticle bombardment caused by colhswns between the mcommg particles and the 
atoms m the selvage, 1 e the near surface layers of a solid Just 150 years ago a 
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paper was presented by W R Grove m which there IS the first recorded observa-
tion of sputtering The paper was reported in the Philosophical TransactiOns [6] 
Today sputtermg IS no longer JUst an unwanted effect which destroys cathodes 
and contammates a plasma It IS a mam factor m many modern mdustnal pro-
cesses, which mclude etchmg and the formatiOn of mterconnects semiconductor 
processmg In additiOn sputtermg IS used for the production of hard, wear resis-
tant coatmgs for engmeermg components The use of MD to mvestigate sputter-
mg owes much to the pioneermg work of Don E Harnson [50], who adapted the 
early work of Vmeyard's group at Brookhaven [130] stud}'lng colhswn cascades 
to mvestigate mteractwns with surfaces. Other researchers mcluding Roger 
Smith, Roger Webb, Kmth Beardmore and Km Nordlund have contmued the 
work of D E Harnson m particular m the study of the sputtenng process (by 
MD methods) m metals and semi-conductors Part of their works are found m 
the followmg references [73, 153, 154, 155, 156, 157, 158, 159, 160] However, 
not as many MD works have been done for the sputtenng m wmc matenals ex-
cept recently by the Loughborough Matenals Research Group [161, 162, 163] 
Expenmental works have also recently been carried out by Aumayr and eo-
workers [4, 164, 165]. The mam reason why MD methods have not been used 
to study sputtenng in iomc matenals bemg that the calculatiOns of long-ranged 
(Coulombic) mteractwn forces require considerable amount of computational 
time However, with the development of new algorithms hke the Fast Multi pole 
Method (FMM) developed by Greengard and Rohklin [166] and the numerous 
codmgs of the latter (which mcludes the DPMTA [167]), not only these simu-
lations can be carried out but also bigger systems are bemg Simulated givmg 
results comparable with expenments The FMM along with vanous other avail-
able algonthms are discussed in detail m chapter 3 This thesis IS on the study 
of sputtering (and radiation damage) m IOnic matenals The matenal used is 
NaCl and a detailed descnpt10n about the sputtenng process can be found m 
chapter 1 
2.5 Limitations of MD 
MD IS a very powerful techmque but has- of course - hmitatwns. The most Important 
of them are stated below: 
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2.5.1 Use of classical forces 
At atomist1c level, systems obey quantum laws rather than classical ones However, 
Newton's law IS used to move atoms instead of Schrodmger's equatwn Th1s IS in It-
self a lim1tatwn. There are certam cases where classical approx1matwns are JUStified 
wh1le m others, they are poor and quantum effects become Important Therefore, 
MD results should be mterpreted with cautwn dependmg on the regwns under con-
SideratiOn 
2.5.2 Realism of forces 
In MD, atoms mteract w1th each other These mteractwns ongmate forces which act 
upon atoms, and atoms move under the actwn of these mstantaneous forces As the 
atoms move, their relative positions change and forces change as well The essential 
mgred1ent contammg the physics IS therefore constituted by the forces A simulation 
IS realistic- that IS, 1t mimics the behavwur of the real system- only to the extent that 
mteratom1c forces are similar to that of real atoms (or, more exactly, nucle1) would 
expenence when arranged m the same configuratiOn As discussed in later sections, 
forces are usually obtamed as the gradient of a potentwl energy fundwn, dependmg 
on the positiOns of the particles The realism of the Simulation therefore depends on 
the ability of the potential chosen to reproduce the behaviOur of the material under 
the conditwns at which the s1mulatwn IS run There are some cons1deratwns that 
need to be addressed when selectmg - or constructmg - the appropnate potential and 
these are discussed m details m later sectwns. 
2.5.3 Time and size limitations 
Typical MD simulatwns can be performed on systems containing thousands - and 
up to millions - of atoms, and for simulation times rangmg from a few picoseconds 
to hundreds of nanoseconds While these numbers are certamly re&pectable, there 
are many problems where these t1me and/or Size limitatwns become Important. A 
limited system size can constitute a problem One example anses when MD methods 
are used in the study of wmc matenals- which mvolves the evaluatwn of long-range 
Coulombic forces These mteractions take a great deal of computatiOn time and as a 
result, these put a restnctwn on the size of system one can use m these sJmulatwns 
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Sometimes, a corn prom1se between the s1ze of the system and the t1me the s1mulatwn 
IS run, is made A simulatiOn IS "safe" from the pomt of v1ew of 1ts duratwn when the 
s1mulatwn time 1s much longer than the relaxatiOn t1me of the mterested quant1ties 
However, d1fferent systems have d1fferent relaxatiOn times In particular, systems 
tend to become slow in the prox1m1ty of phase trans1t10ns, and 1t IS not uncommon to 
find cases where the relaxatwn t1me of a physteal property IS of orders of magmtude 
larger than t1mes achievable by s1mulat10n 
2.6 Boundary Conditions 
Dependmg on the type of Simulation being earned out, different types of boundary 
cond1ttons are apphed to the surfaces of the computatwnal box For simulatwns in-
vestlgatmg sputtenng, non penodic boundaries are usually used as th1s allows atoms 
(and hence energy) to escape from the s1des of the box If penod1c boundary con-
ditions (PBCs - d1scussed m details m later sectwn) were used w1th the same Sized 
target, atoms could re-enter the damaged regwn, leadmg to an mcorrect calculatiOn 
of the sputtermg y1eld. Alternatively, s1mulatwns of flmds and colhswn cascades of-
ten reqmre PBCs m all d1rectwns to contam the particles, this m1mm1ses edge effects 
that would dommate 1f reflectmg boundanes were used However, m the s1mulatwns 
performed on sputtenng m chapters 4 and 5, fixed boundanes were used w1th only 
the top and bottom surfaces free wh1le for the ones on rad1ation damage m chapter 6 
all the boundanes were fixed (fimte volume) In these cases, 1t was important to make 
sure that the cascades were contamed laterally Thus, 1f the cascade never reached 
the lateral edges of the system, 1t was not so cructal as to whether penod1c, fixed or 
free boundanes were Implemented The mam pomt about these boundanes 1s that 
they should be sufficiently far away from the cascade that the1r mfluence IS neghg1ble 
Thus, there IS no fixed rule for boundary cond1twns There are also damped bound-
ary cond1t10ns, however these are not d1scussed here smce they were not used m any 
of the s1mulatwns performed m chapte1s 4, 5 and 6 
2. 7 Modelling the Physical System 
The mam part of a simulation 1s the model for the phys1cal system For an MD 
s1mulatwn th1s means to choose a potential V(r1, , rN) for N part1cles w1th posi-
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twn vectors r1, , rN, wh1ch represents the potential energy of the system when the 
atoms are arranged m that spec1fic configuratwn Th1s functwn IS translatwnally and 
rotatwnally mvanant, and IS usually constructed from the relatwe posJtJons of the 
atoms w1th respect to each other, rather than from the absolute posJtwns Forces 
are denved as the gradient of the potential w1th respect to atomic d1splacements as 
shown m equatwn (2 2). 
(2 2) 
Th1s form implies the presence of a conservatiOn law of the total energy E = K + 
V, where K IS the kmehc energy The Simplest ch01ce of V IS to wnte 1t as a sum of 
pa1rwise interactwns 
(2 3) 
where the J > z IS reqmred so that each pmr of atom is considered once In the 
past, most potent1als were const1tuted by palrWJse mteractwns, but th1s IS no longer 
the case although m this thesis only pmrw1se mteractwns are stud1ed It has been 
recognised that the two-body approx1matwn IS very poor for many relevant systems, 
such as metals and semi-conductors but IS much better for bulk wnic systems where 
Coulomb effects dommate Vanous kmds of many-body potentJals are now of common 
use Until now, development of accurate potentJals still represents a maJor research 
area 
2. 7.1 Interatomic potentials 
As mentwned earher, the forces in MD are denved from a potential energy functwn 
V wh1ch depends on the part1cle coordmates Th1s is g1ven by equatwn (2 2) So, the 
problem of modelling a matenal can therefore be restated as that of finding a potential 
function V(r~o , rN) for that matenal. There are vanous questwns that need to be 
asked Can such a functwn ex1st? And If yes, how IS 1t related to the behavwur of 
the real matenal, which IS known to be controlled by the law of quantum mechamcs 
rather than classical mechamcs, and where the electrons certamly play the maJor 
role m determmmg the bondmg properties of the system? And the most important 
questiOn how to fmd a potential m practice? 
A system of mteractmg atoms, molecules, wns, etc IS composed of electrons and 
nuclei wh1ch mteract w1th each other to produce the macroscopic behaviour The full 
Ham1ltoman, H = Hnuclez + Helectrons for th1s system cons1sts of the kmet1c energy 
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terms and vanous Coulomb1c mteractwns In prmciple, one should solve a Schrodmger 
equatiOn for the total wavefunctwn and then everythmg would be known about the 
system However, this IS not poss1ble m practice and approximatiOns schemes have 
to be used but these methods are computatwnally mfeas1ble for large systems. 
2. 7.2 Design of potentials 
One approach to find the potentials IS to completely remove the electronic degrees 
of freedom and allow the nucle1 to move accordmg to some potentml functiOn V(R.) 
whose analyt1cal form 1s specified m advance The goal is to select functiOnal forms 
which Imitate the behaviOur of the "true" potential m realistic ways for specific ma-
tenals There are two mam steps that are reqmred to construct a potent1al 
1 An analytical form for the potential 1s chosen In the past, this used to be a 
sum of pa1rw1se terms, with the energy of the pair dependmg on their relative 
distance However, nowadays, m an attempt to capture as much as possible the 
physics and chemistry of bondmg, novel many-body forms are tned A typical 
analytical form IS made up of a number of functiOns, dependmg on geometncal 
quantities such as distances or angles, or on mtermed1ate vanable such as atom 
coordmatwns 
2 Then, one should find the actual parametnsatwn for the functiOns that consti-
tute the analytical form one has chosen 
A vanety of techmques have been used over the years for the second step which 
mvolves m one end, usmg first prmciples (1 e to keep m account the electronic struc-
ture) to obtam an expressiOn for the energy as a functiOn of the nuclei position by 
means of successive apprOJamatwns. At the other end, potentials are fitted based on 
expenmental data, g1ving maximum pnonty to realism rather than to connectiOns 
with first-pnnc1ples In all cases, potentials are designed with a "range of applicabil-
Ity" m mmd \Vhen usmg a potential, the Simulator should always know what the 
transferability (the ab1hty of a potential to work properly m d1fferent environments) 
properties are, and to look cntlcally at results obtamed m unusual conditions - for 
example, very low coordmatwns, very high temperature or very h1gh pressure 
The Lennard-Jones potential (Eq (2 4)) is a typical pairwise (two-body) potential 
and probably the most commonly used one However, It has Its limitatiOn m that 
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the class of matenals wh1ch can be reahstJcally modelled usmg this approach 1s m 
practice hm1ted to rare gases, where no electrons are avmlable for bonding and atoms 
are attracted w1th each other only through the weak van der Waals forces Systems of 
more pract1cal interest such as metals and semi-conductors cannot be modelled w1th 
pa1rw1se forces. In the 1980s, s1gmficant progress was made by the development of 
many-body potentmls for metals based on the concept of dens~ty, or coordznatzon, as 
the key vanable to consider. Examples mclude the glue model [168], the Embedded 
Atom Method (EAM) [53, 169], the Fmms-Smclmr potentmls [170] and the effective 
medmm theory [171]. New and more powerful schemes are st1ll bemg developed to 
handle matenals hke metals where covalent effects m the bondmg are important, for 
mstance trans1tion metals 
Constructmg many-body potentwls for semiconductors were more challengmg 
compared w1th metals However, because of 1ts technological importance, many re-
searchers have taken up th1s challenge and developed potentJals w1th vanous degrees 
of success. Examples for S1 include the Stillmger-Weber potential [172] and the Tersoff 
potential [54] 
2. 7.3 Long-range forces 
In the above sectwns, 1t has been assumed that the mteractwns are short ranged, 
that IS, that the effect of atom J on the force perce1ved by atom t vamshes when the1r 
separation r,3 IS larger than a cutoff distance Re In many cases, th1s IS a reasonable 
assumptiOn However, there are cases where long-range forces are crucml and must 
be taken into account For instance when 
• wns are charged, as say, m a s1mulatwn of a salt hke NaCl ThiS m fact the 
purpose of this thes1s - to study sputtermg and colhswn cascades m wmc mate-
nals by means of MD s1mulatwns In th1s case there IS a Coulomb mteractwn 
(~1/r) between wns 
• mdJvJdual particles are neutral but polansed, such as m water There will be 
dipole-dipole mteractwns ( ~ 1/r3) 
• van der Waals attractwns (d1scussed m later subsection) between atoms (~1/r6 ), 
ansmg from mduced dipole moments and often neglected m s1mulatwns, become 
extremely important under particular geometnc conditiOns For mstance, the 
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t1p of a SFM (Scanmng Force Microscope) IS attracted towards a surface tens 
of Angstroms underneath by a van der Waals attractiOn. 
In all these cases mentioned above, there IS no cut-off d1stance and, more importantly, 
each particle mteracts w1th all the 1mages of the particles m the nearby MD boxes 
A particle would also mteract w1th 1ts own images A known method to deal w1th 
long-range forces IS that of Ewald sums (173] Extensive details are found m the book 
by Alien and TJ!desley (127] 
In additiOn to the Ewald sums, there are effic1ent algonthms hke the FMA or 
FMM (ongmally developed by Greengard and Rokhlm (166]) wh1ch are available to 
compute long-ranged Coulombic forces These are m fact used in the MD code m 
thiS thes1s and they are d1scussed m detail m chapter 3 
2. 7.4 The Lennard-Jones potential 
The Lennard-Jones (LJ) pa1r potential is one of the most commonly used mteractwn 
models and 1t descnbes the mteractwn between two uncharged molecules or atoms 
(2 4) 
where r,1 = lr, -r1 I, a and E are the speCific LJ parameters, different for different mter-
actmg particles The 1dea IS that the r~ term models the attractive d1pole mteractwns 
and the r}, term the repulsive potent1al when the nuclei become too close 
Equatwn (2 4) g1ves the mteractwn potential between a pmr of atoms The total 
potential of a system contammg many atoms (N) IS given by equatwn (2 3) Th1s 
potential has an attractive tml at larger, and reaches a mimmum around 1 122 a It 
IS strongly repuls1ve at shorter d1stance, passmg through 0 at r = a and increasmg 
steeply as r decreased further More deta1ls about the Lennard-Jones potent1al can 
be found m the book by Alien and T1ldesly (127] and m reference (146]. 
It 1s important to pomt out that a LJ potentml is not at all adequate to model 
sJtuatwns w1th open shells, where strong localised bonds may form (as m covalent 
systems), or where there IS a delocahsed "electron sea" where the wns s1t (as m met-
als). In these systems, the two-body mteractions scheme fmls very badly However, 
regardless of how well1t IS able to model actual matenals, the LJ potential constitutes 
nowadays an extremely important model system 
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2. 7.5 Van der Waals forces 
Van der Waals' forces are forces that ex1st between molecules of the same substance 
They are qmte d1fferent from the forces that make up the molecule For example, a 
water molecule 1s made up of hydrogen and oxygen, wh1ch are bonded together by 
the sharing of electrons These electrostatic forces that keep a molecule mtact are 
existent in covalent and wmc bonding but they are not van df'r Waals' forces The 
van der Waals' forces are the forces that exist between the m1lhons of separate water 
molecules, and not between the hydrogen and oxygen atoms m the case of water 
There are vanous van der Waals forces, namely Dipole-Dipole forces, Dispersion 
forces and Hydrogen forces 
2.7.6 Buckingham potential 
The so-called 'Buckmgham potentml' IS used m the MD code to carry out the Slmula-
tions in chapters 4, 5 and 6 to study wmc matenals This potential IS based on that 
given by Catlow et a! [174]. The standard j conventwnal Buckingham potential IS 
of the general form 
V(r,1 ) = Aexp --'1 - 6 ( -r ) C p r,J (2 5) 
where the parameter C measures an effective van der \Vaals mteractwn The other 
parameters namely A and p are defined later m th1s sectwn The potential used m 
the MD code 1s paJrw1se additive and cons1sts of an electrostatic part, a standard 
Buckmgham term and a Van der Waals (VDW) term. It was modified by a screened 
Coulomb potential for small particle separatwn and a smooth cut off of the Buck-
mgham potential at an atomic d1stance r0 , chosen m such a way that interactions 
w1th only the first ne1ghbours are mcluded Thus, calculatwns of the over-attractive 
forces for small separatwn and the non-electrostatiC part for large separatiOn can be 
avmded 
2. 7. 7 Potential cut-off functions 
The LJ potential (2 4) and the Buckmgham potential (2 5) have both mfimte ranges 
In practical apphcatwns, 1t IS more convenient to use a cut-off radms Re and d1sregard 
the mteractwn between atoms separated by more than Re Th1s y1elds eas1er programs 
and saves a lot of computer resources because the number of atomic pairs separated 
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by a distance r grows as r 3 and becomes qmckly huge In the MD code used m this 
thesis, the cut-off radms Re used IS eqmvalent to r0 + d where r0 and d are descnbed 
m the next subsectwn The cut-off functwn f g1ven by equatwn (2 6) 1s mult1plied 
to the short-ranged term to make sure that only first neighbours are considered. 
2. 7.8 Ionic potentials used in the MD code 
The s1mulatwns on sputtenng m chapter 4 were performed usmg Na+ and Cl- wns as 
1mpactmg particles wh1le Arq+ (q = 1, 4 and 8) wns were used m chapter 5 In both 
chapters, a NaCl lattice was used as substrate For the Na+ and Cl- wns impacts, 
there were 3 different wn-wn mteractwns The Na+ - Na+ mteractwn IS purely 
electrostatic For Cl- - Cl-, we use a combmatwn of an exponential term and a fifth 
order and a th1rd order polynomial as outlmed by Catlow et al [174] together w1th 
an electrostatic term The coefficients of the 5th and the 3rd order polynomials were 
determmed so as to make the functwn, 1ts grad1ent and its second order denvat1ve 
contmuous at the pomts r., rm and rb (ra < rm < rb w1th the m1mmum of the functwn 
at rm) The values for the parameters r., rm and rb are g1ven m the table 2 1. In 
add1tion the non-electrostatic (short-ranged) term IS multiplied by a cut-off functwn 
f g1ven by equatwn (2 6) to make th1s part of the potential fall off smoothly to zero 
at a d1stance ro = 0 75 a0 (where a0 IS the lattice parameter for NaCl, 5 578 A). Th1s 
IS done over a distance d = 0 1 a0 , beyond th1s range the value of the potential IS 
taken to be zero The full form of the Cl- - Cl- potential1s g1ven m equatwn (2 7) 
and the potent~al1s shown in figure 2 1 
V= 
1f r,J < ro 
If ro :::; r,J < ro + d 
1f r,J ~ r0 + d 
1f r,J < rb Aexp(-7)+Ep 
5th order polynom1al + Ep 
3rd order polynomial+ Ep 
-*+Ep 
r,J 
1f rb :::; r,J < r m 
if r m :::; r,J < r a 
1f r a :::; r,J < ro 
f X --ff- + Ep 
•J 
Ep 
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If ro :::; r,J < ro + d 
1f r,J ~ r0 + d 
(2 6) 
(2 7) 
Tb (A) Tm (A) Ta (A) ro (A) 
2 690 3 551 4 103 4 1835 
A(eV) P (A) C(A"eV) d (A) 
1227 2 0 3124 165 4 o 5578 A 
Table 2 1 The Cl- - Cl- mteractwn parameters 
where Ep = e2 /( 4nc0r,1 ) JS the electrostatic term and r,1 IS the mteratom1c spacmg 
between atoms ~ and J The constants in the electrostatic part have their usual 
meamngs (w1th e as the electromc charge and c as the electncal permJttJvJty of free 
space) The parameters used m the Cl-- Cl- potentml are g1ven m table 2 1 
V (eV) 
0.4 
0.3 
0.2 
0 .1 
Figure 2 1 The cl- - Cl- mteract!On potential The attractive part IS due to the van 
der Waals d1pole mteraction 
For Na+ - Cl-, to avmd havmg a strong electrostatic attractiOn for close separa-
tiOn, the interactiOns were modelled usmg the Umversal ZBL potential [175] smoothly 
sphned to the Buckmgham potential and the electrostatic term The cut-off radms, r 0 , 
m th1s case was chosen to be 0 55 a0 The potentml for the Na+- Cl- IS summansed 
m equatiOn (2.8) and the actual potential curve 1s shown m figure 2 2 
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To (A) Ta (A) Tb (A) 
3 0678 1 0000 0 6000 
d (A) P (A) A (eV) 
0 5578 0 3341 872 7 
Table 2.2. The parameters for the Na+ - Cl- mteractwn 
ZBL 
exp(ft + hT,3 + hT';1 + j4r~3 ) 1f rb ::::: r,1 < T a 
V= Aexp(-':)-Ep 1fra:S::r,1 <To (28) 
f x A exp( -7)- Ep 1f To:::; r,1 <To+ d 
-Ep 1f T,1 2:: r 0 + d 
where Ep IS the electrostatic part and f IS the cut-off function The parameters for 
the Buckmgham potential are g1ven m table 2 2 and those for the sphne to the ZBL 
potential m table 2 3 
V(eV)lOO 
80 
60 
40 
20 
r 
(Angstroms) 
F1gure 2 2. The Na+ - Cl- mteractwn potent1al 
In additiOn to the three mteractwns mentiOned above, for the Arq+ (where q = 1, 
4 and 8) Impacts, there were two more for each charge, q, namely between the Arq+ 
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h !2 h !4 
3 218674323 17 69595987 -30 93911282 13 40375980 
Table 2 3 The parameters for the Na+ - Cl- ZBL mteractwn 
-Cl- and Arq+- Na+ Like m the case of Na+- Na+, the Arq+- Na+ and the Arq+-
Arq+ mteract1ons (the latter case occurs when mult1ple Impacts are considered- th1s IS 
d1scussed m detatl in chapter 5) were assumed to be purely electrostatic and repuls1ve. 
The potent1als for Arq+ - Cl- were also modelled usmg the Umversal ZBL potential 
[175] smoothly splmed to the electrostatiC term Th1s potential 1s summansed m 
equatiOn (2 9) 
(2 9) 
where E p IS the electrostatic part and f IS the cut-off functiOn as defined by equatiOn 
(2 6) The term A is a constant mtroduced because the exponential sphne function 
is always pos1t1ve The parameters for the splme to the ZBL potential are given m 
table 2 5 and that for r a and rb m table 2 4 F1gure 2.3 shows the actual potential 
curves for Arq+ - Cl- ( q = 1, 4 and 8) The parameters for the Arq+ mteractwns 
were chosen so that the mm1mum for each of the potential curves as shown m figure 
2 3 occurs at a g1ven d1stance (chosen arb1tranly) from the ongm and also so that 
completely smooth curves are obtamed for the second denvatlves 
2.8 Time Integration Algorithm 
The potential energy IS a functiOn of the atom1c positiOns of all the atoms m the 
system. Due to the comphcated nature of th1s functiOn, there is no analyt1cal solutiOn 
to the equatwns of motwn; they must be solved numencally by a t1me mtegratwn 
algonthm This algonthm is m fact the 'engme' of the MD method and 1t IS reqmred to 
mtegrate the equatiOn of motiOn of the mteractmg particles and follow their traJectory. 
There are numerous t1me mtegratwn algonthms avatlable and they are listed below 
They are based on fzmte dzf ference methods, where time is d1scret1sed on a fimte 
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Charge, q j, !2 h 
1 10 23221209 -9 818759150 5 850882356 
4 26 15696887 -62 35157940 7164795353 
8 12 32824561 -19 26175297 21 71812809 
Charge, q !4 fs !6 
1 -2 267923159 0 5517474884 -0 05833783599 
4 -40.78722199 11 00910566 -0 05833783599 
8 -12 91853587 3 797946525 -0 4312507236 
Table 2 4 The ranges for the Arq+ - Cl- mteractwns (q = 1, 4 and 8) and the1r 
respective normahsmg constants. 
Charge, q Ta (A) rb (A) A (eV) 
1 08 28 20 
4 1 1 29 25 
8 08 25 120 
Table 2 5 The parameters for the sphne functwn m the Arq+ - Cl- ZBL mteractwn, 
q = 1, 4 and 8 
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Figure 2.3: The Arq-+ - Cl interaction potential 
grid . th lhnc . tcp 6t being the di lance b lwccn consecutive points on the grid. Th 
integration sch me use the positions and some of their time derivati,·e at timet lo 
give lhc same quantities a t timet + 6t. By it rating the procedure. the tim voluliou 
of th sy t m can be followed for long t irn<'s Thr~C' . chemes are approximation::. and 
al:> a r suit. there are errors associated with t hC'm. namely: 
1. Tnmcalion en·or. : Finite differ ne nwthocb are u ually ba eel 011 a Taylor 
expan ion which is truncated at som t rm . 13ecaus of thi truncation. t h r 
is a difference with resp cl to the tru<' sol ution. These errors do not depend on 
Lhc impl mentation: thry are inl rin . ic to th algorithm. 
2. Round - off error : Unlike Lruncat ion errors, round-off errors are related to 
errors a social cl to a particular impl mentation of Lhe algori thm. For instance. 
to the finit e number of digits u eel in the ·omputcr arithmetics. 
For large 6t. truncation errors dominate. but they decrease quickly a 6t i 
The principal defences against round-oiT erron, are to write efficient. non-1w lundant 
code and to use high-preci ion arithmetic: double precision rather than single. The 
principal defence against truncation error is to r du · lep size. 
omc of t h commonly used time int gration algorithms are: 
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1 Verlet algonthm 
2. Leap-frog algonthm 
3 Gear's method 
4 Beeman's algorithm 
Detatls about these algorithms can be found m the book by Alien and T1ldesley [127] 
It IS important to pomt out that each of these algonthms have the1r own advantages 
and disadvantages When choosing which algonthm to use, the followmg critena are 
usually taken mto cons1deratwn. 
• The algonthm should conserve energy and momentum as much as posSible 
• It should be computatwnally effic1ent. 
• It should perm1t a long time step for mtegratwn 
• It should preserve the Ham1ltoman mvanants 
In the MD code used in th1s thesis, the Verlet algonthm 1s used Although 1t 
IS lower order than Beaman 's and Gear's methods, 1t is symplectlc and conserves 
energy better Also, the time s1ze IS hm1ted by neighbour hst updates as well as the 
algonthm accuracy 
2.9 Variable Time-Steps 
For h1gh energy s1mulatwns such as ke V wn bombardment, the veloCities of the 
particles vary w1dely as the Simulation progresses Some atoms will JmtJal!y have 
very h1gh energies, but as the energy of the wn IS transformed mto thermal motwn 
of the target atoms, all atoms will achieve Similar low energ1es The s1ze of the 
t1me-step taken can be automatically adjusted w1thm the program to ensure a good 
combmatwn of speed and accuracy IS achieved Smith and Harnson [176] has dev1sed 
one scheme that gave improved accuracy [177] Other methods hke the 'movmg atom 
approx1matwn' [74] are ava1lable m literature to mcrease the effic1ency of sJmulatwns 
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However m the code used in th1s thes1s, a vanable time step IS used wh1ch Js dependent 
on the part1cle w1th the maximum kmet1c energy as shown m equatwn (2 10) 
D.t = 1 5 (2 10) j(l 5 + 0 1 x TSCALE) 
where TSCALE IS the sum of the maximum kmetlc energy of all the part1cles m the 
system and the correspondmg absolute value of the potential energy of that partiCular 
particle 
2.10 Efficient Evaluation of Forces and Neighbour 
Lists 
The most computatwnally expensive procedure dunng MD s1mulatwn is the eval-
uation of the forces acting upon the atoms m the system As the MD techmque 
has developed, many schemes have been proposed to reduce the time taken by force 
evaluatwn There are two mam categones One bet of methods reduces the number 
of force evaluations that are actually reqmred, e g ne1ghbour hsts are used to keep 
track of atoms wh1ch are mteractmg ThiS IS discussed m the next subsectwn The 
second category of methods IS concerned w1th mcreasmg the efficiency of the force 
evaluatwns that are earned out, e g tabulatwn and mterpolation can be used to 
replace the evaluatwn of complicated functwns. The latter methods are spec1fic to 
the potential functwn that IS bemg evaluated, wh1le all methods are dependent to 
some extent on the spec1fic machme on wh1ch the program IS run 
2.10.1 Neighbour lists 
As mentwned m the above sectwn, the most t1me-consummg part of a MD s1mulatwn 
IS the calculatiOn of the forces on the particles For a system of N particles, the forces 
are computed by samplmg, at each time step of the s1mulatwn, ~N(N-1) umque r,1 
distances But when a truncated potentml1s used, the force equals to zero for any r,1 > 
Re (where Re IS the cut-off distance defined m the potential cut-off functions sectwn), 
consequently, evaluatmg d1stances r,1 that are greater than Re wastes computer time 
This wasted time can be saved by usmg a bookkeepmg scheme such as that ongJ-
nally dev1sed by Verlet [132] For each atom z, the method mamtams a hst of neJgh-
bourmg atoms that he w1thin a d1stance rL of z, so the hst 1denhfies those atoms 
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that contnbute to the force on atom 2 The same ne1ghbour hst IS used over several 
consecut1ve t1me steps, and 1t 1s updated penod1cally, say every 10 t1me steps The 
list distance '!"£ is slightly larger than Re so that J atoms can cross Re and st1ll be 
properly considered m evaluatmg the force 2. 
In th1s work, the hnked hst method [179]Js used because 1t has an effic1ent method 
of stormg neighbour mformatwn. The computatwnal box (w1th s1des of length Lx x 
Ly x Lz ) IS divided mto an Mxyz = Mx x My x Mz gnd of rectangular cells whose 
s1des exceed R (where R IS the cut-off d1stance) An atom can then only mteract 
w1th atoms m 1ts cell or in the surroundmg layer of cells Each cell then has s1des of 
length Wx x wy x Wz, where w, = L,jM, and 2 = x, y or z It IS optimal to have as 
few atoms m each cell as possible, hence M, 1s taken as the largest mteger :S: L,/R. 
Bmldmg the cell-hst IS eqmvalent to performmg a sort m each d1rectwn. For each 
atom, 1ts cell and all 26 ne1ghbourmg cells contam possible neighbours, but only half 
needs to be considered 
A detmled exammatwn of the different methods of 1mprovmg the effic1ency of MD 
s1mulatwns usmg empincal many-body potentJals on smgle workstatwns is found 
m the thesis of Ke1th Beardmore [177] In particular, three methods of producmg 
neighbour hsts have been compared namely the Verlet-hst [132], the method of L1ghts 
[178] and the Coarse Gramed Cell [179, 180], also known as the lmked hst method 
The order of the methods IS N 2 , N 513 and N for the Verlet, Method of L1ghts and 
Lmked L1st algonthms, respectively 
For large systems (over 2000 particles), the Lmked L1st algonthm was found to 
be the most efficient, but one of the other methods could be the most effic1ent for 
s1mulatwns of smaller systems [177] 
2.11 Starting a Simulation 
To start a s1mulatwn, the MD box has to be defined and then the imtlal pomtwns 
and velocities of the particles m the system are ass1gned There are two ways of 
doing th1s assignment F1rst, by startmg from scratch wh1ch means that a set of 
imtlal posJtwns and velocities needs to be set These pos1t10ns are usually defined on 
a latt1ce, assummg a certam crystal structure Th1s structure IS typically the most 
stable at T = 0 K w1th the g~ven potentiaL Imt1ally velocJtJes may be taken to be 
zero, or from a Maxwellian dJstnbutwn 1f a fimte temperature IS mtroduced Such 
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an Imtial state will not of course correspond to an eqmhbrium condition In the case 
of a perfect lattice, there would be no net force on the atoms for symmetry reasons, 
and therefore atoms would sit Idle mdefimtely w1th no velocities added There are 
vanous ways to mtroduce temperature and they are given m reference [146] The 
other way of assignmg the Imtml positiOns and velocities of the particles IS to take 
the final positiOns and velocities of a previOusly run MD simulatiOn However for 
all the simulatwns performed m this thesis, they were started at T = 0 K and the 
positiOns were that of the lattice positiOns of the crystal structure 
2.12 Selection of Representative Trajectories 
To obtam statistical data from simulatwns for companson with expenments, many 
s1mulatwns have to be conducted usmg slightly different mitial conditiOns For ex-
ample, to calculate the average sputtenng yield per ion Impact with a specific Impact 
velocity reqmres samplmg as the Impact pomt IS vaned over a representative area 
of the crystal surface The representative area IS usually the smallest that can be 
penodiCally repeated to produce the complete surface Thus to mcrease the accuracy 
of the predictiOns, the representative area must be sampled as uniformly as possible, 
but not so regularly as to allow any possible correlatiOn between the lattice structure 
and the pomts sampled To achieve this, the Impact positiOns can be chosen via the 
Halton sequence [181] or some other methods that umformly samples the regiOn In 
the case of sputtermg s1mulatwns where a particle IS Impacted onto the surface of 
the substrate at normal mc1dence, the particle can either be reflected, channelled or 
deposit Its energy at the surface dependmg not only on Its energy and charge but also 
on the Impact positiOn To this end an Irreducible area is found where simulatwns 
are run and this will give a representative of the surface In chapter 4, a detailed 
descnptwn IS given about findmg the Irreducible symmetry zone and then generatmg 
the Impact pomts w1thm this area 
2.13 Analysis of Simulation Results 
Durmg IOn bombardment of matenals, atoms, molecules and wns are sputtered from 
the surface and therefore damage will occur to the substrate For the simulatwns 
on sputtenng, the data obtamed can be analysed m vanous ways For mstance, the 
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sputtering yield (the number of ejected particles per mcommg wn) can be evaluated 
Th1s y1eld can then be compared w1th that obtamed expenmentally where available 
(for example, m chapter 5, the sputtenng y1elds obtamed in the case of the Argon 
impacts were compared w1th the expenments that were earned out by Aumayr and eo-
workers [4] and references found therem) Other ways of analysmg the data obtamed 
from the s1mulatwns are as follows 
• Angular Distnbutwns It has been found that there IS a d1rect relatwnsh1p 
between the angular d1stnbutwn of the eJected particles and the surface ar-
rangements of atoms [58, 75, 160] In chapter 4, these are discussed for the 
cases of metals and semi-conductors 
• Energy D1stnbutwns Sputtered part1cles are eJected w1th a range of energ1es. 
Calculatmg the d1stnbutwn of energ1es of the sputtered particles may help to 
understand the mechamsm by wh1ch they are eJected from the lattice 
• Overall Charge of the sputtered particles and the lattice If there IS a charge 
Imbalance m the lattice, potential sputtenng may occur In th1s case, eJectwn 
of matenals contmues for a longer t1me than 1f the processes are purely kmet1c 
• Cluster Analysis Particles can be eJected from the surface of a latt1ce as smgle 
atoms/wns, d1mers and clusters In thiS thes1s, the analys1s of the clusters were 
done mamly visually (as explamed m the next sectwn) from the movies made 
from the s1mulatwns 
• Study of the damage caused to the lattice or target In most cases, craters are 
formed w1th adatoms on the surface Defects are also obtamed. The damage 1s 
usually analysed by means of v1sual mds descnbed m the next section However, 
a small subroutine IS used to count the number of defects (mterstitJals, vacancies 
and antJs1tes) wh1le clusters of defects (hke crowdwns, dumbells, .. ) are analysed 
VISUally. 
• Analys1s of the 1mpact pomts This analysis IS important smce 1t helps consid-
erably to 1mprove statistics By findmg the regwns/pomts where sputtenng IS 
found to occur/ concentrate, the chmce of impact s1te can be further reduced. 
Th1s IS outlmed m chapter 4 and m th1s case, the eqmvalent number of traJec-
tones has to be evaluated 
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• Ongm of the sputtered particles This IS important in surface cleamng as re-
searchers w1ll want to know from wh1ch layers the eJected part1cles come from 
For the SJmulatwns on rad1atwn damage, the damage caused to the latt1ce JS assessed 
by calculating the number of defects (the number of Frenkel pairs). As m the case 
of sputtermg s1mulatwns, analysis of the defects (especially clusters of defects) were 
earned out v1sually from the simulation mov1es or snapshots as discussed below 
2.14 Visualisation and Animation 
VJsuahsatwn and ammatwn techmques are commonly used m conJunction w1th MD 
methods to extract real and meaningful mformatwn from the large amount of nu-
mencal data produced by Simulation These techmques reveal features not read1ly 
apparent in the raw data, such as m the analys1s of complex structural arrangements 
of atoms As s1mulatwns are dynam1cal, computer ammatwn can show more mfor-
matwn than static v1suahsation methods, for example Sm1th and Webb [76] observed 
h1gh velocity waves after makmg a mov1e of C60 impact on graph1te V1suahsatwn 
and ammatwn are now an mvaluable tool for commumcatmg results of sJmulatwns, 
e1ther as st1lls (snapshots) or mov1es, as part of a paper or dunng presentation at 
conferences The best way to present many results IS by ammatwn of typ1cal traJec-
tones, w1th the movie shown e1ther part of a presentatiOn, mcluded w1th a JOUrnal 
paper, or as a component of a hypertext world-w1de-web document 
Visual analys1s IS important for Coulomb1c systems because of the long range 
forces Th1s IS illustrated m figure 4 12 (m chapter 4) where atoms/clusters are 
analysed from snapshots for a part1cular Simulation. Furthermore, mformatwn on 
how the particles and clusters are ejected and then moved above the lattice can be 
obtamed from movies made. 
To create a mov1e, a large number of frames/snapshots are rendered, stored and 
then displayed m sequence to g1ve the lmpres&Jon of a movmg 1mage W1th software 
hke Graphic Converter and Qmck T1me Player, makmg mov1es of s1mulations are 
becommg extremely s1mple 
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2.15 Simple Statistical Quantities to Measure 
In MD, measurmg quantities usually means performmg t%me averages of physical 
properties over the system traJectory Physical properties are usually a function 
of the particle coordmates and velocities such as potential energy, kmetlc energy, 
total energy, temperature, mean square displacement and pressure These are bnefly 
outhned below 
2.15.1 Potential energy 
The average potenttal energy V IS obtained by averagmg Its mstantaneous value, 
which Is easily obtamed at the same time as the force computatwn IS made For 
mstance, m the case of two-body mteractwns, 
V(t) = L L c/>(Jr,(t)- r1(t)J) (2 11) 
t J>t 
Know ledge of the average potential energy IS reqUired to venfy energy conservatwn 
In fact, m any MD simulatwn, the venficatwn of the energy conservatwn IS a very 
Important check 
2.15.2 Kinetic energy 
The Instantaneous kmetlc energy IS given by 
1 K(t) = - L m, [v,(t) · v,(t)] 
2 • 
(2.12) 
where v,(t) IS the velocity of atom % 
2.15.3 Total energy 
In Newtoman dynamics, the total energy (also known as mternal energy) E = K + 
V IS a conserved quantity However, It IS common practice to compute it at each time 
step m order to check that It IS mdeed constant with time In other words, during 
the run energy flows back and forth between kmetic and potential, causmg K(t) and 
V(t) to fluctuate while their sum remams fixed In practice there could be small 
changes m the total energy, and these fluctuations are caused by errors m the t1me 
mtegratwn (smce the algonthms used are only approx1matwns as discussed earher), 
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and can be reduced m magmtude by reducmg the time step if considered excessive. 
Sometimes m very long runs, slow dnfts of the total energy are observed and they 
are thought to be due to the non-symplectic nature of the algonthm [146] However 
Verlet algonthm (which iS symplecttc) iS used m the MD code and no such dnfts of 
the total energy were observed m any of the Simulatwns earned out m this thesis 
2.15.4 Temperature 
The temperature T withm an MD simulatwn iS directly proportwnal to the total 
kmetic energy of the system, K Temperature may, therefore, be approximated usmg 
the eqmpartitlon formula which assigns an average quantity of energy per degree 
of freedom For monatomic particles m three dimenswns the eqmpartltwn formula 
becomes 
(2.13) 
where N iS the total number of particles m the system, k8 iS the Boltzmann's constant, 
and T iS the absolute temperature An estimate of the temperature iS therefore 
obtamed directly from the average kmetic energy K For practical purpose, it iS also 
common practice to define an "mstantaneous temperature" T(t), proportwnal to the 
mstantaneous kmetlc energy K(t) by a relatwn analogous to equatwn (2 13) It iS 
important to pomt out that m equatwn 2 13, it iS only the Vibratwnal velocities that 
count towards temperature. 
2.15.5 Mean square displacement 
The mean square displacement (MSD) of atoms in a Simulatwn can be computed by 
its defimtwn 
MSD = (lr(t) - r(oW) (2 14) 
where ( ... ) denotes here averagmg over all the atoms (or all the atoms m a given 
subclass) (When usmg PBCs, care must be taken to avozd considermg the "jumps" 
of particles to refold them mto the box as contnbutmg to dlffuswn ) The MSD 
contains mformatwn on the atomic dtffusivity If the system is sohd, MSD saturates 
to a finite value, while if the system iS hqmd, MSD grows hnearly With time [146]. 
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2.16 Annealing and Quenching: MD as an Opti-
misation Tool 
MD may also have a role as an optimJsatiOn tool Suppose that a set of N particles 
has many poss1ble eqmhbnum configuratiOns The energy of these configuratiOns IS 
m general different, and one of them w1ll be the optimal one, all of them, however, 
correspond to local mmzma m the energy, and are each other separated by energy 
barners Such a s1tuatwn occurs very commonly Fmdmg the optimal structure 
w1thm an approach based on traditiOnal mlmmJsatJOn techmques hke steepest descent, 
conjugate grad1ent method, etc IS tncky, as these methods do not normally overcome 
energy barners and tend to fall mto the nearest local mm1mum Temperature in an 
MD (or MC) calculation prov1des a way to "fly over the barners" states with energy 
E are VISited w1th a probab1hty exp( -E/k8 T) If T IS suffiCiently large, the system 
can "see" the simultaneous existence of many d1fferent m1mma, spendmg more time 
m the deeper ones By decreasmg slowly T to 0, there is a good chance that the 
system w1ll be able to piCk up the best mm1mum and land mto 1t This consideration 
is the bas1s of szmulated annealmg methods, where the system IS eqmhbrated at a 
certam temperature and then slowly cooled down to T = 0 Wh1le th1s procedure 
does not guarantee that the true m1mmum w1ll be reached, 1t often brings the system 
into a good m1mmum, and as no a pnon assumptiOns are made about the optimal 
structure, 1t often brings about structures wh1ch are difficult to foresee by mtmtion 
alone However, it IS expensive computatwnally compared to many modern local 
optim1satwn methods 
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Chapter 3 
Fast Coulomb Sum Methods 
In this chapter, an overview of the vanous algonthms that have been developed for 
the calculatiOn of pairwise potentials rp(r,1 ) where if>(r,1 ) """ _!__ IS presented A history r,, 
of the development of these algonthms will also be outhned along with a d1scusswn of 
their strengths and hm1tatwns The mam focus however will be on the fast multi pole 
method (FMM) or fast multipole algonthm (FMA) [166, 182, 183] and the DPMTA 
[167] which IS one of the numerous codmgs of the FMA A senal verswn of the latter 
IS used withm an MD code for all the research works that have been done m this 
thesis The FMA was ongmally developed by Greengard and Rokhn [166] where the 
potential computatiOns scale linearly with the number of particles m the system while 
the DPMTA was developed at Duke Umvers1ty by Board and eo-workers [184, 185]. 
Newer and faster versiOns of the FMA were further developed by the ongmal authors 
[166, 186, 187, 188] and others mcludmg those from Duke Umvers1ty With the 
ImplementatiOn of the senal version of the DPMTA w1thm the MD code, vanous 
tests were earned out and the results are summansed m details at the end of this 
chapter The mam findmgs / results were namely that the computatiOn cross-over 
in speed between the mult1pole method and the direct method was ~ 2000 particles 
and also by choosmg the optimum values for the number of terms m the multJpole 
expansiOn and the number of decompositiOn levels, an approximate hnear relatiOnship 
between system size and simulatiOn time was obtamed for large systems 
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3.1 Introduction 
Until recently, wmc matenals have proven more difficult to model although much 
expenmental work has been earned out on these systems [4] In actual fact, bulk 
wmc systems can be reasonably well descnbed usmg pair potentials however the 
Coulomb mteractions are very long ranged D1rect calculatwns of these mteractwns 
reqUire substantmlly more computatwnal time than short ranged potent1als evaluated 
usmg neighbour hsts smce they are of order 0( N 2) where N IS the number of particles 
m the system. The standard-ne1ghbour-hst technique could not be used because the 
Coulombic mteractwns are long-ranged 
Ewald summation has traditiOnally been used for th1s purpose but th1s rehes on 
penodJcJty, and the colhson cascades formed by !llJectmg a particle mto a sohd are 
not penodJC. As a result, very large penod1c cells have to be taken w1th the Ewald 
method [173]. Th1s method scales as O(N312 ) so can be expenSive for large systems. 
Th1s IS one of the mam reasons why the study of sputtenng and colhswn cascades m 
wmc matenals have only been stud1ed a little by MD techniques However, w1th the 
advent of fast (mcludmg parallel) computers and the development of more efficient 
algonthms hke the Fast Multi pole Algonthm (FMA) these calculatwns are done much 
qUicker and also performed on b1gger lattices so as to simulate real hfe systems. 
L1ke electrostatic forces, grav1tatwnalmteractwns used m astrophys1cs sJmulatwn 
[189] also share much m common w1th MD work. The computatwn of these mterac-
twns IS often collectively referred to as the N-body problem, alludmg to the physical 
system of particles bemg modelled In chapter 4, system s1zes contammg 1944 and 
6912 particles were commonly used For the smaller system, d1rect computatwns were 
used withm the MD code to evaluate the Coulomb1c mteractwns For the b1gger sys-
tem, a senal version of the D1stnbuted Parallel Multipole Tree Algonthm (DPMTA) 
was used to evaluate the long-ranged electrostatiC forces while the MD code calcu-
lated the shorter-range ones, wh1ch mclude the modified Buckmgham potential (more 
details about th1s potential are found m chapter 2) From various tests that were ear-
ned out, 1t was found that for the mult1pole expanswn method to be really effective 
m the MD code, the s1ze of the system should contam ~ 2000 particles because of 
the large pre-factor m the hnear scaling Th1s s1ze IS the cross-over value m speed 
between the multJpole method and the d1rect summatwn. 
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3.2 Particle Methods 
Particle methods mvolve exphc1tly computmg the potentials and forces between pa1rs 
of part1cles They are often referred to as Direct Methods Often particle methods 
are combmed w1thin the framework of other, more efficient algonthms. 
3.2.1 Direct 
A Simple and straightforward approach to theN-body problem IS to exphc1tly compute 
the complete set of all-pa1rs mteractwns accordmg to Coulomb (or other potential) 
mteractwns While this method IS exact to w1thm machme preciswn, the solutwn 
IS O(N2) m 1ts computatwnal complexity and IS prohibitively expensive for even 
modestly large data sets. However, 1ts s!mphcJty and ease of implementatiOn make 
1t an appropnate chmce when SJmulatmg small (N «: 2000) part1cle sets where h1gh 
accuracy IS des1red 
3.2.2 Cut-off Methods 
Because the magnitude of the Coulomb potentml decreases as a functwn of distance, 
1t IS possible to compute an approximate potent1al by mteractmg only with those 
part1cles withm a specific d1stance from the central particle of mterest. This distance 
1s referred to as the c:ut-of f radms. More deta1ls about cut-off radms can be found 
m chapter 2 In the case of s1mulatwns mvolvmg Coulomb potent1als, a cut-off radms 
of 6 - 14 A IS commonly used [127] and sometimes 1t depends on the latt1ce param-
eter and on how many neighbours one wants to mclude For the umform particle 
densitieS often encountered m MD s1mulatwns, th1s method prov1des an approXImate 
O(N) complex1ty solutwn. However, due to the ~ nature of the Coulomb potential, 
cut-off method mtroduces s1gmficant errors mto the MD mtegratwn scheme [127] 
One method that has been used to overcome the hm1tatwns of the cut-off approach 
has been to combme this procedure w1th a full part1cle computatwn ( e1ther a full 
direct summatwn or by usmg one of the approximate methods descnbed later m this 
chapter) The portwn of the potential contributiOn from the far-field particles, while 
Sigmficant, typiCally vanes slowly with time while the potential due to near-field par-
ticles (withm the cut-off radms) may fluctuate rapidly Thus the far-field potential 
will only need to be evaluated infrequently, while the short range mteractwns may 
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be computed at every t1me step. Wolf and eo-workers [190] proposed an alternative 
method to Ewald Summatwns wh1ch has been venfied to be computatwnally more 
effic1ent [191] Based on a result that shows that the net Coulomb potentml in con-
densed wnic systems IS rather short ranged, they dev1sed an exact and phys1cally 
transparent method that enable the evaluatiOn of the Coulomb potential by d1rect 
summatwn over the ! Coulomb pmr potential 
r 
The key observatwn 1s that the problems encountered m determmmg the Coulomb 
energy by pairw1se, sphencally truncated ~ summatwn are a duect consequence of 
the fact that the system summed over IS practically never neutral They successfully 
developed a s1mple method that ach1eves charge neutrahsatwn wherever the ~ pa1r 
potential IS truncated. Th1s enables the extraction of the Coulomb energy, forces, 
and stresses from a sphencally truncated, usually charged environment m a manner 
that 1s mdependent of the groupmg of the pmr terms 
They demonstrated and exploited the close connectiOn of the1r approach w1th 
the Ewald method and they provided an efficient method for the Simulation of even 
h1ghly disordered wmc systems by d1rect, palrwlse ~ summatwn w1th sphencal trun-
catwn at rather short range, 1 e , a method which fully explo1ts the short-ranged 
nature of the mteractwns m wmc systems. The method 1s vahdated by Slmulatwns of 
crystals, hqmds, and mterfac1al systems, such as free surfaces and gram boundaries 
[190] However, 1ts universal apphcab1hty, for example m colhswn cascades IS open 
to question 
3.3 Mesh Methods 
3.3.1 Particle-Mesh 
Particle-Mesh (PM) methods attempt to approximate the potential and force results 
by mterpolatmg a field value from the pomts of a mesh that encompasses the Slmu-
latwn regwn The mam steps of th1s algonthm are 
L Create a regular mesh that encapsulates the simulated regwn 
2 Assign charge (or mass) to the gnd pomts usmg some mterpolatwn strategy 
3 Solve the field potential equatwn (Poisson's) on the pomts of the mesh 
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4 Calculate the force field from the mesh potential 
5 Interpolate the potentials and forces at the particle positiOns based upon the 
local mesh values 
The benefit of the PM method IS Its speed When the number of mesh pomts IS 
proportiOnal to the number of particles, the method scales as O(Nlog(N)) 
3.3.2 Particle-Particle/Particle-Mesh 
One of the problems with the PM methods IS that the mesh field approximatiOn causes 
a "softemng" of the potential near each pomt Particles do not feel the effect of close 
prmam1ty with other particles. This is acceptable in colhswn-less s1mulatwns such 
as those found m astrophys1cs, but IS inappropnate for MD and other colhswn based 
systems One solution to this problem IS to compute the near-field potential and 
forces explicitly usmg a direct method. The far-field effects are computed ut1hsmg a 
PM method This IS known as the Particle-Particle/Particle-Mesh, or P3M method 
[179] 
3.4 Hierarchical Grid Methods 
A different approach to the computatiOn of the N-body mteractwns IS seen m a class 
of algonthms referred to as h2erarch~cal methods These algonthms are based on the 
observatiOn that a smgle particle can mteract with an entire group of other particles 
m a smgle computatiOn via an appropnate approximatiOn provided the remote group 
IS sufficiently far away A possible first order approximatiOn would be to simply 
represent the group of particles with their eqmvalent net charge (or mass) There are 
several more accurate methods (discussed later m this chapter) by which the potential 
of these particle groups may be approximated The differences m the algonthms 
presented here IS largely m the method of approximation used m modelling distant 
groups of particles and the details of how the groups are formed 
3.4.1 Appel 
Early tree-based particle decompositiOn was done by Appel [192]. The decompositiOn 
and mteractwn strategy used by Appel IS particle based, rather than gnd or mesh 
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based as m previOusly descnbed methods A bmary tree IS constructed by assoc1atmg 
particles and groups of particles that are m near proximity to each other Particles 
that are near to each other mteract directly while distant groups of particles are rep-
resented as a smgle eqmvalent "centre of mass" particle (a monopole approximatiOn) 
Proximity between particles IS determmed by their respective positiOns w1thm the 
tree. 
3.4.2 Tree Codes 
The work of Barnes and Hut (193] refined Appel's algonthm further by utilising a 
hierarchical spatial gnd decompositiOn usmg umform biSectiOn to create either a quad 
tree (for 2-D) or an oct-tree (for 3-D) rather than a bmary tree All particles w1thm 
a gnd regiOn, or cell, are represented as a smgle equivalent particle located at the 
centre of mass (or charge) w1thm the regiOn Parent cells are simply constructed by 
summmg the centre of mass for each of their children The algonthm proceeds m the 
followmg order 
1 Assign all particles to leaf cells 
2 For each leaf cell, compute the centre of mass/ charge for all the particle m that 
cell 
3 Ascend the tree structure and compute the centre of mass/ charge for each parent 
based upon the values already computed m Its child cells 
4 For each particle, compute the force and potential resulting from the mteractwn 
of that particles with each of the other cells m the tree 
(a) If the remote cell centre IS closer that some specified cut-off radms, then 
explicitly compute the forces resultmg between the local particle and all 
the particles in the remote cell 
(b) Otherwise, compute the force on the local particle usmg the centre of mass 
of the remote cell 
The use of regular spatial decompositiOn allowed for much faster sortmg of the parti-
cles mto their gnd regiOns as opposed to generatiOn of the bmary-tree hsts m Appel's 
algonthm InteractiOns of particles contained m gnd cells adJacent to each other are 
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computed directly InteractiOns with particles m a distant regiOn are computed, like 
Appel, usmg the smgle eqmvalent particle to represent the group effects The use of 
a hierarchical tree structure, coupled With a separatiOn ratiO (as opposed to a cut-off 
radms) that takes m to account the size of the remote cell, allows for the interactiOn 
of particles with very large sub-regwns of the simulation space, provided the particle 
IS sufficiently well separated from the regiOn of mterest. This reduces the complexity 
of the algonthm to 0( N log( N)) Warren and Salmon [194] mtroduced the concept 
of representing groups of particles as a truncated multipole expansiOns around the 
geometnc centre of the regiOn, as opposed to a smgle monopole approximatiOn at the 
centre of mass (charge) as used by Barnes and Hut This allowed for better accuracy 
through the use of higher order multi pole terms The multi pole expansiOn terms were 
computed m Cartesian coordmates and hmited (m practice) to the quadrupole term 
In additiOn, their algonthm employed a tunable selectiOn critena used to determme 
when cells were sufficiently distant so that a local particle could mteract with the 
cell's multi pole representation mstead of Its constituent particles This selectiOn pa-
rameter was shown to relate to the worst case error bounds allowmg the programmer 
to select the amount of precisiOn they desired from the algonthm 
3.4.3 The Fast Multipole Method 
Greengard and Rokhhn [166] took a different approach towards the representation of 
distant particle groups They denved a generalised multipole senes expansiOn based 
around sphencal harmomcs This representatiOn could be extended to an arbitrary 
number of terms, allowmg for efficient high accuracy results The big Improvement, 
however, was m the denvatwn of a senes of operatiOns (which are discussed m detail 
sectiOn 3 7 on FMM along with the appropnate theorems and lemmas used) that 
allowed for the translation of multipole expanswns to new centres of evaluation, as 
well as the creatiOn of a local field expansiOn based upon the multipole equatiOns 
A multipole senes expansiOn centred around a distant point could be translated mto 
a local field expansiOn around a local ongm Potentials and forces around the local 
expansion could then be evaluated without havmg to access the multipole data for 
each of the mdividual remote cells. This allows the far-field potential to be evaluated 
for local particles m a single operatiOn, as opposed to computing the effect of remote 
expansiOns for each local particle individually The translatiOn and evaluatiOn of these 
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expansiOns mvolves operatiOns stmtlar to convolutwns of the truncated 2-D coefficient 
matnces The cost of these computatwns may thus be reduced through the use of Fast 
Founer Transform techmques [195] By mcorporatmg these local expanswns wtthm 
a stmtlar oct-tree data structure, combmed wtth techmques to spatially shtft and 
mampulate these local field expanswns, the complexity of the evaluatwn was further 
reduced to an O(N) algonthm under certam condttwns. Thts algonthm IS known 
as the Fast Multlpole Method (FMM) It 1s also referred to as the Fast Mulhpole 
Algonthm (FMA) and these two terms may be used mterchangeably The algonthm 
resembles the Barnes-Hut tree-codes, w1th the addttJOnal computatiOn of the local 
field expansiOn 
1 Asstgn all particles to leaf cells 
2 For each leaf cell, compute the multlpole representation for all the particles m 
that cell 
3 Ascend the tree structure and compute the multtpole expanston for each parent 
based upon the expanswns already computed m 1ts chtld cells (these are known 
as the M2M operatiOns) 
4 Descend the tree and compute the local field expansiOn for each cell by first 
translating the local expansiOn of the cell's parents (the 121 operatwn) and 
then addmg the multtpole expanswns of those cells that are well separated 
from the local cell at that level m the tree (the M21 operatwn) 
5 For each particle, explicitly compute the force and potential on that particle 
wtth the particles m all remote cells that are not well separated for the local 
cell (mcludmg those m the local cell) 
Thus, local field expanswns are computed by accumulatmg multipole expansiOns at 
each level of the tree and passing the local expansiOn from a parent cell to tts chtldren 
vta a senes of translatwn operatwns Smce a fixed number of multtpoles expansiOns 
are converted to local expanswns for each cell at each level combmed wtth a fixed 
O(N) number of cells m the tree structure, the complexity of computmg the complete 
set of local expanswns for all leaf cells IS also O(N). The FMM IS descnbed m more 
deta1l m later sectwns 
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3.4.4 The Parallel Multipole Tree Algorithm 
Researchers from the Sc1entlfic Computmg research group at Duke U mvers1ty took 
concepts from both the Barnes and Hut tree-codes along w1th Greengard and Rokhlm's 
FMM to produce a senes of hybnd methods targeted mamly at molecular dynam1cs 
apphcatwns 
PMTA 
The Parallel MultJpole Tree Algonthm (PMTA) [184] was based upon the work done 
by Lea thrum and Batchelor [196, 197] on a parallel implementation of FMM PMTA 
mcorporated the FMM concept of a local field expanswn and mult1pole expanswns 
based upon sphencal harmomcs and used these w1thm a Barnes-Hut tree-code In 
additiOns, PMTA utilised Founer transforms to improve the performance of the mul-
ti pole translatiOn operatwns [195] 
EPMTA 
An Enhanced PMTA (EPMTA) was created from PMTA EPMTA mcorporated a full 
O(N) implementatiOn of the FMM algorithm Wh1le FMM ut1lised fixed interactiOn 
regwns, EPMTA used a tunable mteractwn parameter, 8, based upon a mult1pole 
acceptance cntena (MAC) The use of the MAC IS Similar to that of Warren and 
Salmon tree-code, wh1ch allowed the programmer to spec1fy the set of multJpoles 
that each cell mteracted w1th and thus have better control over the trade-off between 
performance and accuracy The MAC IS based upon the values for the worst case 
error as determmed by Elhot [198] and takes mto account the s1ze of the local field 
expanswn The collectiOn of remote cells that are cons1dered too close for mteractwn 
by multi pole representatwn 1s referred as the near-field The s1ze of these regwns are 
a function of the separatiOn parameter, e 
MDMA 
Molecular Dynamics Multipole Algonthm (MDMA) was a re1mplementation of the 
bas1c EPMTA algonthm by Elhott, but incorporatmg a more effic1ent Taylor-senes 
representatiOn of the mult1pole expansion and a tunable mteraction parameter that 
was d1rectly related to the proven error bounds [198] In additiOn, MDMA mcluded 
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a multi pole based computatiOn of the Lennard-Jones potential descnbed below. One 
of the limitation of the MDMA IS that It was Implemented only as a senal algonthm. 
DPMTA 
The D1stnbuted PMTA (DPMTA) program IS a parallel distnbuted memory imple-
mentatiOn of the algonthms found m EPMTA and MDMA However, 1t IS important 
to pmnt out that m this thesis only a senal verswn of It was used The purpose of 
DPMTA IS to provide user apphcatwns with a flexible ImplementatiOn of numerous 
multipole algonthms to efficiently compute N-body mteractwns for a wide vanety of 
system sizes and particle configuratiOns. The DPMTA will be further discussed later. 
3.5 Other Variations 
In additiOn to the algonthms mentioned above, other researchers have produced their 
own vanatwns and enhancements m the course of their own research. This sectwn 
presents some of the maJor vanatwns of these algonthms 
3.5.1 Non-Multipole: Anderson's Method 
There are charge representatiOns other than multipole expanswns that may be ut1hsed 
w1thm the framework of the FMM algonthm Anderson proposed a vanatwn of 
FMM where the contents of each cell are represented by a set of charges placed on 
the surface of a sphere that c1rcumscnbes that regwn of the cell [199] Anderson 
constructed a senes of operatwns that mimic the creatwn and evaluation of not only 
multi pole expansiOns, but also local field expansions makmg It Identical to FMM from 
a h1gh level algonthm v1ewpomt Several follow-up articles analysed and provided 
enhancements to Anderson's ongmal algonthm, mcludmg a parallel1mplementatwn 
3.5.2 Arbitrary Potentials 
Early extenswns to the hierarchical FMM mclude the computatiOn of non-Coulomb 
mteractwns, such as the London d1sperswn [200]. However, these expansions were 
computed m Cartesian space and due, to the complexity, were hm1ted m the num-
ber of retamed terms Elhot expanded the scope of the mult1pole representatiOn to 
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mclude a generalised form for arbitrary r~" potentials [195] usmg ultra-sphencal har-
momcs Work by Lambert [201] and Smith [202] descnbe methods to apply multipole 
algonthms to any potential which has a Taylor senes expansiOn about a non-zero 
mter-part1cle separation 
3.5.3 Ewald Summation 
Ewald summation has been used for many years for overcoming the problem of O(N2 ) 
time of computatiOn for the ~ potentials The Ewald sum simulates an mfimte pen-
odic lattice of replicated copies of the umt cell It does thiS by recastmg the tnple 
summatiOn of all possible particle-pair interactiOns for all cell Images mto a pair of 
rapidly convergmg senes equatiOns By addmg a Gaussian charge d1stnbutwn around 
each of the particles, the infimte lattice sum may then be divided mto two separate 
senes expansions, the direct space and the reciprocal space sums (plus a umform 
constant factor) The direct expansiOn converges qmckly and may be truncated to 
a fixed number of terms. The reciprocal space sum converges rapidly m the Founer 
domam and also may be truncated to a fixed number of terms Due to the necessity 
of the all-pairs interactions m the real space sum, this method was ongmally thought 
to be O(N2 ) in complexity A later reformulatiOn reduced this to O(N312 ) without 
additiOnal lose of accuracy [203] More mformatwn on the Ewald summatiOn IS avail-
able m the ongmal paper [173], or m a much easier to read summary [204] of general 
mfimte lattice methods. 
3.5.4 FMM and Ewald 
Schm1dt and Lee [205] developed a Penod1c Boundary ConditiOn (PBC) model as a 
natural extensiOn of the three d1menswnal FMM algonthm. They go further, however, 
m the applicatiOn of an Ewald summatiOn techmque to the copy of the mult1pole 
expansiOn of the umt cell resultmg m a fast model for a true mfimte expansiOn 
3.5.5 Macroscopic Expansions 
Lambert [201] demonstrated that for FMM and denvatlve method&, a truncated hier-
archical method could produce results that were the same as a full Ewald summatiOn 
but limited in accuracy of the truncated multipole expansiOns By replicatmg the 
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mult1pole expanswn of the umt cell mto larger, "meta" mult1poles and combmmg 
these w1thm a tree-code, a local expanswn could be generated that represented the 
effect of a latt1ce sum truncated at a very large radms from the ongmal umt cell 
3.6 Distributed Parallel Multipole Tree Algorithm 
There have been several parallel and d1stnbuted 1mplementatwns of mult1pole-based 
algonthms [194, 197, 206, 207] However, the examples g1ven have been targeted 
towards spec1fic applicatiOns and computatwnal environments The mtent of the 
D1stnbuted Parallel MultJpole Algonthm (DPTMA) program was to prov1de a more 
apphcatwn mdependent 1mplementatwn of multJpole based algonthms that IS both 
portable to a w1de vanety platforms and easy to mtegrate mto eXJstmg apphcatwns 
In add1twn, DPMTA Will serve as a development veh1cle for testmg future vanants 
of mult1pole algonthms A detmled descnptwn of the DPMTA can be obtamed from 
Rankm's thes1s [185] and in the DPMTA Users Gmde [167] 
3.7 The Fast Multipole Method (FMM) or Fast 
Multipole Algorithm (FMA) 
In th1s sectwn, the FMA/FMM IS descnbed for the rapid evaluatiOn of the potenhals 
and/ or electrostatic fields due to d1stnbutwns of charges The central strategy used 
IS that of clustenng particles at vanous spatml lengths and computmg mteractwns 
w1th other clusters which are sufficiently far away by means of mult1pole expanswns 
Interactions w1th particles wh1ch are nearby are handled dm,ctly Let us cons1der 
the geometry of the computatwnal box m 2-D, as depicted m figure 3 1 In two 
dimensiOns, 1t IS a umt square centred about the ongin of the coordmate system, 
and is assumed to contam all N particles of the system under cons1deratwn The 
e1ght nearest ne1gbour boxes are also shown and they are needed when boundary 
conditiOns are considered The method of free-space problems Will be descnbed first, 
where the boundary can be Ignored and the only mteractwns to be accounted for 
mvolve particles Within the computatiOnal box 1tself 
A precisiOn, c: IS fixed and p ""' log2 (c:) is chosen. Also, 1t IS specified that no 
mteractwns are to be computed for clusters of particles wh1ch are not well separated, 
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F1gure 3 1· The computatwnal box (shaded) and its nearest penod1c 1mages The 
box 1s centred at the ongm 0 and has umt area 
Le~.et 0 Le"'l 1 
Le\€1 2 Le\€13 
F1gure 3 2 The computatwnal box and three levels of refinement. 
wh1ch IS the conditwn needed for the error bounds [166] to apply, the truncation error 
to be bounded by 2-P, and the des1red preCisiOn to be achieved In order to 1mpose 
such a conditiOn, a hierarchy of meshes IS mtroduced which refine the computational 
box m to smaller and smaller regwns (figure 3 2) Mesh level 0 IS eqmvalent to the 
entire box, wh1le mesh level/+ 1 JS obtamed from level/ by subdivision of each regwn 
mto four equal parts The number of d1stmct boxes at mesh level l IS equal to 41 
A tree structure IS imposed on th1s mesh hierarchy, so that 1f zbox IS a fixed box at 
level/, the four boxes at level/+ 1 obtamed by subdiviSIOn of zbox are considered 1ts 
children 
Other notatiOn used m the descnptwn of the algonthm mcludes 
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• <l>1,1 the p-term multipole expanswn (about the box centre) of the potential 
field created by the particles contamed ms1de box ~ at level I, 
• W1,1 the p-term expanswn about the centre of box ~ at level l, descnbmg the 
potential field due to all particles outside the box and 1ts nearest ne1ghbours 
• wl,• the p-term local expanswn about the centre of box ~ at level I, descnbmg 
the potential field due to all particles outs1de 21 s parent box and the parent 
box's nearest neighbours 
X X X X X X 
X X X 
X I X X 
X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
F1gure 3 3 InteractiOn list for box 1 Th1ck hnes correspond to mesh level 2 and 
thm hnes to level 3 Boxes marked w1th an '·x'' are well separated from box ~ and 
contamed w1thm the nearest ne1ghbours of box ~'s parent. 
• InteractiOn hst for box ~ at level l, 1t IS the set of boxes wh1ch are ch1ldren of 
the nearest ne1ghbours of ~' s parent and wh1ch are well separated from box ~ 
(figure 3 3). 
The followmg lemmas and theorem stated below are usually referred to, in the algo-
nthm and 1t IS Important to pomt out that they are for 2-D expansions The proofs 
are ava1lable m the ongmal paper by Greengard and Rokhhn [166]. 
Lemma 1 If u(x,y) = Re{w{x,y)) descnbes the potentzal field at (x,y), then the cor-
respondzng force field ~s gzven by 
V'u = (u., uy) = (Re(w'), -Im(w')), 
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where v! zs the derzvatzve of w. 
Lemma 2 Let a pomt charge of zntenszty q be located at Zo· Then for any z such that 
lzl > l.zol, 
</>z0 (z) = q log(z- zo) = q (log(z)-E I( ~) k) 
Theorem 1 (Multzpole Expanszon) Suppose that m charges of strengths { q., z = 1, 
. , m} are located at pomts {.;, z = 1, ., m}, wzth lz.l < r Then for any z E C wzth 
lzl > r, the potentzal <P(z) zs gzven by 
oo a 
<P(z) = Q log(z) + L : 
k=l z 
where 
Furthermore, for any p 2:: 1, 
I<P(z)- Qlog(z)- ~:~I~ c~ 1) Gr 
where 
C= I:.J,A= flq,l, 
r t=I 
and A a=-~~ 1-lr/zl 
Lemma 3 Suppose that 
oo ak 
<f;(z) = ao log(z- zo) + {; (z _ zo)k 
zs a multzpole expanszon of the potential due to a set of m charges of strengths q1 , q2 , 
, qm, all of whzch are located znszde the czrcle D of radzus R wzth centre at Zo Then 
for z outszde the czrcle D1 of radzus (R + l.zol) and centred at the orzgzn, 
where 
00 b 
</>(z) = ao log(z) + L -j., 
1=1 z 
b = (~ H(l-1)) _ aoz& 
t ~akzo k -1 l 
k=l 
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wzth (!) the bznomzal coefficzents Furthermore, for any p 2': 1, 
I 
p btl <P(z)- ao log(z)- t; zl 
wzth 
m 
A= Llq,l 
t=l 
Lemma 4 Suppose that m charges of strengths q1, q2, , qm, all of whzch are located 
znszde the czrcle D1 of radzus R wzth centre at 2Q, and that 1201 > (c+1)R wzth c >1. 
Then the correspondzng multzpole expanszon 
oo ak 
<f;(z) = ao log(z- zo) + L ( )k k=l z- zo 
converges znszde the czrcle D2 of radzus R centred about the ongzn Inszde D2, the 
potentzal due to the charges zs descrzbed by a power serzes, 
00 
<P(z) = L bt z1, 
l=O 
where 
00 
'\'Ok k ) bo = L.... k( -1) + ao log( -z0 
k=i zo 
and 
bt = (~ f az (1 + k- 1) ( -1 )k) - ..:::; for l 2': 1 
z0 k=i z0 k - 1 l z0 
Furthermore, for any p 2': max{2, 2cj(c-1)), an error bound for the truncated serzes 
zs gzven by 
1
</;(z) _ t bt. zl[ < A(4e(p + c)(c + 1) + 2) (~)P+l, 
l=D c(c- 1) c 
where 
m 
A= Llq,l 
t=l 
and e zs the base of natural loganthms 
Lemma 5 For any complex 2Q, z, and {ak}, k = 0, 1, 2, , n, 
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Lemma 5Js an 1mmed1ate consequence ofMaclaurin's theorem Assummg that at level 
1-1, the local expanswn ([11_ 1,, has been obtamed for all boxes Then, usmg Lemma 5 
to sh1ft (for all~) the expansion ([11_ 1,, to each of box 1's children, we have, for each 
box J at level/, a local representation of the potential due to all particles outs1de of 
J's parent's ne1ghbours, namely w1,1. Th1s mteraction hst 1s, therefore, precisely that 
set of boxes whose contnbutwn to the potential must be added to Wt,1 m order to 
create Wz,1 Th1s 1s done using Lemma 4 to convert the multi pole expanswns of these 
mteractwn boxes to local expanswns about the current box centre and addmg them 
to the expansiOn ob tamed from the parent Note also that w1th free-space boundary 
cond1t10ns, w0,, and Wz,, are equal to zero since there are no well-separated boxes to 
cons1der, and formatwn of local expanswns at level 2 can begm 
The following IS a formal descriptiOn of the algonthm as g1ven by Greengard and 
Rokhhn [166] 
ALGORITHM 
Initialisation 
Choose a level of refinement n ~ log4 N, a prec1s1on ro, and set p ~ log2 (ro) 
Upward Pass 
Step 1 
Comment [Form mult1pole expanswns of potential field due to part1cles m each 
box about the box centre at the finest mesh level] 
do ~box = 1, , 4n 
Form a p-term multlpole expanswn <I>n,tbox, by using Theorem 1 
enddo 
Step 2 
Comment [Form mult1pole expanswns about the centres of all boxes at all coarser 
mesh levels, each expanswn representmg the potential field due to all particles con-
tamed m one box ] 
dol=~, , 0 
do ~box = 1, .. , 41 
Form a p-term multlpole expanswn <I>1,,box, by usmg Lemma 3 to sh1ft the centre 
of each ch1ld box's expansiOn to the current box centre and addmg them together 
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enddo 
enddo 
Downward Pass 
Comment [In the downward pass, mteractwns are consistently computed at the 
coarsest possible level For a g1ven box, tlus 1s accomplished by mcludmg mteractwns 
w1th those boxes which are well separated and whose interactwns have not been 
accounted for at the parent's level] 
Step 3 
Comment [Form a local expansion about the centre of each box at each mesh 
level l ::; n - 1 Th1s local expans10n descnbes the field due to all the particles m the 
system that are not contamed m the current box or 1ts nearest neighbours Once the 
local expanswn IS obtamed for a g1ven box, 1t IS shifted, m the second mner loop to 
the centres of the box's children, formmg the JmtJal expanswn for the boxes at the 
next level] 
Set 1¥1,1 = 1I'J,2 = 1¥1,3 = 1¥1,4 = (0, 0, , 0) 
dol= 1, , n- 1 
do tbox = 1, , 41 
Form 1¥1,,box by usmg Lemma 4 to convert the mult1pole expanswn <I>t,1 of each 
box J m mteractwn ltst of box zbox to a local expans10n about the centre of box 
zbox, addmg these local expanswns together, and addmg the result to 'lrt,tbox· 
enddo 
do zbox = 1, 
Form the expanswn 'lrt+I,J for zbox's ch1ldren by usmg Lemma 5 to expand 1¥1,,box 
about the ch1ldren 's box centres 
enddo 
end do 
Step 4 
Comment [Compute mteract10ns at finest mesh level] 
do zbox = 1, , 4n 
Form 1¥ t,tbox by usmg Lemma 4 to convert the multi pole expans10n <I>t,1 of each 
box J m znteractwn ltst of box zbox to a local expanswn about the centre of box 
zbox, addmg these local expans10ns together, and addmg the result to 1¥1,,box 
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enddo 
Comment [Local expansions at finest mesh level are now avmlable They can be used 
to generate the potential or force due to all part1cles outside the nearest ne1ghbour 
boxes at finest mesh level] 
Step 5 
Comment [Evaluate local expanswns at part1cle posJtJOns ] 
do zbox = 1, , 4n 
For every particle p1 located at the point z 1 m box zbox, evaluate i[\n,tbox(z1 ) 
enddo 
Step 6 
Comment [Compute potentml (or force) due to nearest neighbours d1rectly] 
do zbox = 1, 
For every particle p1 in box zbox, compute mteractwns with all other particles 
w1thm the box and 1ts nearest neighbours. 
enddo 
Step 7 
do zbox = 1, .. , 4n 
For every part1cle m box zbox, add direct and far- field terms together 
enddo 
Remark Each local expansiOn IS descnbed by the coeffictents of a p-term polynomial 
Dtrect evaluatwn of th1s polynomial at a pomt ytelds the potenttal But, by lemma 1, 
the force IS immedmtely obtamed from the denvative whtch IS avmlable analytically 
There IS no need for numenc dilferentiatwn Detatl about the algonthmtc complex1ty 
can be found m the paper by Greengard and Roklin [166] 
3.8 Implementing FMA 
The Fast Mult1pole Algonthm (FMA) on which DPMTA IS based, IS an algonthm for 
the numencal solutwn of the N-body problem. As explamed m the prevwus sectwn, 
the FMA process uses a Multtpole ExpansiOn (MPE) to represent the effects of a group 
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of d1stant particles as a smgle entity By usmg the MPE when computmg the forces on 
a particle, and domg operattons to combme mult1pole expanstons, the overall amount 
of computation can be reduced to an almost lmear relatwnsh1p w1th the number 
of particles A FORTRAN mferface was needed to commumcate between the two 
codes, namely the senal verston of DPMTA and the MD code The reason being that 
DPMTA was wntten m C (the C hbrary was obtained from Duke Umvers1ty) wh1le 
the MD code we had was wntten m FORTRAN 90 
Imt1ally, we attempted to code the FMA ourselves. However, because of the 
complexity of the problem, we dec1ded to use the DPMTA hbrary 
3.9 Experiments with the New Code 
Once the senal verston of the DPMTA was Implemented w1thm the MD code, vanous 
expenments were earned out m order to get the optimum values for the d1fferent 
parameters needed m the code, namely the number of terms to use m the MPE, the 
number of spatial decompositions and also the system s1ze to use m the s1mulatwns 
The latter factor IS particularly important as th1s depends on the computmg resources 
avatlable for domg th1s work. The results are summansed m the form of tables m 
figures 3 1 and 3 2 
From these figures, vanous graphs are plotted The first set (figure 3 5 (a) - (g)) 
shows the vanatton of decompos1t10n levels (3 - 7) w1th ttme for d1fferent system s1zes 
wh1le the second set of graphs (figure 3 4 (a)- (e)) shows the vanatton of system s1ze 
w1th t1me for different number of spattal decompos1tlon levels (3 - 7) The s1mulatwns 
were run for d1fferent system sizes rangmg from ~2000 up to ~ 130000 part1cles. The 
number of decomposition levels were vaned between 3 and 7 whtle the number of 
terms chosen in the MPE are 4, 6 and 8. 
From figures 3 4 (a)- (g), we can observe that w1th d1fferent system s1zes, careful 
chmce of the necessary parameters (m particular the number of spat1al decompositiOn 
levels) have to be made For mstance, on mcreasmg the system s1ze, the number of 
spattallevels has to be mcreased accordmgly In fact, the mm1mum of each curve w1ll 
g1ve the opt1mum number of decompos1t10n levels to use 
As regards to the number of terms in the MPE, 1t seems obvtous to choose 4 over 
the system s1ze range considered The reason bemg that the computer takes less t1me 
the smaller the number of terms 1t has to evaluate m the MPE However havmg less 
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Table 3 1· Summary of the vanous expenments performed for system w1th s1zes 1945, 
3873, 7841 and 16185 The 'T1me' column refers to the time taken for the first time 
step, the 'TE' column refers to the total energy of the system The 'A Error' column 
IS the absolute difference between the total energy of the system and the energy of 
the same system 3 levels of spatial decompos1t10n and 8 terms m the MPE are used 
The last column entitled '%Error' refers only to the results w1th 4 terms m the MPE 
and IS calculated by dJv1dmg the absolute error by the absolute value of the total 
energy when there are 8 terms m the MPE and 3 levels of spatial decompositiOn for 
each system s1ze. 
number of terms m the MPE means that the result IS less accurate Therefore, a 
compromise between accuracy and speed has to be made For a system w1th ~8000 
part1cles, the number of decompos1t10n levels and the number of terms m the MPE 
are both 4 wh1le for a system w1th ~16000 particles, 1t IS not that stra1ght forward 
to choose the appropnate parameters From figure 3 4 (e), the m1mmum IS about 4 5 
meamng that we can choose e1ther 4 or 5 for the number of spatial decomposition 
levels However, from table 3 1 the relative error when we have 5 levels IS 24 0 
e V ( wh1ch IS 0 04%) wh1le that for 4 levels, the correspondmg relative error IS 0 4 
(0 0006%) We cons1der the percentage error for 5 levels of spatial decompos1twn as 
a reasonable level of error, thus we would use 5 levels F1gures 3 4 (a)- (g) enable us 
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Table 3 2 Summary of the various expenments performed for system w1th s1zes 
32001, 65825 and 129793 The columns 'T1me', 'TE', 'R Error' and '% Error' have 
the same meanmgs as m table 3 1 
to know at a qmck glance the optimum cho1ce for the number of decompos1t10n levels 
and the number of terms m the MPE 
F1gures 3.5 (a) - (e) show graphs for the time of a SimulatiOn plotted agamst differ-
ent number of spatml decompositiOn levels (3 - 7) From the graphs, we can observe 
that 1f e1ther 3 or 4 levels of spatial decomposition IS used, the time IS mdependent 
of whether you use 4, 6 or 8 terms m the MPE However, for the remammg curves, 
there IS a s1gmficant d1fference when different numbers of terms are used m the MPE 
As expected, MPE with 4 terms takes less computatiOn times compared with 6 and 
8 terms 
When the first two graphs (a) and (b) m figure 3 4 are compared, as mentwned 
above, It does not matter about the number of terms used m the MPE However, It IS 
seen that 4 levels of decompositiOn takes less time than that of 3 levels W1th 5 levels 
of decompositiOn, It even takes less time This apphes especially to large system sizes 
as shown m tables 3.1 and 3 2 It IS important to pomt out, that as the number 
of levels of decompositiOn IS mcreased, the error mcreases slightly ThiS IS due to a 
higher proportiOn of the particle mteractwns are bemg done through the mult1pole 
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representatiOn rather than exphc1tly [185] 
System S1ze Mm1mum No. of spatial No of terms m 
(No of particles) time decompos1t10n levels MPE 
1945 0 53 3 4 
3873 1.07 4 4 
7841 3 16 4 4 
16185 8 69 5 4 
32001 13.82 5 4 
65825 31 11 5 4 
129793 74 47 5 4 
Table 3 3 Data used to obtam figure 3 6 
The optimum parameters from tables 3 1 and 3 2 are summansed m table 3 3 and 
the resulting graph (figure 3 6) shows that an almost hnear relatwnsh1p 1s obtamed 
when appropnate parameters are chosen carefully 
In the study of sputtermg (chapter 4), generally two different system s1zes were 
used The smaller one, referred to as system I contams 1945 particles while the other, 
system II contams 6913 particles In the other chapter on multiply charged impacts, 
only system II was used The parameters used for the DP11ITA IS summansed m 
table 3 4 
System S1ze No of terms m No of spatial 
(No of particles) MPE decompos1t10n levels 
System I 1945 4 4 
System II 6913 4 4 
Table 3 4 Summary of the parameters used m DPMTA for the sputtenng s1mulatwns 
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Figure 3 4 The vanatwn of ttme With number of levels of spatial decompositwns (3 
- 7) for different system sizes (a) With 1945 particles m the system, (b) with 3873 
particles in the system, (c) with 7841 particles in the system, (d) With 16185 particles 
m the system, (e) with 32001 particles m the system, (f) with 65825 particles m the 
system, (g) with 129793 particles in the system 
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Figure 3 5 The vanatwn of time With system size for different levels of spatial de-
compositiOns (a) With 3levels of decompositiOn, (b) with 4levels of decompositiOn, 
(c) With 5 levels of decompositiOn, (d) With 6 levels of decompositiOn, (e) with 7 levels 
of decompositiOn 
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the number of spatial decomposition levels while the !me with the tnangles gives the 
number of terms used m the MPE 
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Chapter 4 
Singly Charged Impacts on the 
surface of NaCI 
Molecular Dynam1cs (MD) s1mulatJons of smgly charged wns impacts are earned out 
on NaCI In the first part of th1s chapter, the 1mpact of only positively charged 
sodmm, Na+ wns mc1dent normally on the (100) surface of NaCl IS computed m 
the energy regime where nuclear collisions dommate (1 keV) The potentials were 
evaluated usmg a direct sum of the CoulombJC mteractJons In the second part of 
the chapter, as a result of the successful 1mplementatwn of the multipole method 
w1thm our MD code, the s1mulatwns took less time and a b1gger system s1ze was 
used for more accuracy The impact of both Na+ and Cl- wns was studied for both 
system s1zes and the results compared It IS found that there IS a large amount of 
channelling and a relatively low sputtermg y1eld IS obtamed In contrast to metals 
the angular d1stnbutwn of the eJected particles contams less structural mformatwn 
about the underlymg lattice, w1th less well-defined angular d1stnbutwn patterns and 
a large number of d1mers em1tted The energy d1stnbution of eJected part1cles peak 
at below 1 eV. Mechamsms are mvest1gated wh1ch explam the phenomena 
4.1 Introduction 
A difficulty normally assocmted w1th molecular dynam1cs (MD) s1mulatwns of iomc 
matenals anses w1th the calculatwns of the long-range electrostatic forces wh1ch re-
qmre substantial computatwnal time. 
In the first part of th1s chapter, the bombardment of smgle crystal NaCl by ener-
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get1c Na+ IOns IS treated without any special fast techmques to evaluate the lattice 
sums At the time this work was earned out, computmg power available allowed the 
study of systems up to the order of N = 2000 wns by the direct method of evaluatmg 
the electrostatic mteractwn of every particle With all others m the system In the 
second part, with the Implementation of a fast techmque developed by Greengard and 
Rokhn [208] -the DPMTA (a senal versiOn) withm our MD code, a bigger system of 
6912 particles, denoted m this chapter as system Il was used 
4.2 Methodology 
4.2.1 System 1: 1944 particles - 6 layers deep 
In the simulatiOns performed usmg direct Coulombic sums, a N aCl lattice was used 
as target and a Na+ IOn as Impact particle at normal mcidence, With energy of 1 
ke V. The purpose of the simulatwns was to calculate the sputtermg yields and the 
energy and angular d1stnbutwns of the eJected particles A rectangular crystal 52 
Ax 19 Ax 52 A, contammg 1944 particles (six layers deep- referred m this chapter 
as system I) was chosen because It was considered large enough to contam laterally 
the cascade resultmg from the Impact However, for many pomts the 1mpactmg 
particle channelled through the lattice and Ideally a larger crystal size should be 
considered The coordmate system IS defined so that y directiOn IS perpendicular to 
the surface and fixed boundary conditiOns were taken along the x and z directions 
The x and z edges of the crystal were fixed to stabilise the lattice m the absence 
of the long-ranged electrostatic component ansmg from the mfimte crystal and the 
top and bottom surface were free. The Simulatwns were run for 2 0 ps, with several 
hundreds of traJectones from different Impact positiOns to generate enough data so 
as to be able to obtam good statistics However, Initially some test simulatwns were 
earned out to determine the optimum run time They were run for longer times ( 4ps, 
Sps and 10 ps) and it was found that eJectiOn of particles mamly occurs w1thm the 
first ps and the system stab1hses afterwards The veloc1ty Verlet algonthm was used 
to mtegrate the equatiOns of motiOn w1th a vanable t1me step t>.t = 0 1 for the first 
0 5 ps, t>.t = 0 2 for the next 0 5 ps, and for times greater than 1 0 ps, t>.t = 0 25 
Particles were assumed to be sputtered If the1r upward kmet1c energy at 20 0 A above 
the surface was sufficient to overcome potent1al energy of the surface attractiOn A 
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full charg model is used and th potential us cl for the diiTerent interactions namely 
(a) .:\a 1- and \'a+ (b) .:\at- and 'I and (c) Cl and Cl are describ cl in detail in 
hapter 2. 
0 
Figure 1.1 : The unit cell of XaCI. a0 is the la ttice parameter. 
.:\aCI has a imple cry ta llographic tructure wilh it unit cell containing 1 \'a+ 
and 1 Cl ions as illustrated in figure 1.1. Due to the y mmetry of the (lOO) surface. 
we have consid reu trajectories impacted normally over one quarter of the mea of the 
tu·face unit cell (shown in figure 4.2 as lh triangle with vertices A. 8 and C) when 
studying the impact of the :\a+ ion on the 0:aCI latt ice. We initially car ri d out the 
imulalion for a set of trajectories inside the triangle A BC and this i the irr ducible 
ymmetry zone for the surfacf'. A grid system wa.s u · d to generate the positions of 
the variou impact points (xi. zi) which cover this area at a uniform density but not 
on a uniform grid with points: 
( 1.1) 
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Figure 4.2: Thr area on the surface of the lattice unci r investigation. The radii of 
the s clors hown in red are 1.0 A. A unit squar . shown in green is u eel to generate 
the second set of point o that th y are uniformly distributed along both the x- and 
z- axe . 
where XR is the x-coordinate of the reference ion (thC' one on the bollom left hand 
side in figure 4.2). a0 is the la ttice parameter and . :r is a factor between 0 and 1 that 
move the x-coordinate of the impact point a rertain di tance along the x-dir ction 
from X R · 
ZR and z ha\'e similar definitions a. in the ea of XR and :r resp ctively. The pairs 
of value (xt . z,) are divided into ets of 150 dala points that uniformly CO\'er the first 
half of the unit c 11. a rectangular area (that is why th coefficient of x is ~ whi le 
that for z i · !f). The e point ,,, r then filter cl to en ure that the impact point 
are within the triangle described abo\' and shown in figure 4.2. Thus . ampling the 
data every multiple of 150 allows statistical error estimation lo be p rformcd. From 
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preliminary re ull . sputtering wa · ob erved to occur only for impact concentrated 
around the Xa ~ ion and the Cl ion as illu~tra ted in figure 4.3. The black dots 
r present the actual impact po it i on~ whcr sput trring was observed. 
Figur 1.3: ystem 1: Impact po ilions wherC' sputtering occur - ~a + impacts 
For the majority of the impacts outside thes<· regions. channelling wa ob~cn·ed . 
causing little or no disturbance to the la tlicc. Only about 15% of impacts caused 
any sputlPri11g. As a re ull a ·econd set of traj r torie wa run O\'Cr a limited area 
of th cry tal surface described b~· ector of ·ircl of radii ~ 1.0 A and cent red a t 
th surface ions lo maximise the ejection yield. 'T'hese are the dotl d r d circula r 
<H CS in figure l.2. nlike in lhe previous case wh •re poinls were generated within a 
r cLangular area, h re two separate grids in lhe forms of unit squares were consid red. 
These are shown in figure 4.2 in green colour and the points generated over th squar s 
were then filt ered so that the impact points arc found within the ec tors form d a t 
the Xa"' and CJ- ions as de cribed above. For this second set of Lraj clorics it was 
neces ary lo calculate the equivalent number of trcljectorie incident O\'er the nt ire 
surface in order that accurate pultering yields rould be e t imated. T he equivalf'nl 
number of trajeclorie is evaluated u ing lh equation (4.3). 
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, . f . I . . [(:t·t I .r2) X ~] ( ) 
. \ O. o equl\·a cnt lnl J clones - ... 4.3 
:r 
wh r x1 and X2 are the number of lrajcctorie in th two ector re prcliv ly. 
4.2.2 Syst em 11: 6912 pa rticles - 12 layers deep 
\ ith the succc ful implementation of lhe DP.\ITA [20 J within our .\ID code. a 
bigger y tern (denoted as syst m Il in this chapter) wa used with 6912 particl 
(compared with 191A particle in sy. tem I). nlike in y tern I where only Xa+ ions 
were used as impacting part icles. both Xa+ and Cl- ions were u ed as impacts on the 
XaCl lattice for sy l m II. Xon-periodic boundary conditions were u eel <md the ize 
cho en to maintain charge neutrality. A lithe other conditions used in thr simulalions. 
namely runt imc. boundary condition . etc ... were xactly the same a5 for system I. 
llowever. instead of the direct method u ed in the maller sy tem to cvaluat lh 
lr lroslalic- interact ions, the mu ltipole method was used. 
4.3 Results 
Figure 1. J: y tem II: Impact po ition where spult ring occurs- Xa+ impacts 
lOO 
In the study or system I with 'a 1- impacts on Lhe (100) surface of 1 aCI. 1034 
tra jectories wer run a nd the oven·'l ll average pulle ring yield wa~ determined as 
}" = 0.36 wilh a vari a nce or 0.0 I. The total number of spuLtered pa rticles were 
a lmo t evenly di stributed between the two species with 51% Xa+ ious a nd !9% Cl-
ions. For t h study of system II (where both 1'\ a 1- a nd C l ion were u. cl as impacting 
pa rticles on the ( LOO) surface of ~a '1 ). 1206 equ ivalcnllrajeclories w re ru n for each 
impacting peci s. The overa ll sputtering y ield wa determin cl a Y 0 .33 a nd 
Y = 0.36. res pec ti vely. There wa no signincanl difference in the y ie ld for the two 
impacting ~p cies. llowe,·er. a difference in lh origin of the sputlercd pa rti cles was 
noted and Lhis is s umma rised in t a ble 4 .1. This ugge t that the sma ller system s ize 
could predict y ields fai rly well but gave errors in Lhc depth of origin of the ejected 
pa rticles. Th r lnti vely low y ield of spuller cl pa rticles (when compa red to simila r 
impact. on m la ls) occurs pa rtly b<'cause a la rge number of impacling particles a re 
cha nnelled . 
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Figure 4.5: y1>l cn1 II: Impact positions where sputtering occurs- C l impacts 
The impact po itions tha t cause pullering are shown as black dots in figure 4.3 for 
s tern I with a ions as impacti ng particles a nd fi gur s 4.4 and 4 .5 for system II wi th 
respecti v ly -:\ a a nd C l ions as impacting part icles. l11 the 3 fi gures men t ioned above. 
the proportion of impact point. Lha t eau pullering wa ob erved lo be nearer to 
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System Size (No of particles) 1944 6912 6912 
Number of sputtered particles from Na+ Na+ c1-
Layer % % % 
1st 76 5 80 6 91 0 
2nd 66 67 42 
3rd 33 16 1 2 
4th 35 04 24 
5th 4 1 08 00 
6th - 08 00 
7th - 08 04 
8th - 04 04 
9th - 16 00 
lOth - 04 04 
11th - 04 00 
12th - 0.4 00 
Number of reflected particles 60 51 00 
Table 4 1 The percentage of ejected particles from each layer 
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the Na wn rather than the Cl wn 
the repulsive mteractwn (Na+ - Na+ 
For Na+ 1mpacts, th1s was expected because of 
) wh1ch would cause more sputtenng for impacts 
e Cl 10n However, the same phenomenon was 
more sputtenng was observed nearer to the Na 
nother explanatiOn. Even though we observed a 
!Ch are close to the Na ions to cause sputtenng, 
1cles was greater nearer to the Cl wns m system 
se 
close to the surface N a wn than th 
observed for Cl 10n impacts where 
wn wh1ch suggest there m1ght be a 
h1gher proportiOn of traJectories wh 
the actual number of sputtered part 
II while m system I it was the rever 
la Na+ 1on CCI~ 1on I 
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F1gure 4 6 System I Energy d1stnbutwn- Na+ impacts 
In figures 4 6 and 4 7, the sputtered particles are classified mto groups accord-
mg to the1r kmetlc energ1es and atom1c types The two figures are sJmJlar m that 
they both have h1gh proportiOns of low energy sputtered part1cles In add1tlon, the 
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lc(Cl-lmpacts) Na+ 10n C(CI-1mpacts) Cl-Ion •(Na+ 1mpacts) Na+ IOn D(Na+ 1mpacts) Cl-10nl 
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Figure 4 7 System II Energy d!stnbutwn- Na+ and Cl- Impacts 
proportions of eJected particles w1th h1gher energies decreases rapidly m both cases 
When compared to results from metals and semiconductors, they also show that there 
are relatively more low energy particles ejected, especially low energy Na Some of 
th1s IS due to the slow ejectiOn of d1mers whereby an imtially ejected wn attracts 
an oppositely charge wn which mamtams the charge balance and the stab1hty of the 
surface but this does not explam the excess Na at low energy 
Table 4 1 shows the percentage of reflected wns (6% for system I and 5 1% for 
system II) and the ongm of the eJected particles It shows a substantial contnbutwn 
to the sputtermg from subsurface layers for system I It can be seen from this data that 
the s1ze of system I was somewhat smaller than reqmred smce there IS a s1gmficant 
contnbutwn from the penultimate 5th layer It IS Important to pomt out that m the 
case of system I, m add1tion to the sides, the bottom surface atoms were also fixed 
That 1s the reason why there were no eJected particle from the 61h layer m system 
I m table 4 1 This could also explain why there were less sputtenng from the first 
layer m system I and more ejection from subsurface layers compared w1th first layer 
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m system II (mainly due to reflectiOn) For system II, we observe that the proportiOn 
of sputtered particles commg from deeper layers IS small, but still bigger than for 
metals 
• Non-"ngly ejected particle• 
o Smgly ejected particles 
Ftgure 4 8 System I Angular dtstnbutwn- Na+ tmpacts 
Ftgures 4 8 and 4 9 show the angular dtstnbutwn of all the sputtered particles 
The aztmuthal and polar angles q, and e were obtamed from the veloctttes of the 
sputtered particles at the end of the stmulatwn (2 ps) The angular dtstnbutwns 
plotted in figures 4 8 and 4 9 were obtamed by projectmg the velocttes of ejected 
particles onto a umt sphere and these pomts were then themselves projected normally 
onto on a umt ctrcle. The entire figure was then rotated through angles of q, = 
7f /2, 7f and 37r /2 and supenmposed in order to accurately represent the aztmuthal 
dependence, thts ts due to the fact that we have taken only one quarter of the surface 
area and use the symmetry of the crystal 
The angular dtstnbutwns shown m figures 4 8 and 4 9, show less structure repre-
sentative of the lattice than ts typtcal for sputtenng from metals and semiconductors 
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Figure 4 9: System II· Angular distnbutwn- Na+ and Cl- Impacts 
In fact m the latter case, It has been demonstrated that there IS a direct relatwnship 
between the angular distnbutwn of the ejected atoms and the surface arrangement 
of atoms [50] Figure 4 10 gives a comparison between the surface arrangements of 
atoms and simulated ejectwn patterns from the face-centred cubic (fee), diamond and 
graphite lattices These simulatwns produce well-defined ejeCtion patterns that not 
only are m good agreement with expenmental observatwns but also allow the patterns 
to be broken down so that the contnbutwns from individual layers are Identified 
Unhke metals and semiconductors, wnic matenals do not exhibit such clear pat-
terns for two reasons First a relatively large number of clusters are ejected which 
rotate and vibrate, see figure 4 12 for an example For such clusters It would be 
more appropnate to project the centre of mass velocity rather than the veloCity of 
the ind!Vldual ejected particles However, this IS not done here Secondly the long-
range electrostatic forces influence the trajectones of ejected particles at substantial 
distances from the surface These forces would be different If an mfimte crystal were 
considered and there could be finite size crystal effects that also affect the trajectones 
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F1gure 4 10 Surface arrangements of atoms together w1th the eJectwn patterns calcu-
lated by MD for vanous crystal structures under normal mcidence 1 keV Ar bombard-
ment. (a) Cu (100), (b) S1 (110), (c) S1 (100) (2x1), (d) graph1te (0001) D1agrams 
obtamed from [2]. 
of eJected particles There IS also some ev1dence of cluster formatwn m the regwn 
above the surface after eJeCtiOn because of these long-range mteractwns Thus the 
wns are not emitted m stra1ght hnes from the surface Therefore, m order to mvestJ-
gate m a more detailed way the effect of crystal structure, the angular d1stnbutions 
of trajectones that result m only smgle eJected particles ( excludmg 1mpactmg parti-
cles wh1ch m some cases are reflected) are also plotted m figure 4 8 (shown as empty 
Circles) and figure 4 11 These angular d1stn butwns show more structure cons1stent 
w1th the channellmg and blockmg mechanisms as in the case of close-packed metals. 
F1gures 4 13 and 4 14 show the number of eJected particles per mcommg wn At 
1 ke V there is not so much evidence of megaevents where large numbers of part1cles 
are eJected The largest that was determmed m a smgle 1mpact was 24 part1cles for 
a Na+ impact and 21 for a Cl- lffipact By far the b1ggest proportion of eJected 
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F1gure 4 11 System II Angular d1stnbution of only traJectones that result m a smgle 
eJected particle from both Na+ and Cl- impacts 
particles came off smgly However, 1t should be pomted out that the long time effect 
of a charge imbalance m the lattice on 1ts stab1hty has not yet been mvest1gated 
Some JmtJal simulatwns were run for t1mes of up to 5 ps Without ev1dence of eJectwn 
after 2 ps and for results d1scussed here the trajectones were termmated after 2 ps 
when ballistic sputtermg IS effectively over 
A reliable computatwnal method for ascertainmg the number of dimers and larger 
clusters ejected has not been successfully implemented because of the long-range 
electrostatic fields The eJected clusters were only cons1dered m a qualitative way 
from v1sual representatwns of the eJectiOn process Such an example 1s g1ven m figure 
4 12 wh1ch shows the eJectwn of three d1mers from the surface and a charge neutral 
6mer Figure 4 15 shows the various snapshots at d1fferent t1me mtervals when a Cl-
lOll IS impacted onto a N a Cl lattice - system IL In this particular example, there 
were a total of 8 sputtered particles and some ejectwns from the bottom surface In 
contrast, figure 4 16 shows snapshots for aNa+ wn 1mpact agam for system II We 
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F'igure Ll .J2: Th j ction of three dirners and a charge neutral6mer from th surfac 
- ysl em I 
observ cl 12 sputtered particles. In both cas s. we ob erved the ejection of mainly 
s ingly a tom. / ion and dimers. The c arc very diffe rent from multiply d1arg d ion~ 
impacts which is dealt in the next chap ter whereby more cluster are ej ded . 
\\'i th about 2000 particles and u ing no ~pccia l fa: t techniques, system I has been 
a ble to predict the same Ya lue of the sputter ing yield (0.36) as in lh bigger system 
(0.33) for Xa + impacts. A regards to th origin of lhe puttered particles. system I 
managf'd to get the right proportion only up to tlw firs t 2 layers. Unlike in lh ca:-,e of 
meta ls and semi-conductors where eje lion pa l terns ( ee figure 4.10) were obta in d . 
no such re ·ulls were obtained in any of the two systems. llowf'ver. they did giv 
consis tent r su lls with regards to the distribution of kin tic energie, of th cj cted 
pa rticl es a nd th impact po ilions wh r putlrring was observed to occur. 
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Figure ·l.l3: Tit percentage of sputtered particle p r ingle impacting ion - yslem 
I - only !\a 1 imp<~ct s 
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Figure 1.11 : The p rcenlage of putter d particle per ingle impacting ion - ·st em 
JJ - both :\a-t a nd e t- impacts 
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Figur 1.15: nap. hols of Lhe spuLLering of i\aCI with a Cl - ion (1 KeV) as impacting 
particle (a) l 0 fs. (b) L = 250 ( , (c) I 500 fs. (d) l - 750 fs. (e) l !000 fs. 
(f) l 1250 fs. (g) l = 1500 fs. (h) l 1.100 fs (i) l - 2000 fs. In thb particular 
imulation. ther were sputtered partid s 
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Figure J.l6: nap hots of lhe putl ering of ~aCI with a \'"a+ ion (1 I eV) a ' impacting 
pa.rticl (a) l 0 fs, (b) t = 250 (, (c) I 500 fs. (d) t - 750 fs. (e) I LOOO fs. 
(f) l 1250 (, (g) t = 1500 f. (h) t 1500 f (i) l 2000 fs. In thi partirular 
&imulalion . there were 12 spulter d particle 
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Chapter 5 
Multiply Charged Impacts on the 
surface of NaCI 
In th1s chapter, an mtroductwn to the novel form of ion-mduced sputtermg IS given 
wh1ch, m analogy to the usual kmetic sputtenng (KS), has been termed 'potentml 
sputtermg' (PS) Both types of sputtermg are compared and contrasted. The d1fferent 
models of PS avmlable m literature are outlined together w1th the model used m the 
Slmulatwns for the purpose of th1s thesis. The 1mpact of positively charged Arq+ wns, 
q = 1, , 8 mc1dent on the (100) surface of NaCI1s stud1ed by Molecular Dynam1cs 
(MD) sJmulatwns for energ1es up to 1 ke V The results of the s1mulations are compared 
w1th expenments by Aumayr et a! [4] 
The model used assumes fixed charges on the wns and the effect of the proJeCtile 
charge IS mvestigated as a functwn of energy It IS shown that there IS a s1gmficant 
enhancement m the sputtenng y1eld at low 1mpact energies due to attachment of 
CJ- lOllS to the lmpactmg particle WhiCh IS SUbsequently ejected from the lattiCe 
along w1th large clusters The low energy Arq+ wns can also expenence a s1gmficant 
acceleratwn towards the NaCI crystal due to Coulombic attractiOn The acceleratwn 
effect at h1gher energies IS less due to the shorter amount of time that the 1mpactmg 
wns spend m the electrostatiC field above the surface At energ1es greater than a 
few hundred eV the Arq+ wns implant w1thm the crystal wh1ch can accommodate a 
s1gmficant amount of extra charge from the unplanted ions and the sputtermg y1eld 
for the JmtJal impact IS reduced As the dose m creases the y1eld nses as N a wns are 
preferentially ejected from the latt1ce 
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5.1 Introduction 
The mteractwns of energetic IOns (atoms) w1th surfaces leads to a vanety of emiSSIOn 
phenomena (emiSSIOn of electrons, photons, atoms, wns, clusters) and results m pro-
nounced modJficatwn of the surface and near-surface regiOns (change m composition 
and structure, defect productiOn, removal of atoms, etc ) 
In kmetJc sputtenng (KS), the decelerated pnmary proJectiles usually transfer 
(kinet1c) energy and momentum to the target atoms, d1splacmg them from the1r ong-
mal positiOn and eventually causmg the1r emiSSIOn mto vacuum [63] Smgly charged 
wns with kmetJc energ1es typically of some keV mamly mteract by means of a few 
d1rect colhswns w1th the target atoms (nuclear stoppmg) [175] For faster wns and 
especmlly sw1ft heavy IOns (typically Me V per atomic mass umt), the electromc en-
ergy loss (electromc stoppmg) dommates [209, 210], leadmg to electromc excitatiOn 
and iomsatwn m a track a few nm m diameter 
While the energy dJssJpatwn of the fast proJectile IS well understood, the conver-
SIOn of electromc excJtatJons mto motiOn of (eventually sputtered) surface atoms is 
st1ll a matter of debate (see chapter 1, sectwn 1 8 1). In additiOn to the1r kmetJc 
energy, IOns can also carry mternal (potentml) energy particularly if the wns carry a 
h1gh charge In a h1ghly charged IOn (HCI), potent1al energy Will be stored accord-
mg to 1ts productiOn, when q electrons (where q JS the IOn charge state) have to be 
removed from an ongmally neutral atom, and th1s potentml energy becomes rather 
large for h1gh values of q [4]. Upon surface 1mpact, th1s potentml energy 1s available 
for mducmg various elastiC and melashc processes, wh1le the HCI will regam 1ts q 
m1ssmg electrons to become fully neutralised agam [4, 164, 165, 211, 212, 213] The 
HCI deposits 1ts potential energy m a short time (typ1cally ea 100 fs) within a small 
area (typically less than 1 nm2 ) [4] It has been proposed that th1s can lead to strong 
non-hnear exc1tatwn processes, exotic phenomena such as 'hollow atom' formatiOn 
[165, 211, 212, 213] (see next section) and eventually to the removal of atoms and 
wns from the target surface [211]. Smce the energy for the eJeCtiOn of target atoms 
and IOns results from the potential energy of the wn, th1s new form of sputtenng has 
been termed 'potent1al sputtenng' (PS) [214, 215, 216] 
The first expenmental work on charge-state-dependent sputtenng of msulators 
by HCis was earned out in Tashkent, UzhbekJstan [217, 218] From thiS work 1t 
was concluded that, for 1mpact of Arq+ wns (q :::; 5) on s1hcon and alkah-hahde 
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surfaces, secondary-IOn y1elds increased rapidly both w1th the mc1dent-ion charge 
and for decreasmg Impact energy Ever smce, lots of research hasbeen earned out 
[164, 165, 209, 211, 212, 213, 214, 215, 219, 220, 221, 222, 223, 224, 225, 226] A 
detailed review of potential sputtenng and Its history IS found m the paper by Aumayr 
and Wmter [4]. 
In this chapter, a new model for the Coulomb ExplosiOn IS proposed This model 
IS different from that of Aumayr and eo-workers m that It does not consider electron 
capture 
5.2 Models for Potential Sputtering 
As discussed m chapter 1 (sectiOn 1 8), there are at least three d1stmct kmds of 
processes that can be distinguished that lead to particle emissiOn m alkali halides 
However m this chapter, emphasis IS put on multi-charged wns (MCI) These MCI 
mteract strongly and selectively with the outermost layers of solid surfaces In the 
review by Aumayr and Winter [4], the vanous phenomena that occur durmg the 
approach of a multi-charged wn in 1mtial charge state q towards a clean metal surface 
with work functiOn W, are well Illustrated and outlmed m detail The1r model assumes 
that on approachmg the surface, the MCI IS rapidly neutralised by resonant capture 
of electrons wh1ch results m the formatiOn of the so-called 'hollow atoms' or 'hollow 
wns' [165, 211, 213, 221, 227] (highly excited neutral atoms/IOns With trans1ently 
empty mner shells) These hollow atoms decay by auto-wmsatwn and other Auger-
type processes and It IS normally accompamed by the emissiOn of a large number of 
slow (up to 10 eV) electrons [220] The emiSSion of electrons and the re-neutralisatiOn 
process contmue until the hollow atom collapses upon close surface contact Before 
the proJectile ion has become fully neutralised 1t will be accelerated towards the 
surface by Its rapidly decreasmg mirror charge, which provides an additiOnal 'vertiCal 
kmetic energy' [211, 228] The proJectiles become completely neutralised m front 
of the surface and excited states decay rapidly by auto-wmsatwn to yield ample 
emissiOn of low-energy electrons However, only a fractiOn of the potential energy 
ongmally stored m the projectile is released above the surface, because the Image 
charge attractiOn hm1ts the mteraction time available A larger part of this potential 
energy Will thus only be liberated in close v1cmity to, or even below, the surface, 
when Rydberg electrons become 'peeled off' and more tightly bound shells ( e g. M, 
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L, K) have become filled by Auger neutralisatiOn from the conductiOn band or m 
close colhswns w1th target atoms In th1s way, the potential energy of the proJectile 
1s converted mto kmet1c energy of the emitted electrons and electromc excitation 
of a small surface regiOn This electromc excitation cons1sts of electron-hole pa1rs, 
'hot holes' m the conductiOn and/or valence band of the target, and inner-shell holes 
of target atoms For metal surfaces, such sudden perturbatwns of the electromc 
structure can be rap1dly accommodated and the exc1tatwn energy will diSSipate w1thm 
the target matenal w1thout mducmg structural surface mod1ficatwn Th1s IS the 
reason for the lack of dependence of the sputtermg on the charge state for Au, S1 and 
GaAs as reported in [4] 
In matenals w1th reduced electron mobility (e g msulator targets), the sudden 
mod1ficatwn of the near-surface electronic structure cannot Immediately be restored 
and may therefore m duce structural surface mod1ficatwns (defect formatwn, desorp-
twn, sputtermg, etc ) ThiS IS the ongm of sputtenng mduced by the proJectile's 
potentml energy, 1 e potential sputtermg (PS) Dependmg on the surface matenal 
and/or the charge state and 1mpact energy of the proJectiles, several models for the 
conversiOn of electromc excitation mto kmet1c energy of the desorbed or sputtered 
target atoms and wns have been proposed m the past In the followmg sectwns, these 
models are bnefly descnbed and they are compared w1th expenmental results More 
detmls are found m the rev1ew by Aumayr and Winter [4] 
5.2.1 Coulomb explosion 
In the 'Coulomb explosiOn' (CE) model proposed by Panlis and eo-workers [222, 229, 
230], the HCI 1mpmgmg on an msulator surface is agam assumed to be neutralised 
causing a strong electron depletiOn m the near-surface regiOn Consequently, the mu-
tual Coulomb repulsiOn of target-IOn cores g1ves nse to the eJectiOn of secondary wns 
from positively charged microscopic surface domams Shock waves generated by thiS 
CE then ablate further target matenal ( em1sswn of neutral target atoms/ clusters) In 
this way, the CE model not only explams an enhanced secondary-IOn em1ssion yield 
but also accounts for sputtermg of neutrals. 
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5.2.2 Sputtering by intense, ultrafast electronic excitation 
This model was ongmally developed to descnbe non-thermal phase transitiOns of 
semi-conductors induced by mtense ultrafast electromc exc1tations from femtosecond 
lasers. It considers the effect of a high density of electromc excitatiOn on the struc-
tural stab1hty of covalent sohds hke 81 on GaAs Destab1hsation of atomic bonds IS 
induced when many valence electrons (of the order of one per atom) are promoted 
from bondmg states m the valence band to ant1-bondmg states m the conductiOn 
band, causmg a repulsive force between mdividual atoms Smce this thesis deals 
only with wmc systems (not covalent systems), this mechamsm will not be further 
discussed 
5.2.3 Defect-mediated sputtering 
The 'defect-mediated sputtenng' (DS) model considers formatiOn of localised defects, 
such as 'self-trapped exc1tons' (STEs) or 'self-trapped holes' (STHs) m response to 
valence-band exc1tatwns [214, 215, 216, 231] 
In certam msulator matenals (alkah hahdes, S102, Alz03 ) electromc defects can 
be mduced by bombardment with energetic electrons (electron stimulated desorptwn, 
or ESD) as well as ultraviOlet photons (photon stimulated desorptwn, or PSD) [232, 
233] As descnbed above, the strong mteractwn of HCis with any target surface 
may cause formatiOn of electron-hole pmrs and 'hot holes' (1 e holes m the 'deeper' 
part of the valence band) Due to the strong electron-phonon couplmg (1 e efficient 
energy transfer from the electromc to the phononic system of the sohd) m alkah 
hahdes and S102, such an electromc excitatiOn of the valence band becomes localised 
by 'self-trappmg', 1 e STEs or STHs trapped m a self-produced lattice deformatiOn 
respectively. As m the case of ESDJPSD, decay of such STHs and/or STEs mto 
different 'colour centres' ( e g H and F centres m the case of alkali halides) leads 
to the desorptwn of neutralised amons (halide atoms) The neutral cations created 
m this way are either evaporated (as m the case of heated alkah-hahde samples) or 
can be removed by small momentum transfer from the 1mpmging proJectiles Thus 
an enhancement of the absolute total sputter yields With mcreasmg charge state of 
the primary wn is possible for targets with strong electron couphng, where electronic 
excitatiOn can be localised by formatiOn of STEs and/ or STHs. Expenmental evidence 
presented m [4] for L1F, NaCl, S102 and Al20 3 supports the DS model 
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5.2.4 Kinetically assisted potential sputtering 
Accordmg to Aumayr and Wmter [4], trappmg of electromc defects due to strong 
electron-phonon couplmg 1s essential m defect-medmtmg potential sputtenng Sclf-
trappmg IS known to occur m alkah hahdes, St02 and Ab03 but not m htghly wmc 
oxides hke MgOx However, a strong charge state effect was present (whtch was not 
expected) when MgOx was bombarded w1th multiply charged Xe wns (charge states 
up to q = 25) [234] Thts unusual behavwur of the measured total sputtenng ytelds 
for MgOx led Hayderer and his eo-workers to conclude that they have encountered a 
new form of PS Although the potential energy greatly enhances the total sputtenng 
yield Y, accordmg to Aumayr and Wmter [4], th1s does not seem to be sufficient 
to mduce PS on 1ts own What they have concluded IS that the large sputtenng 
ytelds are achieved only m combmatwn w1th proJectile kmet1c energy Thts new 
form of potential sputtermg obvwusly reqmres the electromc exc1tatwn of the target 
matenal (believed to be the precursor of the usual PS process) and the formatwn of 
a colhswn cascade w1thm the target (and therefore a fimte proJeCtile kmetJC energy) 
Simultaneously m order to mttlate the sputtermg process Thts new mechamsm was 
termed 'kmetlcally ass1sted potential sputtermg' (KAPS) [234] It combmes the model 
of the neutrahsatwn of slow HCis upon surface Impact w1th that for rad1atwn-induced 
processes m non-metallic sohds [235] 
Accordmg to the DS model descnbed above, a locahsatwn of the electromc surface 
exc1tatwn by the HCI IS reqmred m order to effecttvely transfer the electromc energy 
mto the kmetJC energy of the atomtc and molecular particles to be desorbed One 
mechamsm for pmnmg of the electromc exc1tatwns IS trappmg at lattice defects 
In msulatmg sohds wtth strong electron-phonon couplmg a strong lattice dtstortwn 
g1ves nse to self-trappmg In other matenals a locahsatwn of electromc exc1tat10n 
energy can only occur at already present defects [235] created by other processes 
or at mterfaces It IS therefore plaus1ble to assume that the kmetic energy of the 
proJectile v1a a colhswn cascade may be responsible for generatmg the 'seed' for 
trappmg of electronic excttatwns The KAPS mechamsm seems to be present m a 
large vanety of target matenals and might also provtde an explanatiOn for several 
proJecttle charge-state-dependent sputtermg and secondary-wn-emtsswn phenomena 
observed at considerably htgher kmettc energ1es [212] Thts hypothests is exammed 
below 
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5.3 Applications of PS 
The huge amount of potential energy stored m h1ghly charged wns has potential 
industnal applicatwns It ha& already captured the imagmatwn of some researchers 
who explmt th1s Idea m nano-fabricatwn for example, to 'wnte' on a surface A broad 
spectrum of applicatwns ranging from mformatwn storage v1a matenals processmg 
to bwtechnology has already been enviSIOned Nanostructures produced by kmet1c 
sputtermg (KS) with, an 1mplantatwn of, fast 10ns are normally subJected to un-
wanted radmtwn damage Unlike KS, potential sputtenng by HCis promises a much 
more gentle nanostructunng tool for the followmg reasons 
1 their kmet1c energy IS small, so they will mteract only w1th the first few surface 
layers, without penetratmg deeper mto the target bulk; 
2 they mteract w1th the surface mamly through their potential energy, which can 
be tuned by varymg the wn charge, 
3 the potential energy causes primanly electromc excitation which leads to bond 
breakmg and lattice defect production v1a electron-phonon coupling rather than 
vwlent momentum transfer m kmet1c colhswn cascades, 
4. the mteractwn of slow MCI w1th surfaces IS highly matenal selective, 1 e large 
difference between (semi-) conductmg and msulatmg target matenals are ob-
served 
The KAPS mechamsm considerably expands the opportumtles to modify surfaces by 
beams of slow, highly charged wns ProductiOn of nano-defects due to HCI Impact 
on atomically clean smgle crystal surfaces has already been stud1ed by usmg atomic 
force m1croscopy (AFM) and scannmg tunnelling m1croscopy (STM) [236] The use 
of beams of slow multi-charged ions to produce nanometre-s1zed surface mod1ficatwns 
on silicon substrates are bemg considered by Aumayr and eo-workers [4] 
Other ongomg mvest1gatwns by the same group mclude the study of the formatwn 
of s1hcon ox1de nanodots and whether carbon nanotubes or other multi-molecular 
structures can be preferentially grown on such small nanodots [237] 
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5.4 Molecular Dynamics Model 
From the vanous mechamsms outlined above, 1t JS observed that PS mvolves lots of 
processes and to mclude all of them would reqmre a sophisticated model Also, 1t 
would not be strmghtforward to separate the contnbutwn to the enhanced sputtermg 
y1elds (observed experimentally [4]) from the d1fferent effects / processes Our model 
uses a different approach compared to the prevwus models outlmed above The HCI 
IS not assumed to be neutralised on approachmg the surface of the lattice Instead the 
wn IS neutralised by the attachment of substrate wns of opposite charge This can 
have the same effect as the Coulomb exploswn proposed by Panlis and eo-workers 
[222, 229, 230] w1th the HCI Itself eJected from the lattice carrymg with It a number 
of attached Cl- wns This is discussed m detail m the results sectwn 
5.4.1 Methodology 
An MD model was used m which particle eJection was analysed purely on the basis 
that this model assumes fixed charges on the Impactmg wns, ignonng energy transfer 
between the two subsystems 
The work presented m th1s chapter also bmlds on the prevwus one on smgly 
charged ion Impacts However, here multiply charged ions are used mstead for normal 
Impact w1th energies up to 1 keV The potenhals used for the Na- Na, Na- Cl and 
Cl- Cl mterachons were exactly the same as m chapter 4 except for the Arq+- Na+ 
and the Arq+ - Arq+ mteractwns (the latter case occurs when multiple Impacts are 
considered), where q = 1, 4 and 8 These potentials are outlined m detml m chapter 
2 
In the s1mulations performed, a N a Cl lattice was used as a target and Ar+, Ar4+ 
and Ar8+ wns as Impact particles at normal mc1dence, with energies up to 1 keV The 
electrostatic mteractwns were evaluated usmg the fast multi pole method (FMM). Two 
rectangular crystal of different sizes 65 Ax 31 Ax 65 A, contammg 6912 particles (12 
layers deep) for 200 eV Impacts and 65 Ax 98 Ax 65 A, contammg 20736 particles (36 
layers deep) for 500 eV and 1 keV Impacts were chosen because they were considered 
large enough to contam laterally the cascades resultmg from the Impacts The y 
direction IS perpendicular to the surface and fixed boundanes were taken along the x 
and z d1rectwns The top and bottom surface were free w1th non-penod1c boundary 
conditiOns m all d1rectwns The simulatwns were run for times not exceedmg 20 0 
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ps The velocity Verlet algonthm was used to mtegrate the equatiOns of motion with 
a vanable time step and thermal vibratiOns were Ignored so that the crystal Is always 
Initially at 0 K before each impact The Impacting wns were 1mtially positiOned 1 5 
nm above the surface and proJected normally towards It 
Two sets of sJmulatwns were carried out. In the first set, a statistically representa-
tive set of Impacts over the Irreducible symmetry zone of the crystal were performed 
usmg the methodology descnbed m chapter 4 and m reference [161] for Ar+, Ar4+ 
and ArB+ with normal Impact energies of 200 eV, 500 eV and 1 keV At the start of 
each simulatiOn traJectory, a perfect crystal was always assumed In the second set of 
simulations, a hm1ted number of randomly arranged successive Impacts were earned 
out for ArB+ at 500 eV in order to obtam some mitial clues about dose effects 
5.5 Results 
5.5.1 Single impacts 
The Impactmg particles are subjected to an attractive force as they approach an 
undisturbed N a Cl crystal surface The effect is qmte small for smgly charged Ar IOns 
but for ArB+ wns, an mcrease m kmet1c energy of up to 70 eV has been observed 
Figure 5 1 descnbes this effect and compares the energy mcrease for the different 
charge states and Impact energies The energy mcrease IS also dependent on the 
Impact poSitiOn The unbroken !me plots the maximum energy increase observed for 
a traJectory with a given charge state while the broken !me plots the correspondmg 
smallest/mmimum energy As expected the energy mcrease IS greatest when the 
1mpactmg energy IS smallest due to the longer time that the low energy IOns spend m 
the acceleratmg Coulomb field From these observations, there appears to be a bound 
for the mm1mum energy with which a highly charged IOn can Impact the surface For 
ArB+ this IS about 55 e V and for Ar4+ around 14 e V At the higher energies the gam 
m energy IS less sigmficant and thus the Coulomb acceleratiOn cannot be a maJor 
factor m explaining the large mcreases m sputtenng yields observed experimentally 
as the charge state m creases, m the 100 e V - 1 ke V range 
Table 5 1 gives the calculated sputtenng yields as functiOn of charge state and 
Impact energy A surpnsmg result IS that the largest yields were for ArB+ at the 
impact energy of 200 eV This was found to be almost entirely due to one mechamsm 
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F1gure 51 The mcrease m kmetic energy of an Arq+ wn (q = 1, 4 and 8) as it 
approaches the undisturbed NaCI surface 
whereby the 1mpactmg particle was 1tself eJected from the lattice carrymg w1th 1t a 
number of attached Cl wns, usually between 5 and 8 In one case, 9 Cl wns were 
found to be attached to the ArB+ At 200 eV, the mcommg Ar8+ wn has msuffic1ent 
energy to penetrate deep mto the latt1ce and IS reflected from the substrate w1th 
attached Cl wns One such example IS illustrated as a senes of snapshots m figure 
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In th1s particular Simulation, an Ar8+ wn (represented as a blue sphere) w1th 200 
eV is impacted normally onto a NaCllathce (the green spheres areNa ions while the 
red ones are Cl wns) On impact w1th the substrate, a crater IS formed and this IS 
clearly observed m snapshots (b)- (h) EJectwn of d1mers (Na- Cl) are also observed 
along w1th clusters (Na2 - Cl2 and Ar - Cl8). The b1gger cluster mvolvmg the ArB+ 
wn IS eJected qmte slowly, rotating and v1bratmg at the same time 
Table 5 2 summanses all the ejected part1cles and class1fied them as e1ther smgle 
impacts, d1mers or clusters for th1s particular traJectory From the movie made for 
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Charge state Y1eld (200 e V) Y1eld ( 500 e V) Yield (1 keV) 
Ar+ 0.2 (1 6) 0 4 (2 6) 0 5 (3 4) 
Ar4+ 0 4 (3 6) 0 6 (4 4) 0 9 (56) 
Ar8+ 10 5 (8 0) 7.2 (8 4) 3 6 (9 2) 
Table 51 Sputtermg y1elds for different c harge states for 1mpact mto the undisturbed 
to the expenmental data of Aumayr and crystal The numbers m brackets refer 
Wmter [4] 
Smgle Smgle Dimers Cluste rs 
Na+ Cl- Na- Cl Na2- C 
Clusters 
Ar- Cln 
Total Number of 
Sputtered Particles 
1 0 3 1 1 (n = 8) 19 
Table 5 2 Summary of all the eJected part 1cles for a typ1cal hJgh-y1eld traJectory w1th 
a 200 eV ArB+ 10n as 1mpactmg particle 
th1s s1mulatwn and also from the snapsh ot (g), the 4-mer Na2 - Cl2 appears to spilt 
tmg of clusters above the surfaces IS qmte 
rformed The damage caused to the surface 
t For those cases where the 10n remamed 
eJected These eJected 10ns were mostly m 
s) rather than isolated 10ns For Ar+ and 
chamsm 1s not often observed and the wns 
ArB+ wn At higher energ1es (500 eV and 1 
1sm is observed agam to occur for ArB+ wn 
eV cases Th1s phenomenon explained the 
rB+ at 200 eV 
mto 2 d1mers after about 10 0 ps Spht 
common m other s1mulatwns that were pe 
m the form of a crater IS qmte sJgmfican 
m the substrate nearby atoms could be 
the form of small clusters (mamly d1mer 
Ar4+ impacts at 200 e V the reflectiOn me 
penetrate deeper m to the lattice than the 
keV), the reflectiOn phenomenon/mechan 
impacts but not that often as m the 200 
surpnsmgly h1gher sputtermg y1eld for A 
Smgle Smgle D1mers 
Na+ Cl- Na- Cl 
Clusters 
Na2 - Cb 
Clusters 
a3 - Cl3 N 
2 1 2 1 1 
Clusters 
Ar- Cln 
1 (n = 9) 
Total Number of 
Sputtered Particles 
26 
Table 5 3 Summary of all the eJected part 1cles for a typ1cal hJgh-y1eld traJectory w1th 
a 1 0 keV ArB+ 10n as 1mpactmg particle 
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Figure 5 3 shows a senes of snapshots from a simulatiOn at 1 ke V where this 
occurs. The same colour scheme applies as m the previOus senes of snapshots (i e for 
200 eV) For this particular example, we had 27 sputtered particles m total and they 
are summansed in table 5 3 As m the case of the 200 e V Impacts, a crater IS formed 
More and bigger clusters are eJected A total of 9 Cl wns was found attached to the 
Ar8+ IOn which Is unusual (this was the only case when 9 Cl- IOns were observed to 
be attached to the ArB+ wn) Normally, a maximum of 8 Clwns would be expected 
so as to neutralise 8+ charge on the Impactmg particle As a result, this cluster will 
have an overall charge of -1 The 4-mer, Na2 - Cb IS also observed to spht at the end 
of the simulatiOn into 2 dimers (Na- Cl) JUSt as m the case of the 200 eV Impact It 
is Important to pomt out that at the higher energies this mechamsm IS less common 
and most of the impactmg Ions Implant below the surface The calculated yield of 
10 5 eJected particles at 200 eV for the ArB+ yield given is table 5 1 IS a little larger 
than the expenmental results for the same energy which IS reported as about 8 [4] 
This value IS of the same order as that obtamed from expenments. The other values 
(m particular those for Ar+ and Ar4+) m the table underestimates the expenmcntal 
yields These may be attnbuted to the fact that the model (fixed charge) proposed 
m this chapter does not consider electron transfer 
5.5.2 Multiple impacts 
Because the calculated yields from smgle Impacts on the undisturbed crystal surface 
were much lower than those expenmentally reported [4], especially the prediction of a 
large yield for ArB+ at 200 eV with much smaller yields at 500 eV and 1 keV, a senes 
of multiple Impacts at 500 e V energy were earned out for ArB+ mcident normally on 
the surface. 
For these Simulatwns, a cubic crystal whose Sides were approximately 7nm m 
length and contammg nearly 15000 particles was chosen. Each traJectory was started 
4 nm above the surface and the ArB+ IOn was chosen to Impact the central part of the 
target over an area approXImately 2.5 nm square For these simulatwns, normal MD 
was run for 6 ps and then damped MD for another 6 ps usmg the Lmdhard melastic 
energy loss model [238] The damaged relaxed lattice was then used as the basis for 
a further impact Only 1 set of 15 simulatwns have been earned out under these 
conditiOns The sputtermg yield averaged over these 15 traJectones was found to be 
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r:,; 10 particles per mcommg wn However m this case the Ar wns accumulated m the 
lattice and were not reflected out as at 200 eV Na atoms are preferentially eJected 
m order to mamtam charge balance w1thm the crystal A table of the sputtering 
y1eld after each traJectory IS g1ven m table 5 4 The table shows that m contrast to 
the results at 200 eV, the Ar 10ns are preferentially implanted into the lattice at the 
expense of N a ions wh1ch are expelled from the crystal The crystal IS able locally 
to absorb extra charge up to about +50. When this happens the mcommg Ar wn 
is also strongly retarded by the Coulomb field Calculatwns show that the energy of 
the impact w1th the surface is about 70 eV less than 500 eV w1th wh1ch 1t m1tJally 
started The ejectwn process for the multiple 1mpacts occurs first by the eJection of 
relatively h1gh energy smgle N a wns from the crystal w1thm the first two p1coseconds 
followed by the eJectwn of clusters In table 5 4 all Cl atoms eJected from the lattice 
as part of clusters w1th the exceptwn of 1 10n 
Analys1s of the depth of ongm of the sputtered particles shows that they can 
ongmate as deep as the lOth atomic layer, much deeper than in conventwnal kmetic 
sputtermg [2] 
5.6 Discussion and Further Work 
The Simplified model presented here has illustrated a number of mechamsms that 
could be responsible for sputtermg when an wmc crystal1s subjected to bombardment 
by h1ghly charged wns There are clearly more phys1cal effects to consider before a 
full p1cture of the process emerges There are a number of electromc processes that 
may be cruc1al for a full understandmg For example, electron emisswn from the 
surface on impact has not been considered m this model and 1t IS well known that 
such impacts are accompamed by the emiSSIOn of a large number of electrons [220] In 
the neighbourhood of the 1mpact there 1s almost certainly a large amount of electromc 
exc1tat10n It has even been suggested that th1s exc1tat10n occurs w1th the proJectiles 
becommg completely neutralised m front of the surface [4] The eJected electrons 
could well explam why N a wns are preferentially eJected from the lattice as the dose 
IS mcreased and thus the rise m the y1eld These electrons could neutralise the Na+ 
ions at the surface As a result, they are no longer bound to the lattice and are 
thus ejected wh1le the Cl wns attached themselves to the Ar 1mpactmg particles as 
observed m the s1mulatwns 
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Table 5 4 The number of sputtered particles after each traJectory for the multiple 
Impact simulatiOn 
TraJectory Na+ cJ- ArB+ Lattice Charge 
1 0 0 0 8 
2 8 6 0 14 
3 3 2 0 21 
4 4 2 0 27 
5 1 0 0 34 
6 10 11 1 35 
7 1 0 0 42 
8 7 1 0 44 
9 1 1 0 51 
10 11 5 0 53 
11 18 4 0 47 
12 3 1 0 53 
13 10 3 0 54 
14 24 11 0 49 
15 3 0 0 54 
Total No of Sputtered Particles 104 47 1 -
Average Sputtenng Yield 101 - - -
The mechamsm for the electromc excitatiOn and Its subsequent conversiOn mto 
kmetJc energy that has been Ignored m the model descnbed here. Nonetheless the 
purely kmetic descnptwn of sputtenng usmg a fixed charge model has Illustrated a 
number of Important possible mechamsms for the enhanced sputtenng yields observed 
by highly charged IOnic Impact. 
For low energies, yield enhancement can occur for Ar8+ impacts at small fluences, 
by reflectiOn of the Ar Ions m the form of Ar-C! clusters and only a small proportiOn 
of the Ar wns Implant At higher energies ImplantatiOn of the Ar wns occurs and 
Na Ions are preferentially eJected from the lattice as the do5e mcreases At a dose 
correspondmg to~ 10I5 wn/cm2 (15Impacts) a steady state had still not been reached 
and Na was contmumg to be preferentially eJected It is expected that as the surface 
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layers saturate w1th Ar, Ar-C! clusters Will then be emitted The multiple impact 
calculatwns show that the Ar wns are fmrly evenly d1stnbuted in the latt1ce between 
the surface layers and a depth of about 3 nm. Dunng each 1mpact there 1s motwn of 
the Ar wns m the kmetically disturbed regwn wh1ch causes th1s spatial d1stnbution 
Ar wns wh1ch he close to the surface are not easily dislodged by subsequent impacts 
once they have become embedded m the latt1ce as can be seen from table 5 4 where 
only one Ar wn is reflected from the lattice in 15 succes&!ve impacts The study 
therefore shows a number of differences w1th conventwnal kmehc sputtermg, larger 
yields, more ejected clusters and ejectwn from deeper layers. 
A future study could address the 1ssue of electromc exc1tatwn and electron-ph on on 
coupling to determme the relative importance of all the vanous mechamsms respon-
Sible for potential sputtermg 
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Figure 5.2: nap hol of the pultering of ~aCI with a Ar + ion (200 e ) as impacting 
particle (a) I 0 ~ .(b) t = 750 f . (c) l 2500 fs. (d) I = 3750 fs. (e) l 5000 fs. (f ) 
I 6250 fs. (g) I 7500 fs. (h) t 10000 fs (rnd of imulation). In thi particular 
simulation. lh re were 19 pultered particle,· rxcluding the Ar + ion. 
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Figure 5.3: napshot of the puUering of XnCI with a r + ion (1 ke ) a impacting 
particle (a) l 0 fs. (b) t = 750 f. (c) I 2.500 fs. (d) t - 3750 (. (e) l 5000 (. 
(f) l 6250 (. (g) t = 7500 fs. (h) t 7.50 fs (end of simulation: JO.Oph). 1n this 
particular simulalion. there were 26 spultNC' I particles excluding lhe Ar 1 ion. 
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Chapter 6 
Radiation Damage in Ionic 
Materials - N a Cl 
In th1s chapter, MD methods are used to mvestJgate the formatwn of atom1c displace-
ment cascades m NaCl m two different system s1zes (up to 100,000 particles) usmg 
Cl- as the Primary Knock-on Atom (PKA) w1th energies up to 2 0 keY The num-
ber of defects IS analysed and formatwns of clusters of vacanc1es and mterst1tJals are 
mvestJgated. It IS found that there IS an average number of 25 Frenkel pairs (FP's) 
for the 1 0 keY PKA and an average of 45 FP's for a 2 0 keY PKA Some differences 
are noted m the sJmulatwns done m wmc matenals when compared w1th Similar 
computer expenments in metals These differences are mvestigated and attempts to 
explam the underlymg mechamsms are made 
6.1 Introduction 
IrradiatiOn of 10mc crystals causes the d1splacements of lattice wns and the formatwn 
of pnmary defects m the form of vacanc1es and interst1tJals. Stab1hsatwn of pnmary 
pomt defects in wmc crystals, however, d1ffers from that m metals because pnmary 
pomt defects seldom are produced m exactly stmchwmetnc proportwns, as a result, 
at h1gh temperatures, when these defects are mob1le, secondary defects and extended 
defect structures anse wh1ch can be qmte d1stmct from those formed m monoatom1c 
solids such as metals [239] The detnmental consequences of rad1ation are referred 
to as rad2atwn damage and its process of formatwn m alkah hahdes has attracted 
w1de attentwn m the last decades because of nnportant geolog1cal applicatwns related 
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w1th nuclear waste management, e g the storage of high-level waste (HLW) m stable 
geological formatwns [240, 241) In Europe these formatwns are rock salt (NaCl), clay 
and gramte [242) lrrad1atwn of NaCl samples generates H and F centres, wh1ch are 
collected together to form chlorme bubbles and sodiUm 'collmds' (alkali metals) [240) 
These have been the subject of numerous mvest1gatwns by den Hartog, Dukmko and 
eo-workers [239, 241, 242, 243, 244, 245, 246, 247, 248, 249, 250, 251] The H centre IS 
a halide mterstltJalJon w1th a trapped hole, and a F centre 1s a s1mple amon vacancy 
w1th a bound electron These, however are not considered m the model used m th1s 
theSIS 
So, lots of expenmental results are available m literature. However, as m the cases 
of sputtenng simulatwns in wmc matenals and for the same reasons as d1scussed m 
chapter 4, very little work has been earned out for colliswn cascades Furthermore, 
radmtwn damage m iomc materials differs substantmlly from metals and semicon-
ductors because electromc effects are 1mportant [161] 
6.1.1 NaCl as model material 
N a Cl (Rock Salt) IS not generally one of the candidate host rock matenals for HLW 
storage but 1t has been used m th1s thesis as a model matenal to cxamme rad1atwn 
effects It 1s also a model matenal wh1ch has been stud1ed systematically [239, 241, 
242, 243, 244, 245, 246, 247, 248, 249, 250, 251]. Its fundamental properties can be 
used to understand the rad1atwn stab1lity of many other 1omc systems like MgO and 
alummJUm ox1de, a-A]z03 However, qmte recently (m 2002), Hartog and eo-workers 
[252] have observed that even a basically stable compound such as NaCl may become 
unstable after heavy madmtwn As a result ofthe 1rradiatwn, dislocations, Na and Cl 
precipitates and large vmds can be produced followed ultimately by sudden explosiOn 
dnven fracture of the matenals 
6.2 MD Sirnulations of Subsurface Collision Cas-
cades 
Cascade s1mulatwns are normally Jmtlated by g1vmg one of the particles near the 
centre of a large latt1ce a defined amount of kmet1c energy m a g1ven dJrectwn 
The PKA IS the atom m the lattice to wh1ch the Jmtml energy 1s imparted The 
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development of the displacement cascades can be roughly divided mto three phases 
the colhswn or balhstic phase, lastmg ~ 100 fs, dunng which the PKA energy iS shared 
among successive generatiOns of recml atoms, a relaxation penod, which lasts less than 
a p!Cosecond durmg which defects begm to adopt their eqmhbnum configuratwns 
and a coohng phase which lasts a few picoseconds durmg which the highly disordered 
cascade volume reaches local thermal eqmhbnum with the surroundmg lattice 
6.3 MD Model 
Two different system Sizes were used System I with 64,000 particles (109 Ax 109 
Ax 109 A) for the 1 and 2 keY PKA simulatwns and System 11 with 97,336 particles 
(126 Ax 126 A x 126 A) for some of the the 2 keY cases. The Cl- wn was the PKA 
m all the Simulatwns performed The chmce of the Simulatwn box depends on the 
energy of the PKA It must be large enough so that the resultmg colhswn cascade 
iS contamed withm the lattice and iS not too close to the boundanes This pomt iS 
checked Visually and a postenon A perfect crystal was assumed at the start of each 
simulatwn and the Simulatwn imtially started at 0 K. 
The directwn of the PKA was chosen randomly In fact, they were chosen m 
such a way that the cascades generated are away from the boundanes so that their 
influence is neghgible. In metals, m particular m iron, Stoller and eo-workers [253, 254] 
have found that in order to mmimise channellmg, a high mdex directwn such as 
<135> should typically be used while Becquart and eo-workers [255] chose directwns 
<135> and <253> as to be representative of an average behaviour for Simulations of 
displacement cascades m Cu 
Unhke m the case of the sputtermg Simulatwns (chapters 4 and 5) where atoms 
on the x and z faces were fixed, for all the Simulatwns done m this chapter, atoms 
were fixed on all the faces of the Slmulatwn cell As a result, we have only constant 
volume systems m all the simulatwns earned out m this chapter However, it is very 
important to ensure that these boundanes were sufficiently away from the cascade so 
that their mfluence is neghgible as mentwned m chapter 2 where boundary conditions 
are discussed m detmls 
The parameters used m this chapter to descnbe results of MD cascade simulatwns 
are the total number of survivmg pomt defects (vacancies and interstltmls) and the 
fractwn of the survivmg defects contamed m clusters Yanous cntena are used to 
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1dentlfy atoms as d1splaced from the1r anginal pos1twn by a radiatwn Impact [79) In 
th1s chapter, a part1cle IS considered as bemg d1splaced 1f 1t leaves the sphere centred 
at 1ts mltJallattJce pos1t10n w1th the radms of one third a nearest-neighbour distance, 
1 e t x !'f, where a0 is the latt1ce parameter If no particle IS found w1thm the sphere 
descnbed above, 1t 1s known as a vacancy The dtsplaced particle IS known as an 
mterstltial1f 1t does not occupy another latt1ce s1te A full charge model IS used and 
the potent1als used for the d1fferent mteractwns namely (a) Na+ and Na+ (b) Na+ 
and Cl- and (c) Cl- and Cl- are the same as used m chapter 4 and are descnbed m 
detml m chapter 2 The s1mulatwns were run for 20 0 ps Nme different traJectones 
were run for the 1 keV case and 10 for the 2 keV case The damage mduced to the 
system by the resultmg cascades IS determmed together w1th the number and spatial 
pos1t10ns of the res1dual defects The statistiCS obtamed are summansed m tables 6.1 
and 6.2 For some traJectones, a b1gger latt1ce was reqmred and system II was used 
The results are summansed m table 6 3 Only 4 dtfferent traJectones were run for 
th1s particular size 
6.4 Simulation Results 
For the 1 keV cascade, the overall/ average FP's was calculated to be 25 wh!le that 
number for the 2 keV PKA was 45 The deta!led results are summansed m table 6 1 
for the 1 0 keV PKA s1mulatwns and tables 6 2 and 6 3 for the 2 keV cases 
In the simulations performed, a peak in the number of displaced atoms IS reached 
typically between 300 fs and 1000 fs, dependmg on the PKA energy (between 1 and 2 
ke V) Most of the d1splaced atoms recombme w1th avmlable vacanc1es The evolutwn 
of the mean number of FP's IS plotted for both cases F1gure 6 1 shows d1stnbutwn 
for the 1 0 keV cascades while figure 6 2 shows for the 2 0 keV case The mean peak 
number of FP's for all the 1 0 keV cascades was found to be around 516 and occurs 
after 450 fs wh1le that for the 2 0 keV cases, It was found to be 1413 and occurs after 
600 fs However m metals hke 1ron, peak defects were observed much ear her, typ1cally 
between 100 fs and 500 fs agam dependmg on the PKA energy [3) 
F1gures 6 3, 6 4 and 6 5 show snapshots of defect distnbutwns w1th a Cl part1cle 
as the prmc1ple knock-on atom (PKA) in a 1 keV cascade After the start of the 
colhswn, the defects start to appear. These defects are typ1cal of other cascades at 
1 keV The colour scheme used m the snapshots are as follows Red and blue for 
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PKA energy 1 0 ke V System I 64 000 particles 
S1mulat10n D1rect1 on No of Res1dual Defects 
1 <123 > 21 
2 <122 > 29 
3 <155 > 38 
4 <135 > 29 
5 <153 > 26 
6 <125 > 21 
7 <111 > 16 
8 <133 > 21 
9 <144 > 20 
Table 6 1 The number of res1dual d efects after 20 ps for each S1mulat10n run w1th 
PKA energy of 1 0 keV 
PKA energy 2 0 ke V System I 64 000 particles 
S1mulat10n D1rectJ on No of Res1dual Defects 
1 <121 > 67 
2 <133 > 58 
3 <152 > 40 
4 <161 > 54 
5 <352 > 57 
6 <252 > 64 
7 <513 > 33 
8 <225 > 34 
9 <531 > 35 
10 <325 > 26 
Table 6 2: The number of residual d efects after 20 ps for each s1mulatl0n run w1th 
PKA energy of 2 0 keV 
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PKA energy 20 keV System II 97 336 particles 
S1mulatwn Direction No of Residual Defects 
1 <163> 46 
2 <613> 33 
3 <262> 44 
4 <316> 45 
Table 6 3 The number of residual defects after 20 ps for each s1mulatwn run w1th 
PKA energy of 2 0 keV 
Na and Cl mterstlt1als respectively w1th green and black for Na and Cl vacancies 
respectively Two clearly Identifiable sub-cascades marked by the letters A and B 
can be observed m figure 6 3 Th1s snapshot actually shows the peak mterst!t1al and 
vacancies (1 e the maximum defects observed for 1 keV), 350 fs from the start of the 
s1mulatwn. It can also be observed that some channelling has occurred At the end 
of the s1mulatwn, the remammg separated defect regwns are charge neutral 
The second snapshot, figure 6.4 shows the residual defects at the end of the sim-
ulatiOn ( 1 e after 20 ps) Figure 6 5 IS the same as figure 6 4 except the v1ew angle IS 
changed shghtly so as to observe the two adJacent Cl crowdwns A crowdwn consists 
of 3 mterst1tmls w1th 2 vacancies m between them Th1s IS Illustrated m figure 6 5 
where several Cl crowdwns (shown m circles) as well as one Na crowdwn (m the 
rectangle) can be observed 
A typical defect, labelled (1) m figure 6 4, that occurs at the end of the s1mulatwn, 
IS a Cl mterstltial crowdwn s1ttmg in the centre of the face of the umt cell wh1ch has 
displaced Its two ne1ghbounng Cl wns at opposite corners of the cell face There 1s 
also a tendency for the defects to cluster In one case there are two defects of type (1) 
adJacent to each other In other case, defect (i) has aNa spht mterstltml adJoimng 
Figures 6 6, 6 7 and 6 8 show results for a PKA energy of 2 0 ke V The development 
of the colhswn phase (m this case only one mam cascade) IS observed m figure 6 6 
F1gure 6 7 (and 6 8 wh1ch is JUSt a zoom of figure 6 7) shows the end of the simulatiOn 
Th1s time, the peak damage occurs somewhat later (650 fs after the start compared 
w1th the 1 keV wh1ch was 350 fs after the start of the s1mulatwn) and there are no 
Identifiable sub-cascades At the end of the s1mulatwn there are larger defect clusters 
and some vacancy clusters near the centre of the ongmal cascades. There are agam 
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F1gure 6 1. The mean number of Frenkel pairs for all the traJectones m the 1 0 keV 
cascade m N a Cl, plotted as a functwn of s1mulatwn time The peak defect number 
IS 516 Frenkel pairs and th1s IS observed after 450 fs The res1dual number of defects 
IS 25 (1 e 25 mterst1tials and 25 vacancies). 
Cl mterstJtJal crowdwns (m greater numbers) but th1s time they appear next to an 
adJacent Na crowdwn as shown m figure 6 8 More Na and Cl spht interstJtJals are 
observed There are also more complex defects structures 
The mean number of residual defects for each set of s1mulatwns was calculated 
For 1 keV the mean number IS 25, wh1le that for 2 keV IS found to be 45 In both the 
1 and 2 keV cases, the crowdwns were found to be m the <110> directiOn In actual 
fact, th1s 1s the most stable configuratiOn for such type of defects 
Compared w1th Similar s1mulations performed w1th iron [137, 138, 139] and w1th 
1 0 and 2 0 keV PKA energy, the mean numbers of FP's were found to be 7 and 10 0, 
[3] respectively. much lower than those obtamed m NaCl, md1cating a poor radmtwn 
tolerance for NaCl wh1ch confirms the experimental results obtamed by Dubmko and 
eo-workers [239, 242, 244, 245, 246] 
A typical defect d1stnbutwn for a 1 ke V cascade m a-1ron IS shown m figure 6 9 
S1x vacant s1tes can be observed along w1th 4 clu&ters. The d1rectwn of the smgle 
dumbel11s found to be < 110> wh1le w1thm the cluster ( cons1shng of 1 dumbbell and 
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Figure 6 2 The mean number of Frenkel pairs for all the traJectones m the 2 0 ke V 
cascade m N a Cl, plotted as a functiOn of simulatiOn time The peak defect number IS 
1413 Frenkel pairs and this IS observed after 600 fs The residual number of defects 
IS 47 (1 e 47 mterstit1als and 47 vacancies) 
2 crowdions and shown m figure 6 9), the directiOn of the dumbbell IS the same as 
the Fe crowdwn, 1 e <111> [3]. Figure 6 10 shows the typical residual defects m a 2 
keV cascade. In this figure, 12 vacant sites were observed along with 9 clusters [3] In 
both cases, the Fe crowdwns were found to be very mobile and had <111> directiOns 
As m the cases of the 1 ke V simulatwns, the crowdwns had the same directiOns 
The peak number of defects was found to occur between 0 1 ps and 0 5 ps depend-
mg on the energy of the PKA The size of the system used m all the two cases was 
109 Ax 109 Ax 109 A and contamed 59,582 atoms The colour scheme used m the 
figures are Red for Fe mterstJtJal and green for vacancies The simulatwns m the 
case of Iron were m general earned out at 600 K [139] (so as to simulate a Nuclear 
Pressure Vessel- NPV) while that for the NaCl system was done at 0 K However, 
for the two figures shown for Iron, Initially the temperature was 0 K so that results 
obtamed can be compared with that of NaCl The Ackland EAM potential [139] IS 
employed for the Fe-Fe mteractwns 
In N a Cl, durmg the balhstJc phase more atomic d1splacements were observed m 
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the core of the cascade when compared w1th 1ron Furthermore, the cascade volume 
IS larger than that observed for a typ1cal cascade m a bee Fe, for PKA energ1es similar 
to the one used m the N a Cl case The geometry of the defect clusters formed are 
s1m1lar to the one m an mad1ated pure Fe latt1ce Dumbbells (smce they were found 
to be more energetically favourable m a-iron [3, 139]) and crowdwns were observed 
Self-mterst1t1al atoms v.ere not that common m NaCl Instead larger s1ze clusters 
tend to form preferent~ally Particles m the larger s1zed clusters cons1st of rows of 
crowdwns and dumbbells, (see figure 6 8), wh1ch 1s also observed m pure Fe [3] As 
m the case of 1ron, m1xed clusters were also found to form though there were no 
crowdwn or dumbbell type complexes, e g. Na-Cl dumbbells Such defects have been 
found m MgO [256] As regards to antJ-s1tes (where e1ther Cl- 10ns end up m Na+ 
s1tes or v1ce versa), they were only observed around the time the peak defects occured 
but no res1dual antlsttes were observed at the end of the stmulatwns. 
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different Cl crowdions. orne of lhe e Cl crowclions were found adjacent to ~a split 
interstitial a shown within the circl . . A :\'a crowdion adjacent to a Cl split in-
ter t ilia I is abo shown within a rectangle. Residual number of clef cts is 29 (i.e. 29 
inlerstit ials and 29 \'acancies). Direction of Pl< is < 135> . 
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Figure 6.6: Th peak inter tit ial · and vacan i s. 650 fb after the start of a 2 k 
cascade in :\aCI. showing only one main cascade. T he size of the s imulation box i 
126 A x 126 Ax 126 A. 
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Figure 6.9: nap hot showing lh lypi ce1 l residual defects in an a-iron latlice with a 
l keY PKA . Thr size of the imulation box i 109 Ax 109 x 109 A. ):umber of 
vacant sites i 6 and number of clusters i <1. Th mean/average numb r of \'acant 
it was found to be 7. The dir ction of lh single dumbell is < 110> while within 
th clu ler (consisting of 1 dumbbell and 2 crowdion ). the direction of the dumbbell 
is Lhe same as the Fe crowdion . i.e. < 11 L> [3]. 
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Chapter 7 
Conclusions and Future Work 
Thts final chapter consists of two mam sections In the first part, conclusiOns on all 
the works that have been earned out in this thesis are made whtle m the second part, 
a description of future work 1s outlmed 
7.1 Conclusions 
Two dtfferent physiCal processes namely sputtenng (mcludmg potential sputtermg) 
and radtatwn damage have been mvestlgated m wmc matenals m th1s thesis In 
fact, the s1mulatwns of sputtermg and radtatwn damage m wmc matenals that have 
been earned out m th1s thesis are the first of the1r kind Lots of researchers have 
studted those two processes extensively m metals and semi-conductors but not mwmc 
matenals The mam reason bemg that the evaluatiOn of the long-range Coulombtc 
mteractwns reqmres lots of computatiOnal time smce 1t 1s of the order N2, where N 
1s the number of partiCles m the system N a Cl was chosen as model matenal in th1s 
thesis because of 1ts simple crystallographtc structure After the start of th1s work, 
other matenals were and are still bemg studted namely MgO [256] and MgAl204 
wtthm the Loughborough Matenals Research Group 
Multlpole methods (whtch 1s of order N [166]) have also been Implemented w1thin 
an MD code to evaluate the long-ranged Coulomb1c forces Before the fast summatwn 
method was Implemented, systems of up to 2000 particles were studted usmg a dtrect 
method [161] However, w1th the successful use of the multtpole method, btgger 
system s1zes up to the order of 100,000 particles could be mvestlgated The mult1pole 
method was Implemented m the MD code usmg a senal verswn of the DPMTA [167] 
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wh1ch was developed by researchers at Duke Umvers1ty [183, 184, 185] Vanous tests 
were earned out usmg the new code and the optimum parameters to the DPMTA 
were found Usmg these parameters, an almost lmear relatwnsh1p for the graph of 
s1mulatwn time agamst system s1ze was obtamed 
An MD model was developed m whiCh particle eJectiOn was analysed purely on 
the bas1s that 1t assumes fixed charges on the impacting ions, 1gnormg energy transfer 
between the electromc and phomc subsystems It 1s a simphfied model and clearly 
there are a number of other physical processes that need to be taken mto cons1deratwn 
so that a full picture of the process can be obtamed m a future study For example, 
electron emiSSIOn from the surface on impact has not been considered m th1s model 
The same model was used to study both sputtenng and rad1atwn damage m 
NaCl In the sputtermg s1mulatwns, proJectiles w1th a g1ven amount of energy were 
impacted normally onto the surface from a fixed vertical d1stance above 1t wh1le m 
rad1atwn damage, energy was given to a chosen particle (PKA) in the lattice in a 
spec1fic direction Sputtermg y1elds were calculated and compared w1th expenmental 
data where ava~lable 
It was found that wmc matenals have relatively lower sputtermg yields when 
compared w1th metals Th1s 1s attnbuted to the fact that more channelling occurs 
m them than m metals In contrast to metals and semi-conductors, the angular 
d1stnbution of the eJected part1cles contams less structural mformatwn about the 
underlymg latt1ce, w1th less 'Well-defined angular patterns and a large number of 
d1mers em1tted The mam reason why 1omc matenals do not exh1b1t such clear 
patterns IS that the long-range electrostatic forces mfluence the traJectones of the 
eJected particles at substantial distances from the surface Also a relat1vely large 
number of clusters are ejected wh1ch rotate and v1brate For such clu&ters 1t would 
have been more appropnate to proJect the centre of mass velocity rather then the 
veloc1ty of the mdJvJdual eJected particles The energy d1stnbutwn of the eJected 
particles were found to peak at below 1 eV The ongm of the sputtered particles 
was different from metals smce they were also found to come from deeper layers In 
metals, they are normally found to come mostly from the first layers 
The model was also used to study potential sputtermg, a new form of sputtermg 
mduced by the potential energy of the 1mpactmg particle rather than 1ts kmet1c energy 
[162] A new model ( wh1ch is fa~rly controversial in the sense that no electron transfer 
IS considered smce it assumed fixed charges on the wns) has been proposed for the 
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Coulomb ExplosiOn that could explam the enhanced y1eld when h1ghly charged ions 
(HCI) are used as 1mpactmg particles at low energ1es From the SJmulatwns, 1t was 
found to be due to the attachment of Cl- wns to the 1mpactmg particles wh1ch are 
subsequently eJected from the latt1ce along w1th large clusters 
In the radmtwn damage s1mulatwns, the resultmg colhswn cascades were used to 
calculate the res1dual damage and the types of defects were analysed Formatwn of 
clusters of vacancies and mterst1tials were investigated and 1t has been found that the 
most common res1dual defects were <110> crowdwns They were observed in both 
the 1 and 2 ke V simulations The mean number of residual defects (Frenkel Pa~rs) was 
calculated to be 25 and 45 for the 1 ke V and 2 ke V respectively Another observatiOn 
made was that the peaks m the number of defects occur earher when compared w1th 
sJmJlar sJmulatwns m metals (m thiS thes1s, the results were m fact compared w1th 
a-1ron [3]) From those observatiOns (1 e h1gher defect numberh), 1t was concluded 
that N a Cl has a poor rad1atwn tolerance wh1ch confirms expenmental results 
In all these s1mulatwns, a perfect crystal was always assumed and the s1mulatwns 
were started at a temperature of 0 K All the projectiles m the sputtermg simulations 
were impacted at normal mc1dence 
7.2 Future Work 
Even w1th the implementatiOn of multipole methods to mvest1gate sputtermg and 
radmtwn damage m iomc matenals, the codes are still computatwnally expens1ve 
Thus, there is an urgent need to have them parallehsed In additiOn to savmg com-
putatiOnal times, b1gger and thus more reahst1c systems could be stud1ed Already, a 
parallel verswn of the multi pole method IS bemg implemented w1thm a parallel ver-
SIOn of the MD code, LBOMD (developed by the Loughborough Matenal Research 
Group) Th1s w1ll be used for radiation damage in other wmc matenals such as 
MgAl204 (spmel) as well as for mechamcal testmg SJmulatwns 
The model for the sputtenng sJmulatwns can be improved or a d1fferent model 
could be developed so as to mclude a vanable charge model wh1ch could be impor-
tant at surfaces As regards to the mvestJgatwn of potential sputtenng, the model 
could be mod1fied so as to address the 1ssue of electromc exc1tatwn and electron-
phonon coupling to determme the relative importance of all the various mechamsms 
responsible for potential sputtermg 
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Better and more reahstJc potentJals for the d1fferent interactiOns between the 
different particles could be developed Ab-mJtJO calculatwns could be earned out for 
th1s purpose Charge transfer potentials will have to be des1gned 1f vanable charge 
models are to be developed 
As far as the s1mulatwns on sputtenng m wmc matenals are concerned, only single 
impacts were considered It m1ght be useful to study the effect of cluster impact wh1ch 
IS important for energy deposition at the surface Channellmg wh1ch occurs in the 
case of single Impacts IS not expected to occur w1th cluster tmpacts The angle of 
mc1dence, (}, for the proJeCtiles can also be vaned and then the relatwn between 
sputtermg yield and (} mvest1gated 
So far, analysis of clusters especially clusters of defects in rad1atwn damage sJm-
ulatwns have been earned out v1sually by looking at snapshots or mov1es made for 
each simulation run. In additwn to these v1sual mds, 1t could be useful to develop a 
code that would calculate automatically the number of eJected clusters and also to 
1dentlfy the different types of defect clusters (whether they are vacancies, mterstitials, 
clusters of vacanctes/interstJtJals- crowd ions or Frenkel pa1rs) 
More and more expenmental data are becommg available Thus results from the 
s1mulations that are earned out could be compared so as to vahdate the models that 
have been developed so far 
Transition energy barners for defect motwn and long time dynamics of defect 
evolutwn could also be studied m future 
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